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General Harrison will be Cleveland'* substitute in *89.

The Illinois States Zeitung. the leading Gerpaper in the West, announces that it will
;
support neither Harrison nor Cleveland.
man

The London Morning Post has come out* in
favor of Cleveland. Yes, Cleveland and free
trade would doubtless run well in England.
The Republican League of the Cnitod States
requests Republican clubs throughout the country to call meetings and ratify the national
ticket.
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exhausting crop. A friend who
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truth in I;
Agriculturalist's assertion.
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poor but honest Irish lad,
i.do \, .ikingdow n Washington street, found
allot ronta.ining cheeks and money to the value
■•!
i-r.il hundred dollar*. Although almost destit*1*
i
ed it to Us owners, Messrs. A. I*.
<i. m
A (
proprietors of Sulphur Hitters, who
mm a liberal rew ard, and also gave him six
ot >tilpliur hitters for his mother, who ha*
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rued m hi} blessing after being cured by their
t;-<
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you look

so

well in all your life.”

Advice lo Mothers.
Vits. Winslow’s Soothing svitt p for children
tcmhiiig is the. prescription of one. of the best
female nurses .and physicians in the I'nited States,
and has been used for forty years with never-failing success by millions of mothers for their children. During the process of teething its value is
incalculable. It relieves the child from pain,cures
dysentery and diarrlm a, griping in the bowels, and
IU giving health to the child it rests
w ind coin..
the mother, i’riee 25c. a bottle.
Jyr4S
It i* said that an Italian count Is about to marry
New York shop girl, lie is stuck on the way she
yells “cash!” and thinks there must be money in it.

a

The many remarkable

sess

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
proof that it does pos-

cures

accomplishes are sufficient

peculiar curative powers.
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Every city in Connecticut and twenty of the
larger towns have already held enthusiastic
meetings to ratify the nomination of Harrison

and Morton.

The Prohibition candidate for President is a
railroad official, and the candidate for Vice
President is an ex-rebel chaplain. That is a
good combination.
Chairman Harnuui of the Democratic National Committee hu> been re-elected. The choice
of a Secretary, in place of Hon. F. o. Prince,
was left t<» a sub-committee.

Every fisherman in Maine, without a single
exception, so far as heard from, condemns Mr.
Putnam's fishery treaty. They will take pains
to be ashore September 10th.
Hd Tecumseb" says every man who fought
to preserve the government should vote for
lien. Harrison. One blast on Sherman’s bugle
horn is worth ten thousand men.
“<

('on-

While this ?- not
a-tern

Specimen sentence from Cleveland’s speech
of acceptance: **l would not if 1 could, for myself nor for you, avoid a single consequence of
fair interpretation of my course.”
The Republicans of Ellsworth bad a tlag raising Tuesday evening and a large and enthusiastic ratification meeting.
Hon. A. P. Wiswell
and Senator Hale made ringing speeches.
There

great republican turnout at the
Metropolitan Opera House, New York. Friday,
the speakers being Congressman Horr, Colonel
Ingersoll and ex-Scnator Warner Miller.
was a
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Kl
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The cost of the National Republican Convention was sJO.OOO; of which *7.000 was for rent
of the hall. *2.700 for electric lighting, and
*.*>.000 for entertaining the National < ommitt* c.
The Rochester Fiiiou quotes a mugwump of
that city as saying: “In 1SS4. to rebuke the Republican party. I voted for Cleveland. This
year, to rebuke Cleveland. I shall vote for Harrison."
Tin

political campaign opi ned at Rockland
Tuesday evening, the Republican young men's

club unfurling a handsome banner to the breeze
with the names of Harrison and Morton and
Burleigh thereon.

An «>hio Democratic paper says that the bandanna will be the talisman of tin- party in tinpresent campaign. V es. tin* people will be asked ti> vote for Cleveland and free trade, because
Mr. Thursman uses a red handcrchief.
A dispatch received from Buffalo will not be
pleasant news at the White House. It xiysthat

Louis F. Allen, an um-lc of ( leveland. has been
elected president of a club of veteran Republicans wiio voted for Win. Ilenrv Harrison in
i s to.

Mr. John Langston, a prominent V irginia
that the dill'emier* b. iween
Wise and Malione relate entirely to state matters and will not atled the prospects of the national ticket of whose success Mr. Lan-stou i~

Republican. *ays

--

bike* over one hundred thousand bushels of
"heat per day to -uj ply the mills, and requires
on«
hundred and -:\.v ears to freight the
It r< quires live thousand acres of land
rai-t thi- amount of grain, for one day's supAbout one-half of thi- va-t amount of
I,!>
d *u. i- put up in barrels, and the remainder
in sacks.
Fifteen hundred barrels are thus
Nine.

to

put up and it requires the labor of eight hundred coopers to manufacture them. Take the
labor of growing the w Vat. harve-:mg. thresh*
ing. transporting, grinding, packing ami

-hip-

ping the ilour. and i: demand-

H

tiling Imre aftri harxe-J

i<> -ee two thoii-and
the track loading with xx heat. Thi- i"
tt< n kept up for -evera’ weeks after
they bruin to ship the grain in; > ti.e eiiy. The eh vat >rs hav* to run <’,ay
.ml night to stop? ih•
■

’I he wheat uml- r a Nate law ha- to be
ubed ill and ’<t ..t il.e
.lor- by a >t •

Nine.

" iglier who i- under a i.i nd of !■•».•
thousand
•’"liar-. The wheat a!-.* ha- to be weighed
"'hen it goe- ini.- :lie mill-. Th. lumber inter*

Representative Boutelle tells bis friends that
a third cablegram from Blaine on Monday morning, which In- did not read to the con-

vention, hut which clenched the ctfect produced by the other two so that all elfort to nominate Blaine ceased.
William Lilt

Kellogg of Louisiana, s;,jd in

Chicago that Blaine could have been nominated
easily if it had not been for a mistake by the
New York delegation, lie says Foraker was
ready to give him 20 or 2‘» votes from Ohio.
Saturday afternoon.
Says The Acadian Recorder. of Halifax:
•‘Those on this side of the border who are real
Canadians at hearts will pray for the defeat ot
(ieneral Harrison and the collapse of the Rt
publican party.” And tin- Democrats on this
side of tin- border will vote us the Canadians
pray.
Harrison was nominated on the eighth
ballot, in the year INNS; there are eight letters in his given name am! eight in his surname,
and 11 is the eighth letter in tin- alphabet.
Moreover, the last letter of each of his names
is u, which by many i* regarded as a good
Ceil.

omen.

It is rumored that Mr. Randall will not take
the stump for Cleveland, and that in consequence tin- free trade Democrats will do all
they can to defeat Randall’s re-election to ConIt is further said that in this event Mr.
gress.
Randall will announce himself as an imh-pemlelit candidate.
Those who know (J em-ral Harrison best hold
him in highest honor. The Indianapolis Journal publishes a series of dispatches in regard to
the reception accorded to his candidaev in every
county in Indiana. It is clear from this report
that Harrison is strong and popular from one
end of the I lousier Slate to the other.
The demand for Protect ion literature is very
great from all sections of New Fngland. The
Home Market Club will furnish such documents to all who apply. Otlieials of Republican Clubs, Republican Committees and others
desiring such, should address Herbert Radelytle. Secretary, oi! Bedford Street, Boston.
The Atlanta Journal wants to know why the
to a Democratic Administration to reduce the rate of postage on
letters from 3 to 2 cents. "The Journal” i>
hopelessly ignorant. The reduction in question
was made by a Republican Administration, and
In advowent into etleet on October 1. 1SS3.
cating a further reduction, then-fore, the
Republican party is simply in line with its settled policy.

Republican party left, it

A Washington dispatch says: The erv raised
about Harrison’s record on the Chinese question has died out. The delegates of California
say that State is strongly for protection. TinStates regarded as certain for Republicans will
give 1S2 electoral votes. It is necessary for the
R -publicans to secure ID more votes in order to
carry the election. Fifteen they expect to get
in Indiana, six from Connecticut and that carries the day.
1
was entirely titling that from the Maine
delegation should come a proposition to attach
The tema temperance plank to the platform.

and women of the land will apperance
plaud Congressman Boutelle or his manly
course during the closing moments of the eonvent,on in pressing tin* resolution to a vote,
without which the platform, otherwise grand
in conception, would have been lacking in symmetry and comph teness of proportion.
men

senatorial friend of Maine says that Maine
will take an active part in the eampaign,speakin
New York, Connecticut and New Jering
sey, and perhaps in Ohio and Indiana. He
will make protection the burden of his speeches, with references to the alleged suppression
of the negro vote in the South, lie thinks
that there is an understanding that if Harrison
Is elected, Maine will he ottered the secretaryship of state. Maine in isjrj for President is
the desire of the people.
A

The Republican campaign in thi> Male will
not be formally opened until after Mr. Maine
arrives home, the latter part of July. It is proposed by Mr. Maine's friends to give him a
grand reception on his return to Maine. It is
thought that a committee will he formed from
various parts of the State to meet Mr. Maine at
the State line and escort him to Augusta. The
state committee will meet on July 1*2 and take
the matter into consideration and make arrangements as will he titling. It is proposed to
have Mr. Maine open the campaign somewhere
in Maine.

What

a

Ship

ia Mado Of.

“Ship alloy 1 line. Cap," said a New York
Mail and Kxpress reporter to a well known
ship-carpenter the other day. “Do you mind
Iciling the names of all the diflerent kinds of
wood used in the construction of that ship)"
pointing to a brand-new brig just turned out of
New Kuglaud shipyard.
“Not at all. I.et us begin at the hull; the
keel is made out of white oak, although rock
maple, yellow birch and Southern black gum
are sometimes used; the keelsons are of yellow
pine, sometimes of hard wood; tile ribs of the
frame are oak, chestnut, or hackmatack; the
stern and stern post always of white oak; the
apton (inside the stern),live oak; the planking
(exterior of the frame), white oak, or yellow
pine sometimes; the ceiling (the interior'of the
frame), yellow pine; the transoms, and knees,
hackmatack and white or red oak. formerly
live oak, the deck frame yellow pine; upper
deck, white pine; lower deck, yellow pine;
rails and all finishing timber, white oak; treenails, with which timbers are dowcllcd together, yellow locust. Invariably; house or cabin,
white pine, whltcwood or fancy hard woods—
the Interiors are generally’ Mulshed to order
and may vary—the deck, bowsprit and masts
are always made out of white Norway pine;
spars are always of spruce; steering apparatus
—wheel—various hardwoods, rudder of oak;
rigging parts in wood—tackle-blocks, white
ash or gum; mast hoops, oak; dead eyes, etc.,
Ilgnumvitte; belaying pins, oak or hickorv. and
the lids always of hickory.”
a

“Rkc.ci.atk the Regulator” bv using Warner’s Log Cabin Sarsaparilla. The will power
strike a blow for good or ill with a
paralyzed arm. 120 doses for $t.
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tine of
l).,
yoiucj; ladies of the neighborhood (.piitc a
to
!
o:‘
were
aim
number
whom
u\,
piV"cnt
they hunted lip lieu. Harrison and hi-", d him
in a very allectionntc manner, w Id li did m
seem to embarrass the liinna! in tin
least.

ed.

It

w:."

While the committee were
dozen l a- klorll W'llO W e
formed lln-nisHves into an

lum-h tin n\ o
W.'li! i11^ o||tsj.|.

ai

iinproniptn

am!
nixed,

motley proiv"siim. black and white
wearini. their shabby li\er\ and nii'iii ha!',
and boldly marched into the Iron; .i.»•.r and
stood iu the hall until the (ielieral came o il
and "book ejieli urimv hand with a vim that
showed he appreciate.i the atti i.t'osm

is

Consistency
( I.K.V Kl
OK

V\I>*S

I ! I I I l:

A4VK.fl'ANCK.

<

I

iSS-l.jnK

a

Jewel.

\
I \\| '!-I !•« II
U VKI’I ANt'K. K-S.

I eannoi Imi be pnof the mean- t.* thi-i
eml (the full ivali/atioujfiMindly i in p r e
« d
of a government by tin when I see about ll>
t
would,
In
in.•".
i;
r;
f the
peoph ) not one
hi [National 1 *. niocrae-,
iii
my judgment.
more
tleetive than ai.lbenrinu it--uuimoiiThe political
amendment to the t on-! duty.
-litution disqualify inuji arty t-> which I !•<the President from rc-:!ong hotli honor-- and
command- me.
election.

place

we

once

gained,

The occasion reminds
than all, tin me nio-t vividly of Unavailability a p a r t y.seem-w hen, foiir years
finds in an incumbent ago, I received a'uic.—
vvlioin a horde of otliee-sage from my
party
holders with a greed similar t<» that which
horn of benefit.' reeciv- ymi now deliver.
I
ed, and fostered by tile shall not dwell upon
hope of favors vet to the nets and policy of
come, stand ready to the admini-tration iiow
aid with money and,drawing to a close,
t rn i n e d political serIt Init remains for
vice,
pile to say to you, and
we
recognize in the through you i.> the !>••eligibility of the Prcsi- mocraey of the Nation,
dent for rt-election
ajthat I accept the nomiino-t serious danger to nation with which they
that calm, delpM-rab have honored me.
and intelligent political
action which niii't ehar-j
aeterize a government!
by the people.
and.

more

Levi P. Morton’s

Honesty.

At the beginning of the civil war the firm of
Morton & (iriuncll, of which Levi P. Morton
was head partner, suspended and
paid a dividend of lifty per cent. A few years later Mr.
Morton invited his former creditors to a dinner party, and placed under each
plate a check
for tin* balance of the old debt with full interest.

These debts were all discharged by law.
There was no legal obligation to pay them.
Indeed, many would have held that no moral
duty was involved, but Levi P. Morton, with a
moral sense which placed him quite above any
petty quibbling about his creditors having taken their risks, paid every dollar he owed.
That is the kind of a man the Republican
party and the people of this country like to
honor. (The (N. Y.) Press.
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I 111 t tli
: h 11 a n d
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raw
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m
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"impest" no tin lights that ai
with tin- occasion. Tin LYpul.liean ;• a11
li.c
walked iti the liubt of tin I >t elaration oi Im!
prudence, it ha- lifted the "liatt ot j-at ri-•! i-’i.
I
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lias made the ime. perfect union "iet:r. ly
Washiimbm an i I mmaking ail nu n I'm
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fourteen elevator- tha* haxe a apathy of many millions of bushel- of grain, rangi’!.: all tin- way from two hundred thousand
bu-h»*!s t two million*'
eh. It i- a common

candidates, and ) et ) oil were ehn : m-r v\
your nomination due to an accident. nr the result of hastv or inconsiderate ih lii,- ration. 1:
indicated rather that you pn'*e>Mi| in :i m^re
eminent d fierce peculiar qualities which e.unmendeilyou to the people’s fa \or. In the hour
of our country’s peril \on cheer-fully a.
pt, -l
a linmKe position
in the army, went where
your country most needed you. and bv lonu
and faithful service rose toVnJie r command'
and assunt. .1 irreatt r rc^ponsibilitii '. Id, ,-t. d
to the I’nitcd Stales Senate, \ o*ir .-nI:11T«• iu■ d
and conservative statesmanship command'd
the respect and inspired the contidemv of the
Auieiiean people. Added io llii'. ihi plllii)
of your past iife and \our exa!!ed priv.io
virtues is an earnest that as a candidate for
President the Imnor of the P publican part)
and the idol*) of our country u i!! he safe iii
The puttform adoprd h\ tie
your keeping.
National Kepuhliean <'.invent i«u: n ark' out
with dearness and precision tl;e r,r.| of : :
ti«.j 1 :.*
part). The American >)stem of
American labor and American products ,n
American markets, tie 'aen.lm
a;,,; puriv
of the ballot, tiie protection of Ame; >• u, ,,
/eiis, native and adopted. at 1 .mie ami ai»roa
on laud and sta. the prohibl: i,.n of <
immigration, tic buiidiii_ up of u;r n.i\y. in
ercatioiloi coast defelie. and the e>j eia’i me
of tlm o'd soldiers ami sailors ni tie1 n pid
are questions which
upv
n-pj. i,.. is p,,
in the platform. These and other 'iile- ts |
ferret I to in the plat ferm w ill deed‘lie" reei ,,
your careful eon'i.h ration.
I n coiielusmn. we be^ p,, \ ;ovss .ur p.
sat i'fact ion at ) nir m-minut i m. and .\
imlid
tiiebeli' I that ) our ieeii-*u m air* :.•!) assured.
'< > N

aruiy of

an

have

experienced in public ailaii-s. illustrious in
elia raehr and worthy ot t he people's eon title e
and support. Were ‘before the eol'.Yi liti<»I< :is

11 A !.’ 111

a

of

sense
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(«KN. II\i:i!lsn\: \Vi■ nn- rnimiiissj.iiit .| 1.\
I lie National lie publican < i: vPntiou !■• otic dally
ti c licpnblinotify you of your nomination
can
candidate for President of t ie l nited
States. I n doiiur this. \\e may be pc mitt. d to
remind you that your selection met the hearty
approval of the whole convention. !i !• f: no
embittered fei linu or lukewarm sunporter-.
and it voiced the average and tie-l»
ment of the convention. It h true disti laumlud
irenileman. well known to the p. ople. vv ho .are

I.! \.

lloftKIM'S.

a va-t amount of capital to
carry on
these varied interests. We have in this city
thirty llouring mills ihaf eo>t a- many millions
of dollars. The great A” mil! of the Wash*
burns ha- the capacity of turning out live
thoi sain! barrel- of ilour per day. The I’ill
bur. **A“ mill can turn out as much more.
I he other mills have 1.
capacity, ranging
from two hund.I and tifty to three thousand
barrels per day. Th*- average output of all
the mills i- thirty thousand barrels per day. It

*•

Mr. Cleveland is ably supported by the London rimes, but the London Time* i* not a
Presidential Warwick by any manner of means,
as Britain’s new ally will find out to his cost.

l.

iv.(Hires

-.

•'

Mi

manufacturing city in the
tie* xvord. yet it- llouring
mills, elevators, and saw mills are upon a far
grander scale than elsexvhep* in America. It

veution for that purpo-e waited upon Oeii.
Harrison at his iv'ideiitv t<-day and notitied
hmi of lii> nomination for President of the
tinted ''late'. Pussell Harrison and apt. M.
(>. Mel.ain in. I the delciratrs at tin* door and
escorted them through the i.ail into t},» parlor,
which is the r« ii11 room betw on the draw inc
room and the library,
l i;-- latter r urn and
the hallway wa re crowded by the friends and
iieiulihiU' of (ieii. Harrison, iuelmlimr many
hulii'. Tlie member'of tlie committee
lined them>elvr> into a >ein:-*ir< '• around
,•
parlor, which was la'!.■fully decorated with
cut (lowers. < onspieuons ahim- the mantel
bum: a w ry antique portrait of "Old Ti;•*..
canoe." while in the .iallwa\ r« 'ted another
portrait ot the old warrior. When the »mmittee had all entered tlie room at l’J o'clock,
Hen. Harrison and hi' wife came down tin*
'tairs, and jiml n> Mis. Harrison reached tin
ki't step >ln* tripped and fell on her knees, but
the (ieiieral hastily assisted her to arise, and
with admirable composure she took the<iemraPs arm and entered the parlor. <b n. Harrison looked paie and careworn, his
expre"ion
beilie; one of dt ep seriousness, as he stood facing the committee, attired in a close buttoned
Prince Albert. Mrs. Harrison. on tin* contrary, looked very bapp\ and bright: 'In w is
attired in while India silk, trimmed in _rini:
with liiirli tieek, ionic >lcew*' am' noorna:;..
On her left stood Mrs. .1 \ Huston.
,*aiitifnl brunette, attired in black silk an ; diamond
ornaments, ami besjde her was ,'lrs. ,b lm
Now. also in black silk with dian on !». lion.
I M. M. Kstt e. ( hailman of ih< commit!. e, 'poke
| a** follows:
(

Minneapolis.
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To riir Kiaitou or run dot unai.: In my
last letter I promised to tell you something
about the industries of our xvestern metropolis.
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The Saloon Journal heartily and enthusiast ically indorses tin* rcr.omination of President
Cleveland. The Saloon Journal knows it'
friends.
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The official canvass of the Oregon congressional election shows that Hermann. Republican, had a plurality of 7498.
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Desert.

distance from tin* depot to the court house
ed. Clark’s horse gave a lurc h and fell to the
Maine Matters.
Generalities.
Mr. Mrc«-t never knew. He spoke to several
ground, dying in a few moments. An examinr-oni'ii
NEWS
the
AM'
GOSSIP FROM ALL OVER THE STATE.
ation of the horse's stomach was made and
pway. hut lie couldn't have told,
"I
andSeveral eases of cholera are reported at
I'M his life, what he said to them. The first
unmistakable signs of poison discovered. !i
alone,
veali/.aii «n « f his surroundings was when lie
is believed that the poisoning is the work of Me»ina, Italy.
\mi marks l.v its rudely heaped eoverinn of stone
MAINE. LAND COMPANIES.
The end of an earthly eareer
found himself a-. ending the broad steps of tin*
some of the Togus rumsellers and 1:0 effort
I5r«»k*-r< am! wholesale gioeer* have declared
No
Itradstreet
summer
resort
on
tlie
says:
There, -lint in the solitude. far from the 1 an !
■uirt house, w itii a pr« eii baize door in front of
war against the Sugar Trust.
Atlantic coa-t has had a more phenomenal will be spared to apprekeneu the guilty one.
'('here hi', w ho lies under, his future had planned,
him and all hope behind him. He entered
tin:
lonc; lost mi.miaI‘i:n amhu iiki;
rsn.
h ri.-es in this drear and desolate strand.
growth than liar Harbor, and real estate values
Kmperor \\ illiam receives almost daily letters
and >at down.
there have increased or late with astonishing
Where never :: friend e-.uieth near.
"There he i-I" e.vla;m> •! a stranger near
According to Mr. Luther Maddoe ks’ observa- containing threats against his life.
Mount Hesert island was seldom tions the North Atlantic
rapidity.
are
in
him: "that's him on tin* witness stand,
grounds
The wild e.'telII- -l.-w- llele aild there o'er the
danger
lie's visited
Thrct towns in Sweden have him nearly deby tourists as late as INTO, and perman- of being deserted b\ some of the; most valuable
w aste,
a-in-idinp up hi- hand to be sworn. I jrucss ent summer
residence was unheard of. Land fish. Mr. Maddoeks as a
stroyed l»y tin : lu>* about live million dollars.
I lie only tiling w hieh near lit*- trr.ive has e’er pl.iei d
of the
u'll !»:»v. to stand up to .-<, him."
special
agent
which twenty years ago was not worth more
\ llower. in memory oi one who onee traeed
I'nited States fish commission was assigned to
Th
Yacht Designer Purges.* is Master of Arts,
a-l-ier -tap'ire red to h'< I, el. He lfj.sk- than siou an
acre is now sold for the enormous
llis name on the renir<N of un
an investigation of the' fishing interest's from
< '! :;t tl
honoris causa, by the grace of liannrd I'niveri opie. the reiiinp, the < lock- -it \V;iWho wa- he
Wh.it did her There's no one to t- ii.
price of over sliMUKK) an acre. The best sites Delaware to Florida. He reports that menhada
t.
r
tlv.
th.
the
j11s!
*|iia?
pa-t
jury,
sity.
I-'en tin-w in !-that wen* then >ii ilic dav th.it he
lawyers. for dwellings have been all taken.
tin jiuipe.
en, which have practically disappeared from
1 !.. n. with an flort. lie raised hi- !
fell.
This remarkable development of once barren the northern waters,
arc beginning to appear
The French copper syndicate for two years
Have wandered away and tlte stony mm ml’s swell
ye- to tin; prisoner- are! -aw
soil has »r course directed the attention of inin abundance on the south eoa-t. and that
Mark ;.ii that will be tol a-a in.
N' t Mr. Hammond
but a man as like him as : vestors and
past lets bought sc\eii-eighths ot the output of
to the possibilities of
speculator*
mackerel are running farther south and are Japan.
bis retie-, lion in a phis-.
Like him. but not be. other
No si-ti of the :i v isiir i- :■ny w hen* seen.
points on the Maine coast, and no less found in northern waters in smaller schoolThere wre the aim* pierciujr eyes, the -amo I
In all lhis broad plain w 1 re the w iid winds <-areel:.
than ten land companies have been organized
and later in the season than formerly. This iFun»| mi nations have already appropriated
marked
features:
hut
this
man's
stronph
face
Amt hiids in their IIi^:lit
eer aside, n-r the e« ne
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of New York state Neal Dow fought their tirst bloodless battle. far they had been supposed to teed on reeds
lint the evil* of intemperance are a matter of
-•\\ c Were speaking, jllst now. of -nine one
“It was while the tirst Maine Cavaln was in
were in passing through it westward on the
and rushes alone, but it appears they also take
national eoneern, and tin* convention is abreast -!Uh of
who had a mystery connected with his life,*’
May. At that time, lie says, beyond camp across the river and the battle was rigid in to corn.
“How i- it. Mr. Hammond." a-ked tin* cash- w ith the best thoupht of the country in reeop- Rochester the farmers were just finishing up front of the State House. I was there in my
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such,
L. P>. Hradley. teller of the I'nion National
Temperance Itepuhlieans putting in their crops. In Penn, and Ohio at gallery on wheels and Governor Washburn had
ier, “do you think you could successfully hide nizinp
from the world a dark secret, some terrible I everywhere will he strenpthened by this deelar- that date the corn was up, hut evidently was the 13th Maine drawn up in front of the State bank (d Chicago, who disappeared some months
crime you had committed, for instance, ami go I alion. am! will feel that ill;* parly is with them quite late. The grass crop in New York, Penn, House and was making a speech and presenting j ago on the discovery of a shortage in his acin all tin* efforts which they make to curb the
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and Ohio he judged to lie about two weeks them the colors. Just in the middle of it John count-, has voluntarily returned from Canada
“Since you iu-ist on taking me as an illus- j power of the saloons and to rest riot the evils of
ahead of ours. About a week after this, on Goddard came along the road with the 1st and'surrendered. He says he hopes to make
tration," said Mr. Hammond, with a forced i intemperance, fltoston .Journal.
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An Insult to the American Flag.
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dry in that section. After this he spent sever- didn’t seem to see Colonel Neal Dow or bis men murderer of Mike Dorsey, from jail and hanged
don’t you think that the doughty Dow who
of it."
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shape
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all
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peach
brandy,
the Stars and Stripes to give place to this joint
tion of Independence, which lias been presentwas there.”
is as favored a region as any, and with
being the robber of the Kerrin Savings Hank in emblem of the
ed by Mr. d. If. Huntington to his native town
British Tory Government and took
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any
or ihe people it represents.
wealths of Massachusetts and Xcw Hampshire
New
[The
hand shook so that he could scarcely see the
que Isle* North Star.
York Press.
Prince Ileury, brother of lCmpcror William, being officially represented, and an original
figures. The lirst train for liarrville left at
THE WORK OF TOOL'S Rl .MSEI.F.ERS.
has been made commauder-in-ehicf of the poem by Whittier being read.
11 :l.rj. It was now 10:30.
He applied to the president of the bank for
The postmaster general has written a letter
Ail Augusta especial to the Portland Press (Jerman navy.
Governor Morehouse, of Missouri, refused
leave of absence. He showed the president to the President formally protesting against the says: The villainous crew who infest the enCongressman Thomas of Illinois is seriously to grant a respite of sixty days to Maxwell
classilied service so as to include the railway vironments of the National Soldiers’ Heme, at
the outside of the despatch. That gentleman
ill of cancer in the throat, produced, it is sup- the murderer of Tidier. lie informed Maxinferred, from the cashier’s pale face, that it
postal service.
Togus, selling rum ana Indulging ii all manner posed, by excessive smoking.
well's lawyers that he would grant them
was probably a death in I lie family; and. as he
of wrongful practices are again showing their
a hearing Monday July !•. on an application to
have
been
Human
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found
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hand. About a week ago Mr. H. \V. Clark, an
always associated such events in his mind with over which
Brothers and Company, of New commute Hie sentence to imprisonment for life.
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of
he
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property,
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York, have assigned. Their failure was caused It is the general opinion in St. Louis that Maxmains of men slain in a tight between Stanley’s
guessed they could get along without him for a
ing the liquor sellers to the wall,lost a valuable by that of Seligman, May & Co.
well will be hung July lit.
few data. Half an hour later, Mr. Street was party and the natives.
horse, which was at pasture. He was satisfied
The nomination of Melville W. Fuller for the
on the train, speeding toward liarrville.
Harriet Beecher Stowe was 7li years of age
The debt, statement issued July 1st shows the that the animal was poisoned, at the time, but
lias been reported back to the on the 14th of June last. Iler
In that six-hours’ ride Mr. Street lived a
total debt less cash in the treasury to be £1,103.- the circumstances were such that it was impos- Supreme Bench
home at Hartmonth of suspense. At every station he went 5K4.rJMi.04. decrease
sible to discover the offender. Mr. Clark last Senate without any recommendations.
ford is within a stone’s throw of the residence
during
past month £14.out and stood on the platform, with a wild deof Charles Dudley Warner and Mark Twain,
410.502.44 i during past 12 months, £113,844,080.- Saturday purchased another horse to replace the
son
of
President
of
Cannon,
Cannon,
Angus
sire to get off and go—anywhere! away from 48.
one which had died.
On Monday night Officer
Mormon Church, is now in jail in Ctali, and is a modest cottage almost hidden from
liarrville. The people in the car began to look
Clark in covnnany with Deputy‘Sheriff Ames the
view by vines and shrubs. Through the open
charged with perjury in giving straw bail.
( apt Marcus J,. Howes, of the barque Freeat him strangely and suspiciously; and. in the
we re out on the famous Hallo well road in search
windows of tills cottage on a summer's day
midst of his agonizing reflections, the brakes- man, who was convicted in Boston of uian- after offenders against the liquor law and hitchMrs. Harrison, wife of the Republican can- one may see the figure of the venerable lady
man dashed open the door and sang out, **llarrslaughter in killing a Japanese sailor on board of ed their horse* in the vicinity of the Downs didate for President, lias a great deal of artistic seated at the piano and hear the music of some
ville!”
bis vessel, lias been sentenced to three years iin- House, where Malloy was shot. They left their talent, flower painting being her favorite
pas* old familiar hymns sill g in her sweet but
How lie got oft' from the train and over the prison ment and a tine of £250.
teams about two hours and when they returntime.
tremulous voice.
K.tr

MOUM\«i l$v TIIK

brine

1888.

a

'hallow fraud to hmnhiic
the country, hut I hard-

<>1

ly think it wili work. hoeaii'.-

any critical

ex-

amination ini"tin-claim must 'how il- shallowness.
Pet 11 remember, while answering the
Irei wool cry raised by the President, that tinlast labor, as a < "imr.-ssnian. vvhi<*h the late
lames A. tiarlield performed, was a report
favoring the retention of the duly on wool.
It occupied him up to the very hour of leaving
his Washington limn, for ( hicauo. w here he
was nominated tor Pre-id. nt.
lutliat report,
May 1. l>so. he said :
’Sliould it (the removal or unjust change of
the wool taritf) become a law it will be impossible for our farmers t.< compete in the
market with tin mesti/.a wools id South America: and it will be etpially impossible for our
manufacturers to compete w ith those of Kranee
and Piiiiland. of course any le^islaiion that
de-troys the woolen manufacturers is i-ijually
destructive t" sheep husbandry. for the fanner
would no longer have a market for hi- wool.
Tin- nation can hardly be called independent
which does not possess the material* and the
-kill to clothe it- own people/”
—

_

New
Ill

i.i'vs i,

Manufactories
Me., lune •_’!).

at

Belfast.

Goose River in Hclfu.'t

is

beginning to regain something of its old time appearance. A few years ago there were seven dams
and mills on the river within a distance of two
miles, and all were kept busy, but when the litisto
removed their paper business
Lawrence,
Mass., several of the sites were abandoned two
axe faertoies ami one grist mill only remaining. A
short time after this II. L. Pierre built a dam at
tin- mouth of the river where he put up a large
grist and plaster mill and machinery and houses
fortstoring and handling lee. Later Sherman &
Co., started up a small leather board mill. The
past spring they built a new mill at one of the old
paper mill privileges, which they will start up
about duly L
| special Dispatch to The l’oston
dotirnal.
David McKay and Robert Williams, belonging to tin? schooner Gladstone, left the vessel the
-*2d ultimo, to tend trawls, and were unable to
reach the schooner again. They were picked
up the next day by the schooner Fannie S.
Orne, of Hoot h buy, and landed on Sable Island
and taken to Halifax^
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AN1» 0OS8II* FROM ALL OVF.II T1IK

STAIN

j

a

new

trial for Stain and

llanaor Thursday.
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KYKKV

TIIlllSIlAY MOKNIN'I

Korthport (amp
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Chief Justice lYt -r<. Attorney I.. A. Barker j
represented the •.iefeiu-.- and Attorney (ieneral
Baker and Count} AiBy. Appleton the govern- *
meet.
A larae iminber "I witnesses were ex- CHAHI.ES A. PIESISIHY.EDITOR.
amined.
The prim ipa! points brought out j HUSSEEL G. HYEH. Local Editor ! sou to believe that in this connection he was
were that David L. Stain was not the B. C. 1
referring to the leaders of a faction in Belfast
■*anborn who eatne to Maine in Nov. 1*77. but j
who caused the defeat of a part of the county
REPUBLICAN NOMINATIONS
that sani-ui n now lives in Lowell. Ma-s.. and
did come to Maine at that time with a horse !
ticket two years ago. We are aware that there
and beach waifon. and that ( has. F. Main could
FOR PRESIDENT,
is a strong feeling in the county against putting
not have made a trip to Maine with the iranj;
j
these men or their followers in nomination. As
in August and November is77 as he testified at
tin trial for he was here at work at the time. J
to the gcntlemeu mentioned all who know them
All the witnesses were presented for the de- ;
OF INDIANA.
know that they are Bcpublicans first, last and
fence and are very important. The hearing j
all tin* time. So far as Mr. Norton is concernwas
continued Friday.
Attorney (ieneral
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
Baker stated that he had discovered important
ed ho is not pressing his claims in any way. He
evidence on the government side of the ease j
thinks that Mr. Payson is entitled to a re no miand asked time t" procure th
w itness, w ho !
had mysteriously disappeared.
nation if he desires it, and docs not see why he
OP NEW YORK.
At the hearing Mon,lay forenoon theirovern- j
should be singled out by those who are perincut introdiieed six witnesses who claim to j
haps seeking the nomination for themselves or
have seen Stain and Cromw ell in the \ icinity
FOR GOVERNOR,
of Dexter either in Aiurust or November. 1*77. :
their friends.
and to have identiti* d them in jail at Baniror.
It is needless to say that the communication
Ldson Maddock*. the w itness who is claimed j
would not have been published had it been
the
Stain
and
to
have
driven
irovernment
OF
BANGOR.
by
|
('roinweil on ilmir trips about Dextcr. cannot
supposed that the above construction would
be found and ( h:ef Justice IYtcrs lia> aimed
have been placed upon it. The Journal has
Foil l’Kll-11 1;N I! A !. I'.UX'TOU"
to hold the court open until the beiriunim: of
opened its columns to all who have had sugthe law term in Bortland. to -ive tin Attorney
F«>r Electors at Karate.
(ieneral a ehnnre t*» produce him. Ti:ei <-vt nigestions to make concerning the county ticket,
l orilaml.
litMiAtK II "HAW,
iin nt are to p\e Mr. BarC r -is hour's imiiec ;
with a view to ascertaining the sentiment of
." YMKEK N. CA Mi'BKKK, of Chen}Si.-Mwhen Maddocks is found. Tlew must have him
the county as to nominations so that the conEirst Distri.-t—MARK M WI NTWuKTil.
in court before the o|teiiinr of ihe law term.
vention may act understanding!}'. The paper
Tile Chief Justice said th:.1 he -h !lid o\errule Seeoml District—T. IK "lMO\T<>\.
tile original motion for a lu-w trial hi the Third District— ALBERT W. Cl sll.M AN.
has no friends to reward or enemies to punish,
Fourth District—LAM BEUT ."AMDs.
i:round that it was auainst She evidence and
and only wants a ticket nominated that will be
that an appeal would be granted at the law
(
o.\<;!M>s:
Fou BKrilKsj.NTvnvi: to
successful at the polls in September next.
court. The motion for a new trial on the
First District—THOMAS 11. UKKD.
pound of newly discovered evidence is to be Si'cihkl District—\KK"<>\ DlNiil.Ki .lit.
Tliinl District—SKTH K. MIKKIKKN.
(■cn. Sheridan has arrived at his cottage at
to
i'uIi
and
will
decide
the
court
reported
they
Fourth District—VllAUI.Es A. B< U'TEKl.K.
if they have jurisdiction. 1 f not. it wiii he heard
NoiHjuilt.
Mass., apparently none the worse
in the presence of the full court and d* < ided by
for his sea voyage on tin* Swatara. A bulletin
tlm < hief Justice, th. oilier judges :n*tiitp in an
America for Americans.
issued at ‘J p. m. Monday says:
advisory capacity.
N
Tin* free trade policy of tlic Administration
.Alt H I Ml. II » I IK HI' A1
A
Notwithstanding the apparent fatigue of (Jen.
is basin*; its natural cUVet.nnd the list of life- Sheridan's disembarkation from the Swatara,
A man named Kinm y
from Trim < Kdward
he had a tolerably fair night, being slightly
Island, was murdered at Klliol'Vitlc July !'• or long democrats who decline to he eouuteil
restless at times.
His condition to-day has
I.
Kinney was bos' of a -team drill erew on innh r the red flajr of Kmdand isy-rowim: rapid- been as
satisfactory as could have been expecta section of the < 'anadian Pacific, and had not
ed.
His
is
pulse
good, respiration better, and
The futile dibits of tile democrats to
drawn any nay for a lony time until.i f* -v days ly.
his appetite, which has not been so good for
aim. when he w as paid nearly SUJOM bach ,\a;rC'.
bedj,e on this question i- another indication of the last two
on shipboard, is increased.
days
<Mi Monday lie went'to Monson and from there
the direction of public sentiment, and it would He recognizes the fact that he is at home at
t<> Klliotsville with a voiiny man who lias a
and
is
much
be
indeed
strange if then.* was any hesitation Nonquitt
pleased with the sur•
amp there and lives by yuidiny partit s and «iolie is abu assisted by in rallying under the tlau of our country in roundings.
iIV— "tliet* odd jobs.
friends, who regard him as partially deranged,
d-temvoi tiie interests and principles it repreThe schooners July 4th and Yankee Doodle
lie having been queer in hi> ways for many
Hi- family are of the highest r< -pe* ta- sents. Tin* n cord of the I democrats since the
were reported in distress on or about the na-!
>ears.
i »i I it > and < »f considerable wealth. When the inauguration of Cleveland lias been one of
t ional anniversary.
1 f this has any significance
two left Monson this voting mail had a Winour people a> producers
antagonism t
and I i' ma\ be attributed to C leveland's atiti-Amerchester t itle w ith him. On Tuesday he returnmanufacturers and of subserviency to foreign
'd without his ritie. went to Monson Junction
i< -.n policy.
and purchased a ticket for Kanyor on the l*is- interests hostile to our own. The proofs of |
ataquis Ilailroad. but left the train at (itnl- this arc abundant and unmistakable. Whi'o
There is a steady emigration of Maine bank
f"i'd, sayina' he wa« «roii*ir to take a -tare u>
tiii- p.-iiev i- detrimental to the whole country ufiiecr', but it is to Kansas and not to ranada.
I> -xt- r and ihe railroad further to liostou.
Kinm y m*t returning, the vvorkim u turn d it i- ni-o stromrly marked with sectionalism.
•i:t to
areh and found lii> I»*».iy at Klliotsville Southern interests an*
The Political Situation,
uuarled. while New
in a clump of alder bushes near a pond. Tin-re
w :«
a
riil
shot Wound throuyh the in td M.ielaml and the West are to la; punished lor
To tiif KlUToit ok tiif .lorieSAl.: As one
ami another through the -i>«»tii<i< r.
Steps their adhen :iee to Republican princlph s. 'Hie of the Republican voters of Waldo county who
are heiny taken to apprehend the sU'pe<q«-d
treatment accorded the vderans who saved
was somewhat disappointed in the nomination
man. whose name i' within Id on account of
hi' family until further development' ii.\ the the I’nion is further evidence of the fact that of candidates for Governor of Maine and Presir ui!t on him or relieve him of suspicion. Th. re
the South is avails in the saddle at Washington.
dent and Vice President of the I’nited States—
wa> talk some years ayo of 'eu liny him t«* an
N
vunder then that men wlio have urown up
my choice being Marble for Governor and
nsy lum.
in the democratic faith refuse to follow longer
A M' U'oii special of tin nib says tin inquest
Blaine and Alger for the National ticket—I
lias just e|o>**d oil the body «>f Alexander M. a party wlm-h looks to Kndand and the South
would say that after due deliberation 1 am
McKinney. The verdid wa- that his death for auidanee and which pui snes a policy that
w:
eaiisctl by two hulls from a rifle in tin*
free to admit that it is the part of wisdom to
"i mi hi degrade tb«
working nun and women
hand' of Kdwin l>. Hall, of Itanyor. on tin
submit to the majority. My acquaintance with
of
Ameiica
Jo
tree
level
of
tin*
labor
of
shore of l.-.ikt* Miaway July 1)1.
pauper
ibe lion. !!. <'. Burleigh has been of the most
Mu rope.
siiKitn.AN in Tin:
hum i:i:\i it maim-:.
pleasant character. When on my first visit to
was recently made of tin organizaMention
When the Thirteenth Maim* lierintent held
1 met for the first time this
tion of lrish-Aincrieans in opposition to the tiie Stale Capital
its reunion in I.ewi'Lon two weeks ayo. t!*e
hoys '.*nt a telegram of condolence to Ocucru! democratic policy of free trade. Tin* move- social gentleman, he greeted me warmly and iuSheridan in his illne's.
John !•'. Lamb. 1’tV'i- ment
vited me to look over the State property, in
originated in New York and is spreadim;
• li nt
ol the Thirteenth Maim* \>-«»« iaiion, h i'
which he assured me I was a joint owner,
in all tin* states eii^aat d
manufacturin':,
received tin* fcJIowiie; lcte. r in reply :
i'h
Press reports of NX w’Jersey : ••Kroincnd never a-king me the question w hether i was a
I!i:aih.*i AUTiats
A i:m a • »i nn; I'm
i» s ; v *>.
Republican or a Democrat. Such kind treatto end of She Slate the cry of protection is
U A'll I No I MX. 1 >. <
.hi lie
I'".
\
l»t as*-1. and the anti-t I*, wland Irishmen ar»* ment from a stranger favorably impressed me,
Jr
II I'
/*/•, »■;,/, „t /•;,*/, 'I,,;.
i.s.so,*.//hill, l.viristn n. Mi.
determined to h-ht a> they iu»\«*r fouirht l»e— and a later and more intimate acquaintance esI ’ear "ia*.—l.enerul Micridau ic-;i\
i.e
.Sn
tablished Mr. Burleigh in my estimation as a
f*‘i'e for the mainieuanee of hitrli wayes and
low lull;, lie lias appreciated He*
.y, ,:i ,u
sympathy he ha> received duriny ms iliness from tin- riuh: .-I workisiumen. In all tin- tuivio trusty and efih ient public servant, whose never

Republican
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j

BENJAMIN HARRISON,
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LEVI

MORTON,

Hon. EDWIN C.

BURLEIGH,

1

■

«•

old comrades in arm--. Tin- l.uowlcbm Hiai
he.o'1.- are AvMr.ny for hi- r« ••• -vcry ha
him
a source •■! much yratiiieain ii ;;*nI
enjoyment.
I'lea-e eon\ ev his lie.'t
i-he- and sin-’viv ’iiaiii
t" ihe members of your a'soeiation.
Yours ti*n 1 v,
M. \ >ui 1:11• vs.
< 'oh and and Aide d<
(‘amp.
m'

diet

w

II!!. f.

<.<

N

MM

i'es. j.ropriet >r of tie Tim !’•■;• !. Win.
I’ouylass. and a third man by tin name of
Walker from down ri vt r. were ail m> iv or i; s
seriously injured om njjn last we, p. w hile
huntinir for deer or bears. < »m* report is that
tin* three injured men were in a boat, and that
\ iles strin k a match to examiin hi' uuu. w hen
another party iu aim!her boat or on the shore,
seeiuy the liyht and 'Wpposiny it t«* he tin* » »
of a deer or moo-., mvd a charge of Im- i- -}*..
which wounded ai! tin mmi.
It i- r.-iiorted
that hoimhi" i' fatally injur.*.!. Yiles r !■, A 1
several of til.' shot but W.l' Hot • lallmT-*1.1 'I V
hurt.
1. K. \

in' <;!•:ni;i; vi..

I'ink-t ye
orni*h.

(

N

destroying valuable imi'C' in

Snow was \ i'ible on the south-wi 'tern
'I..;.,
Mount Katainliu until duly ;> I.
'1 lie Maine pension agency tli'lmr'e.l
during the •piarti r ending dune doth.
Hastport was lighted tor the tir>j tiu.e by
leetrie lights on the evening t,;' the Fmirlh.
Mrs. Mary II. Uanlett lei' hern award'd tin
contract for the care ol' sick or disabled
mnen
at Uoekland and at Waldoboro.
'I'he Thir l .Maine him.* ti;. ir reunion at Oakland, Aug. 1U. They will meet with the
1
Maine battery.
Doughty, the father of the alleged biganiM.
who was released on a charge of stealing a
boat, has been re-arre>ted an 1 will be tried ..;>
a charge of a"i>ting his son lo
c'cap:*.
A correspondent of the Kennebec d.uirual
writes that then* are good re-suram*.
that a
narrow
guage railway will soon !».■
buili
through the towns of Livermore ar.-l '1’t.riu r.
The net income of the Ihmgor < imom Iloii'e
«luring the liseal o ar ot lsss, according to <
lector Roberts. was
a>t;».uoi)
la't year.
Mr. Franklin "immun-. the -.-uli-t.»i. Ii;i>
tiuished tin preliminary w.ork ;,»r ;Is
!>«;'•: of
Hon. Hannibal Hamlin! Tin* hu>t will be comol

_

>

pleted

as soon a>

j»o'>ib!e.

been decided to complete tin* clothing
the militia, which \va> not emirelv funii'l*ed last year before the ein-ampineiil. T his w ill
postpone the lmi'ter until August, in which
month it will beheld.
A little Freneh-t nnadian
boy in Oldtown i'
credited, with one of the Mici i. -t and nc-st com- j
h has

of

of

failing courtesy and many

kindness
I have endeared him to hosts of friends in both
political parlies. That he will carry Maine in

New

.Jersey stops are brim, t.iki n to oraaucampaign clubs. Hauliers will be raised
placards put up indorsin'; tin- Republican

ami

September by

is estimated that tiuMi'a* -!> of Irishvoie«l for Cleveland four years a*;o
wiil rex.ilt against him. now that he lias eomn
Hc<l liini'elf to a free tra<le platform." Mr.
d >!;n Isim:. a hadim; busiue.-s man of Passaic,
and om- of lie organizers of tin* Anti-( ievcland I.eanic of New 'lork.says: **Tl»e State
t'e-kcl.
men

w

l!

gard

p;ii.

no

protection, unqualified.
hov. se«!uetivdy

matter

NX. free
it

maybe

elided. will be swallowed, The woikinsman
will m.t vote Iiis bread and butter away, never
bar.
Matters have «rut to Mich a j»ass that
are now liuhtini? for their rielit to live on
earth i:i comfort ami peace. I-Yce trade
would lake money out of every b>:!.*r's pocket
and put it into tin; money bn«;s of Kmrland’s
millionaires. Tin* Republican Irish vote in
New .Jersey will be overwhelming. We Irishmen have had enough of free trade at
home:
me;:

tlie

don

want

t

more

of

a protective tariff, tiie country began
enjoy its first prosperity. Since that date
there have been several attempts at free trade,
but always attended with the most disastrous
results. In 1*15 the tariff was repealed, and ol
this period Horace Greeley says:
‘‘Great
Britain poured her fabrics, far below cost,

mulgated

the Democrats in
l; -‘.oi::'
In reply ! wii! Mate that
already
there arc four branches of the Ant!-Free
Trade Lcagm- organized in this city by voters
"ho ha\e hitherto acted wiiii Hie Democratic
ranches arc in proce-s of
i'-rty. and oile r
tonnateiu. The record of our \oi ->
against
Mr. Cleveland on election day v. ill Martle the
e-prea

to

among

1

Now .’U.-t make a >pecia! note of m\
prediction, an l wat it it- verification.**
1 be individual detections from the free trade

bo-.-« ■-.

Democracy include many leading and inthiei:tial citizens. As a specimen take the ease of
Jireheiisive composition' CM record.
The
Mi-. I >. A. f iuckiey. edit or of the Cambridge.
teacher told him to write about anything In 1
could see. and thi' wa~ t!ie result : i he stow j Mass., New-*. H«. says:
•"'lie he cracked.
1 !ia\e l *-cn a Democrat as
iosig a.- I can reKennebec hv shippers .-ay thi' is one of the I m-.-mber, am! for ;»<• cons*- utive
years have
dullest season' for year'. Tin? continued cold \oted the straight ticket: but 1 <*annot
go free
weatln r Ini' It
I the detnaiul which i' also
atb*eted in Maine l»v the surplus in New 'fork
ami tie- West.
il■ *ii. Hannibal Hamlin gav- “(in, lings un
Imlep, ndenee Day” at Mr. Howon's Uoodstook celebration. He was introduced a- the
youngest living American Vice I’rc.ddet.l. lie
i' al'O the oldi st and the spryest.
li ving IL Lowell.a prominent youngdrum.rhtsuijin of IVu I land, while owing with a lady to
whom he Wa' engaged. Friday afternoon, at
I ‘iainond I'lai.b. slippe I and fell from the boat,
lb w:i' e.mght in tie* c< I gra'S and drowned.
1 he Wbig s.ay s that an arrange me lit for a
‘•tittle yard is being unde in ihmgor bv an a>'ociation «.f gentlemen of that eit\ 'together
with the M. <
Railroad. 1: is proposed to
have tin* cattle slaughtered tin-re and the ear« :is'e- sent west in
refrigerator ears.
Instructor' c. F. Adams, at ('olbv, of Rauin and F. W. Whittier, at
Howdoiu, and Mr.
Fred If. Dodge, formerly of Ihmgor, wiil attend Dr. Sargent’s summer school of
physical
culture* at Harvard, which opens the LJth of
this month and lasts live weeks.
They attended the school la<t year.
< ieorge Hamilton.one of tin*
leading citizen*
of the town and treasurer of the D< xter Savings Hank, died 1 hursday after a short illness.
It was he \Hio was brought into -o much
prominence in Maine last February, by receivings sueli a scathing denunciation from Attorney (b-neral Hakcr in bis argument in the
Siain-LTomwel! ease. Hamilton was the man
who brought out the suicide theory in the
Harron ease, and has followed it up so
pt rsi'tently. Without his efforts the defence of
Stain and C romwell would have amounted to
but little, and he has become noted through
his work against any theory that Harron w7is
murdered.
< (iN<ii:i:ss

0>xi>i;xsi:i). The House reachcl the sugar clause of the tariff hill
Friday and
pending debate adjourned. At an evening session thirty private pension hills were issed.
p
.The sub-committee of the Senate finance
committee, lias begun formulating a tariff bill
intended as a substitute for the .Mills measure.
.A careful study of the .Mills tariff hill in its
present state sho.vs that the House has already
raided 111 articles and their component parts to
the free list. The amendments, which Cleveland, ('nrlisle. .Mills ,V 1 o.. have permitted to lie
adopted, strike* linseed or flaxseed, marble of
all kinds, lime, pulp for papermakers' use.
china, clay or kaoline, bone black, ivory drop
black and l.one char, hatters' furs not on the
skill, fish glue or isinglass, glue, gelatine and
all similar preparations, flax hackle, known as
dressed line; plums and prunes, painting in
oil or water colors, and statuary not otherwise
provided for. from the freelist.The proposition to submit to tlie people of the several
States a constitutional amendment to prohibit
the liquor traffic in the United States was
favorably reported to the Senate Monday Iiv
Senator Blair from the committee on education'.
.The motion to strike stareii from the free
listof the Mills bill was lost in the House Monday. The tobacco paragraph was reached, hut
on Mr. Mill's motion it was left
open for future
action.
In IiitiKK. The first locomotive for the
Lime Itock Railroad at Rockland arrived Sunday. It is a thirty ton, saddle tank, hack truck
engine, ami was manufactured in Pittshure.
Work on the road is rapidly progressing ami
they will begin tolayrails next Monday.. ..X«ov.
Aines, of Massachusetts, who inis been veryill, is improving. The report that lie had a
serious heart trouble is pronounced untrue.
The Rangor Republicans Had n flag raising
Monday evening, with music, tire works and
speeches by lion. Hannibal Hamlin and others.
.Mrs. Eugene Hale sails this week from
Liverpool, and will go to Ellsworth upon her
arrival.Hon. Levi 1’. Morton yvas officiallynotified Mom lay of bis nomination for the Vice
Presidency at his residence in Rhiueheck.It
is intimated that a general strike of locomotive
engineers and firemen is imminent at the West.
.Great floods are reported from Western
Pennsylvania and West Virginia. Two fatalities have occurred in the latter State.The
lionds and securities stolen
liy Cashier Pitcher
of Providence, R. I., have all been recovered.
Pitcher is expected to get 14 years.

tnidc.

Hiis year I

an.

a

man

Your father ami mine realized those dark d»vs
failure and of low-priced labor and material.

of
A

lucky

man

was

lar at farm work.

lie who could earn a half dolWe were poverty stricken,

and yet had property, but no money. It had
gone out of the country to pay for raw material and manufactured articles that should have
been produced at home.

change of lick, and many others up
going to do the same.'’ T he old
accepted bis Hi cents a pound with as

grace

was

low, were fixed at the lowest rate since the
adoption of the constitution. We need not refer to history to point the ruinous results.

I

1
lie could and drove off.
These are but specimen straws which indicate the direction the political wind is
blowing.
The revolt against < !evci;ui4 and free trade
includes all classes, professions, trades and oc-

good

same

too

]
||
j

are

will] tbe

country

twice-told results, although the
then wealthier ami better prepared to withstand the shock to its prosper”
ity. Later on, in 1*57, another revision was
made in the tariff laws, and the duties,
already

ways been a Democrat, but Hi cents a pound |
for wool knocks me out,** said an old grander
from (i rat tail, that stronghold of the
county
Democracy, who had driven Into (Hand Rapids 1
with a load of unwashed f<> di-pose of. **i 1
have voted the straight Democratic ticket since
old Jackson's day. but this year i’ll vote differ-

i-

cupations. It is,,in fa.-t, the country against a
political cabal that would sell their birthright
fora mess of pottage. All signs point to the

In 1*01 the Republican party enacted a protective tariff which lias been continued up to
the present time, with the necessary niodificutions, and it lias been n quarter of a century of
unexampled national prosperity. And now, at
tiiis !a*e day. with the pages of history before
we are asked to cut down in
some*particulars and annihilate in others. Among the articles specially menaced are farm products, vint.
lumber, wood and potatoes. With these'historieal facts before the intelligent public we
have no doubt as to the result of the eoming
elections. The names we present and our pr<£
Jo live platform are a guarantee that the state
«»f Maine will be true to her interests and
double her usual Republican majority, and we
predict that the county of Waldo‘will contribute one thousand strong toward the sum
total.
I. (,’. LiniiY.
ICnoa.

Haying is now in order and the 1'ainiiiar
mowing maehiuc is heard in the early
morning. Speaking of mowing machines, there
arc a good many makes in the market, and
they all
claim to he the best, but there are some TO or 1*2
different kinds and they cannot all he the best.
dick of the

election of Harrison and Morton and the triumph of a policy that may !>c condensed into
three words—America for Americans.

Hue of the very best is a new machine called the
Peering, sold here by Ceo. Bryant. It was put upon the market a year or more
ago and those using
them say they possess all the good and none of the

The activity of the Massachusetts Republidisturbs the lioston Herald, which
says
they are “far more active just at present than
tile Democrats.” The Herald will have to put
cans

bad

points

of all the

others, with new improveparticular is a greater purchase on
the cutter bar in lifting over obstacles. The Champion rake is still sold by the same party and Is as
satisfactory as ever.tjuite a number of sheep

up with a good deal of the same sort in Massachusetts and elsewhere before the campaign is

ments.

over.

(>nc in

The London correspondent of the New York
have been killed lately by dogs, and farmers are
Tribune says: “I have not met a single Eng- determined to take the
law into their own hands
lishman who does not wish for Mr. Cleveland’s and puta stop to it
by shooting the dogs. Jt seems a
not
little
too
one
had
who does not take it for j
that a dog that is not worth the powelection,
granted, and not one who does not believe that der it would take to shoot him, should he allowed
to
roam
at
large seeking what he can devour.
English trade and manufactures will benefit by
Three dogs visited a neighbors
his triumph.”
door-yard last
week and killed three goslins, hut one of the
young
ladies
in
the
house promptly appeared with a gun,
A Searsmoiit farmer, a Democrat, will not
and
one
of
trio
that
hit the dust then and there—a
vote the Democratic ticket this year. He has
fate they all richly deserved and would have met
announced his intention of voting Use Republiif our fair shootest could have got them in the
poscan ticket, and added: “I own
twenty sheep ition that i'addy had the doves, “rake
ways he
and they will vote the ticket also.’’
jabers.”.Mrs. Batrhclder, who has been sick
The alleged portraits of public men at Wash- so long with paralysis, is much worse and her life
is despaired of... School in district 7 closed on tha
ington, by a Ereneli artist, published in Har<»th.
It was under the direction of our veteran
per’s Weekly, have not even the merits of
teacher, Mrs. Evic Wentworth, and with such a
caricatures. Senator Ingalls i< the latest vic- teacher
success is ensured.
We hear that Albert
tim of pictorial libel.
Stephenson is to teach the winter school.

j

sponds to the salutes of the cottagers
A schooner load

Mr. and

repairing

of lumber for

Mrs. J.

C.

large party duly 4th

the

Thompson entertained a
cottage on the South

their

at

Shore.

family, of Bangor,

Mr. Daniel Milliken and

have

arrived at the Camp Ground fora stay of several
weeks.
laying stone for the main dam of

The work of

the Belfast Water Works at Little River

was

be-

gun last week.

Broadway

House

the 4th and with the

on

sented

a

decorated with

was

Mrs. II. C. Pitcher and Master Ralph Pitcher, of
city, are spending a few days with Dr. and

this

stance

Lombard, North Shore.
Boston and the

The Kntahdiu from
1' niched

lia»K»r

at the

A night blooming evens at the is*.me of Mr. Partridge, Brown’s Corner, bloomed Monday ami
Tuesday evenings, ami the neighbors were invited

Herrick,

Cove,

Philadelphia,

visitors from

has four

summer

the second

family. Continuing his narative
“Kilty years ago I left the farm

The date for holding the Methodist camp meet
ing at Northport has been changed from August
*27th to August *2rtth, so as not to conflict with the
Eastern Maine state Fair, which commences August 2Sth.

since lived here.

structure

at

place

no

provided for keeping it
a building owned by-

was

the selectmen have secured

Hills, which lias been remodelled for
hearse house.

Oscar

The Sea

a

j

Nokti-i snout:.

Till-:

It

ll,

j
!

invited guests from abroad were unable to attend
only a part of tbe elaborate programme w as carAs the inhabitants

overslept thcm-elvcs
tbe morning procession of fantastic- was omitted,
and the litst feature of the day was the tlag raisings. At Birch wood and Buena Yi-tu the Stars
and Stripes were throw n to the breeze and saluted
with

a

fusilade of lire crackers and tbe cheers of

the crowd.

Tbe

literary exercises took place in
Fogler, upon w hom devolved the duty of reading tbe Declaration of Independence, began—“When in tin* course of !.u
man events,” an irreverent small boy
•!:. ut*. d
“chestnut,” andan unusually loud lire cracker « \
planing at that time Hover how led and w ith drooping ears and tail started for the Brook- House,
tjuiot was soon restored, however, ami the exercises proceeded. Tbe poet of last year. Dr. C. P.
Lombard, was the orator of the day. and we regret
that we are unable to print iiis address in full.
tbe. afternoon.

When Col.

We should have done
cident.
ed

A

so

but for

lighted lire cracker

into tbe

pocket

unfortunate

an

was

containing

a

reefer.

A vote of thanks

v.as

J

Ralph

Lombard’s two -eliodners

-mall

Master Willie

riggers. Only
Fog.
ler’s Mayflower was ready for the race, and it was

Birchwood, and

so

ended

a

delightful day.

panions.

Republican Journal.

Here we leave our friends in their summer
all the delights of their lovclv
houses,
situation and genial companionship.
[Com ti»
Camden Herald.

enjoying

Misses Kllcn lirophy and Josic
Christian ol Castine are visiting at r. MuUin's
Mrs. Jennie Young Carpenter of Providence, It. I.
is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Klijah Voting.
.Mr. F. O. Young, the penman, is on a short
visit to his parents after seven years absence in
Lincoln villi:.

...

California

—

Miss Nellie

Bragg

is at home from

Uoxbnry, Mass, for her summer vacation_Mr.
Howard Bragg is at home somewhat broken in
health.

We

hope

for him

Mr. Thomas Stevens L; in

a speedy recovery. |
Boston....Misses Annie

Farrar and Minnie Milliken have returned home
from Mass, and Miss Nellie Farrar from Conn....
Miss Nettie Adams lias

haven and is

closed her school at Yinal-

expected home....Mr. Joel
respected citizen of this town,

soon

Mahoney, a much
died Friday last after a long and
We

are

one

of

severe

illness...

sorry to chronicle this week the deatli of
most esteemed young men, Hartley,
Thomas and Lucy Fernald, aged if*
only
years, 1 mouth. After having, as people supposed,
a light run of the measles, he had an attack of
pneumonia Sunday, July 8th, from which he died
early Monday morning. The bereaved family
have the sympathy of the community....Misses
Annie Lamb and Lelali Decrow came home to
pass the Fourth with their parents—The Fourth
in this town was celebrated by a dance at the Centre which was largely attended and another at the
Beach in the afternoon and evening which was not
as well attended as it deserved, as the proceeds
were to be used for a public purpose.
our
son of

The other
Mr.

chases.

Kditoi:

County Oflinrs.

or thk

.Joi

j

we

people. Hut it is
candidates that

not

for the purpose of nominating
writing at the present time,

we are

but, in behalf of the temperance people oi' this
county, to make known what we require In the
candidates that may he selected on the county
ticket. As a temperance party, we regard the
Prohibitionists as working directly against the
permanent good of the cause they profess to
serve.
“Cast not your pearls before swine, le.-t
they trample upon them and turn again and rend
you.” flow any sane man desiring tin* linal it.
umph of the temperance cause, can deliberately

A

The two
on one

Harbor.

Our

came across

Island

near

the

make pur-

men came over to

Wargent bought

mowing machine,
things
put into the boat.
At -1.1 ■”», just after tbe heavy squall of wind, rain
and bail, the men started for home. The wind was
still blowing a still' breeze from the northwest,
and tlm boat went booming along before the wind
with Wargent at the helm. When near the outer
buoy, oil' the muumciit, the wind came from an
other quarter, jibing the sail and instantly eapsizI’.oth men were thrown into the
ing the boat.
water.
The mowing machine* and ballast were

j
j
j

throw

j

<U>

a

were

of the boat and she remained
surface bottom up. Mr. Richards. \\ ho is
non?

on

Fourth
The

the

nearly

was

years of age, swam vigorously fen* the boat and
elimi ed ot: m the bottom. He says he heard War-

|

Mahoney

took

a

boat and rescued

Richards, bringing him to Mr. Mayo’s. A
.Journal representative found Mr. Richards at Mr.

Mayo’s and

there learned the sad

on

ti.e

same

Hanson, of this city, has gone to Han
carriage factory,

which he has refused

I

has

pair of

a

twin

colts

of this

city,

$1,200 for.

suspended meeting until Sept.

1st.

The

A. O. I'.

yachts Jennctte and Nettie were out with
parties July 4th and visited Isleshoro, and the Edna
was down the bay with a party.

W.,

Francis is adding attractions to his aquarium,
latest being a black bass from Pitcher’s pond.

Mr.
the

Marshall l*ost, G. A. K

Thomas II.
has

hose

jibe amt that me accident was
carelessness. In the first place the
too strong for the
large amount of sail

was

carried.

I>.uibth>s the

boat somewhat

mow

top heavy.

ing

the

re-one

A

Several

over.

before

man

the

a

young

crowd

and cutter bar of the mowing machine
in the sail. Mr. Richards

entangled

the

bay and hmdc 1

on

were

were

unabie to liliti the

company of
Post-* and Relict
localities
llall St.

taken
the west side of the

Cieorge

I?.

members

Corps of

noon

on

the

1.

of

several

dill'ereiit
A. It. from various
2(n>
nearly
gathered at

his

the 12th tilt. t<> witness tiie inoiliccr select of John Weston

No

broken and the

were

removed and

arrests were

good until red, but bent

of the fourth

.,n

made.

The

mischief.

as on

ijuiet in the

Sunday.

There

aflerwere

do

no

better than

use

her

words from

own

a

season a party from David
Hsaucy Post and Almond (iuslice It. C., by Invitation took a special train for
Liberty to attend a
public installation of oliieers of d. \V. C. It. C.
After the ceremonies of
mustering out and install-

performed by P. P. Hattie Simmons we
interested in listening to the many

eloquent and soul-stirring remarks and recitations
Iron) members of ditlcreut Posts and
Corps and a

life, sketch of Comrade White from his muster In
discharge, that “we took no note of time”
until the waning sun gave warning that it was

to his

close, and supper was announced as served
waiting in the spacious dining hall below, and
only those who have partaken of the hospitality of
to

and

and

before

us

vicinity
to

can

tempt

appreciate

our

appetites.

To 1 escribe the variety, from the delicious baked
beans to the richest of cake and pastry, would be
impossible.” As the company separated and
started in their several directions
homeward
everybody seemed well pleased and satisfied with
himself ami bis neighbor.
Sue.
ti

ming

Reunion

of

ibe 2tMb

as

has been id-

Ilrsert

Correspond nice.

per week between Boston and Bar Harbor i- well
patronized for so early in the season. There are
1st and 2nd class passage rates—§5 and $:{.
The l
S. Steamer Iris has placed a can buov to
the eastward of Uoberts wharf and the steamer
while at Bar Harbor lays with her how to the
wharf and stern to the buov as there is not room
or water enough to lay alongside of the wharf.
The hotels seem to he lining very
slowly this
season.
The Stanley House, however, is nearly
tilled, while most of the others have hut very few
guests. At North Fast Harbor the hotels are all
nearly full.
W. K. Keene has ilnishcd W. I-.’, and <;. Mud
•lock’s launch and the owners have placed heron
the route in the hay.
Colonel Mad dock.- has recently bought a very
desirable lot on Clark point which nearly takes all
of the point consisting of three acres.' It is the
iiucst lot there.
Sloop Yacht Jesse of Camden, Me., came into our
harbor last Friday with a oartv of Boston gentle
men on board who took a team for Bar Harbor.
The sloop was taken into the dock for slight re

much

people of Liberty

di-plav

s>teamer Florence i»t
llAimait, July
lslesfonl has changed her time table and will
leave So. W. Harbor every morning
except Sunday
for ltar Harbor and Lamoiiic, returning at
night.
This will give people an opportunity to .-pend'the
day at Bar Harbor or passengers to'take the early
which
will he highly appreciate-1 l.\ the
trains,
public.
Steamer Silver Star lias begun her Sundav trips
up Somes Sound, leaving Bar Harbor on the arrival
of the morning train for Seal Harbor. North Mast
Harbor, So. West Harbor and Somesvilh*.
Steamer Olivette which is making three trip-

the loveliest of tlie

the delicacies set

the usual

Follett, of this city,

Mount

by the Corps the following week,
“Tuesday, dune 12th, the day being one

were

was

High street, on the evening of the Fourth. There
was a large crow d in attendance w ho much
appreciated the free exhibition.

letter received
she said

There

custom for several years, gave a very handsome
exhibition of lireworks from his residence oil

Appleton, and in further describing the exercises I

pairs.

Maine,

The Outing or the Shakespeare Club.
Committee of the 20th Maine Regiment met at <L A. R. Hall, Camden, Monday evenIn the records of the Shakespeare Club, the three
ing, .July 2d. It was decided to hold the rc-unloit days speut at Mr. II. I*. Thompson’s convenient
the 17th of August. The committee of arrangecottage at Swan Lake, is noted down as one of the
ments will meet at 10o’clock, A. M.at Megunticook. J most
enjoyable of Their many pleasant outings.
llall when the programme for the afternoon and !
The weather was delightful.
The Executive

evening will be arranged. At 12 o’clock dinner
will be served to all comrades, also supper at (>

!

The comfort and

pleasure of the

Club

was

much

i enhanced by courtesies shown by Mr. and Mrs. Al-

bert Nickerson and Dr. and Mrs. Could.
o’clock. The comrades of McCobb Post, Camden,
Friday afternoon several Belfast friends arrived
have the matter in charge, and rest assured that ! and joined the Club in an excursion on the new
all comrades attending the re-union will meet with steamer, Melissa M. Captain Cunningham kindly
made landings at points of interest, and four of his
a hearty welcome and have a good time
generally. I sons added to the pleasure of the occasion bv giving an instrumental concert.
A Democratic editorin Maine is not good
In the opinion of the Club no belter inland ex
enough
to hold an ollicc under this administration, but is cursion can lie taken than the ride to Swanvilic
supposed to lie just pliable enough to boost some and a trip around Swan Lake, which is surrounded
of the ungrateful bosses in this State into office all
by a nice beach, rugged cliffs, woodlands and green
the same. [Kennebec Democrat.
, Helds.

|

|

slipper factory of stimpsoii »V .Stephenson,
city, has mot with remarkable success. Mr.
Stimpsoii will work on a shoe when tho slipper
season is over.
He lias made a sample for a new
style of slipper which is as good, if not better,than
anything now on the market. The slipper will not

Furbish, who has been running the
shop of the late s. A Itlodgctt, has
leased the building above, formerly occupied by

j
J

next season.

Swift.

A

'Ihe close time

on salmon will begin July r»th,
but the markets in tlds city will stuck up for tinwhole month. The season has been a good one

plentiful.

The reunion of the l!Kh Maine regiment will l»c
held at Cnity on August 2Sth, unless changed be

from this section delivered orations. Albert L.
P.lanchard, Cnity; Asa M. .lones, Vnity; \V lunc-

fore that date.

j

cml many

Cnity and adjoining
regiment.

furnish

town-

for this

men

Some farmers have begun haying. Mi.Iosiah
itcheii, of this city, u ho usually cuts from eighty

M

amden.

(

Mr. W.

and lish have been

'S'.*, Coburn Class!
Institute, Watcrville. the following student*

hed It. i.add, -!cllerson; Lester ( .Miller, Camden;
Krncst Ii. Pratt, Clinton; Joseph 11. Shepherd.

to

blacksmith

At the exercises of the class of
cal

Sandy I’nlnt

at

days.

Mr. ChaH*

Tiie

be made until

at the !I«i>cv Kcticat

are

pass ten

of this

Mr. FevI A.

fa-t last week, and while here
ratus he is inverting to aid the

patented

and has

turn

last fall.

various articles.

K

meeting In this city hist week,
Oiiimhy, the treasurer, reported that tin* mort-

A: the railroad
'.lr.

and is in communieation with the holders. A remarkable feature of this refunding is that Mr.

1

knew

where every
mortgage bomls was held.

t>uimb>

of

one

the

$ Ini), nun

Age, of New
York, has the following complimentary notice of a
Tia’ June mini!-": of the Insurance

Uelfast insiiran

freight
week,

j

man

s

i.c >. P. Field, "! the linn of Scull A Bradley, ithe new president of the Boston Protective He
partment, an organization which corresponds to
the Insurance patrol in New York and Chicago.
Field is the massive headed, broad shouldered man
lie is a large
at the w heel in this gn at agency,
man—not excessively bulky from a physical stand
point— but great in business culture and capacity,
lie i- just in his prime, and is a line type of the
New Fngland Insurance Manager.
A

>

from the Belfast Branch

|

The house has been rented

Hamilton, and is

Mr. Partridge, state constable, searched a wood
shed of Mr. N. W. Holmes. Monday, but found in*

liquor.
The late Samuel A. Hlodgett, of this city, had
$3,000 insurance on his life in the Maine Heneiit
Association.

near

Mr. W.

'»\

his hothouses.

was

w

came

Mr. W

IJ. Marshall, of this

injured on
the afternoon of July 4th. He was coming In from
the Marshall camp at Pitcher's Pond, 'shortly after
lie stalled he got out of the carriage and was adjusting some articles in the bark part of tiie carriage when the horse started. Mr. Marshall at
tempted to run ami catch the horse by the bead, and
was bolding on to the shaft when he was thrown
The
to the ground and his collar hone broken.
horse ran a short distance to a farm yard and
stopped. Mr. Marshall recovered his team and
drove into tow
J'lie

n w

ith

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Haney, of this city
recently vl.-ited Prof, and Mrs. L. « P.ateman at
their home in Searsmont, and while there the tish
were tried in tjuantabacook.
Mrs. Haney landed
live pickerel and one bass. The others wen fairly

| successful.
The

gives the following

Free Press

Boekland

"The SheriIV

was

changed la-t week

were

nun

the low

I.ittlc river, and the

at

water

For two
supply is now drawn from Col.! Hrook
days there was no water foi .-piinkling plirpo-i
| The ath was a
very windy day and nmeli inconvenience was experienced from dust.

was

refused to do
them

so.

Two -hots

taking ciVect.

He

were

tired, neilhei of

caught and Saturday
jail. On the

was

hi'h took him

SheriIV

seal is

Auburn

to

little

oflicial programme of the Bridgeport, Conn., historical souvenir for July 3d and 4th. Mr. F. C.
was a

member of the

executive committee and the commitec

invita-

on

reception. The Bridgeport Standard published an illustrated extra giving pictures of the
principal buildings in the city. and the portrahsof
leading citizens. Among the latter i- the picture
of Mr. James staples, formerly a school teacher in
tion and

Belfast, and who is

Staples i- a leading
at Bridireport.
Pi:i:s«

well remembered here. Mr.
member of the Board of Trade

(apt. Cbarlc.- Wording, vvlu»

nAi..

at-

tended tiio dedication of Wording Hail. l- loud in
In- praise of the Houlloii people, ami .-ays their

ho-pualitie-

1 hind attentions know

an

no

bounds.

Pioneer, and Carey of the

Ilro-. Gilman of the
are am.

painter, of Ib.-ton. and Mrs. Young, are at Blue
Hill for tin-summer. Mr-. Young was Miss I.ouise
C. Knight, and lias relatives and friends In Belfast.
Mr. Vmng ha- erected a summer studio, atid beside other work is doing a portrait of Miss oher,
the successful manager of the Boston Ideals, a native and now ;. summer resident of Blue HillMr. and Mrs. A.

.Sibley returned home last week
trip of several w ccks, during which
ph
they visited lioston. Now York and Philadelphia,
sail, d up the Hudson river, and spent a few days
at tin* Fort \\ illiam Henry llotei, Lake George_
Mr. George L Parsons, of Pre-tpic I-lc. and Ml.-s
< lara Parsons, of Belfast, were at Bar Harli.u la t
week. Tiie Wa.-iiington, D. (
Capitol .-a\*
Mr. and Mrs. Ualpli (
d.-hns.iu, vvitii their two
daughters, arc at Berkeley Spring-, from where,
after a stay of se\cial \\c<-ks. they will go to !{\c
from

a

a-ttre

Beach"... .Mis.- Lou;
-oprnuo,

about

Power- ha-

gone

a

i, and vvill
"poured in

eity.... Mrs.
.John

to

city, has gone

to

hert Meade and
friends in

hi

t

(>.

P.

ide in that

re

laid
is a

..

n,

were

in

-.

Fn >!

last week

■

>.
u

W

for Tacoma, W.

alls, of Ninalhaven.

their

wav

to >eai sinont

Walls' parents_M r. Loren/. M«
Marl!■urn, Mass., is visiting friends in
this eity-Calvin llervey. I., of this city, is
making a short visit to New’buryport, Mas......The
name of «>. P. Lyons, Ksip, of Yinalhaven, is men
to

visit

town

k

Mr.

famous

I5ank,

t

*

tin*

which it

w a- sent

under tin* mistaken idea

for

redemption

ml

ol

Mr. Anderson i-

the late

Kx-tiov.

visits hi- native

town.

a

nativ

Hell a

ot

c

Anderson, and
The yacht wa~

-t,

a

frequently
n

a

week

one

time it

Maine waters and left in the afternoon
for Hoston. The Ambassadress is
ton-, and
was built at City Island, N. A
in 1-77.
She was
.,

one

of the A stiffs, but Is

owned in

now

Hoston.

....

...

...

D. McCrillis

—

Mrs. W. II. Clifford and

family, of

city, are at the Tuttle cottage, Northport....
George Forbes and daughter, of Lynn, Mass.,
are in town
..Mr. Henry Overlook,of Somerville,
Mass., made the .Journal ollice a call on Wednesday. Mr. Overlook was formerly from Stockton,
but lias resided away for twenty years, lie is making his former home a visit... .Mr.and Mrs. Henry
P. White, of Farmington, are in town on a brief
visit, having driven across the country_Mr. and
Mrs. Percy Sleeper, of Waltham, Mass., airived In
this
Mr.

Belfast

Wednesday

oil a

brief visit to Mr.

Sleep-

er's

parents—Mrs. Marthon, wife of Lieut. Com
mander Joseph Marthon, 1. .S. Navy, left Belfast
Wednesday for New York where she will Join her
husband and pass the remainder of the

Saratoga Springs, New York.

season

at

-a*

thirty-live

the

s

He think

In Waldo

ns

Work.
I lli.- is a l»o<ik vv liieh should im the oflice
of every businessman in tin* state. It contains a
fund «*f information w hich is constantly m < led.
The

present volume is more complete than any
w lih li
l ave preceded it. and shows the publisher
intends t*» keep up with thea<lvance ot the lm.-i
ness interests of the stale.
The price ol the hook
is $1 Jo.
Published by
M. Donham. IMi-1 !!o
street, Portland.
A Kokkiummm; of Kvii..
Tin Bangor W
days of tin* drowning accident in out* barb":
which Mr. \Vargent of Isleshoro lost his life
A singular fact is related in regard to the strange
forel.oding of evil felt by the wile ot the dr -u m. d
man on the evening of Id’s death. In the eari\
part
ot the evening, before it was time t
expect hi- t.
turn, she began to he uneasy and tier*.. :m 1
went from one part of the house t<> another will
out aim, and without seeming to know what dituil»ed her. As the evening wore into tin- night
she became more and more uneasy, and at two
o’clock in the morning started out to walk mil u
doors, and met messengers bringing tin* terrible
m w
■she received the information u ith eompur
ative calmness, saying that sinexpected it. It
w
another of those singula.i, unexplainable ea~e\\ hi* fi, lor want of a better name, are called ere
monition.
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was permanently injured, but she will probably recover from all serious injury —Judge Wording's widow, after at
tending the dedication at Wording Hall it lloultoii
and the commencement at Colby Fniversity, her
husband’s alma mater, is now visiting her Inis
band's relatives, the guc~t of ('apt. Fred Wording.
Mr. Henry Hall, ol Boston, is in tow n on a visit.
Mr. and Mrs. L O. Colby, of Newton, Mass.,
are in t*m<ity on He ir annual visit ...Mr. Albert
Durham, of Boston, a former Belfast boy, is in
town visiting friends-Mrs. Lowe and family of
Gloucester, Mass., are at the Heed place. Northport
avenue, for the summer— Mrs. Robert White,
who is living with her son at Farmington, is now
at her old home in tills city for a short visit. Mrs.
Nellie Mullndland and daughter, of West Bay City,
Mich., are also in Belfast, the guests of Mrs.
White, the mother of Mrs. M—Rev. II. C. Went
worth, of this eity, made a brief visit to Moosehead Lake last week and was much pleased with
the scenery there-Mr. Frank A. Gilmore, of this
city, a student at Colby, is at home for the vacation.
Fannie Hume, of Providence,is visiting friends
in this city.... Miss Mary L. Wight, of tills eity, is
in Waldoboro, visiting her brother, Fdward N.
Wight.William T. Hume, of Providence, Is
visiting in Belfast, the guest of Mr. ami Mrs. Geo.
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successful in his calling-The monthly conference meeting of the Baptist < luireh, M« trill, will
In* lield next Saturday afternoon at 2
clock
turned in connection with one of the Democratic
Bev. Deo. P. lulls, Baptist, »f this city, hold
nominations for Senator for Knox county_Mr.
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at
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and Mrs. A. -J. I oiidmi, of Milford, Ma.-*5., spent
Nortliport. lie si\s then* are many -iiiiiiim \i-i
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Mrs. Austin Raymond and
tors there and the meetings arc fully attended
daugiiter, of B-.-ton, are visiting .at Mrs. U \Mr. F. A. Dilmore will preach iu the I'nitaiian
nmther, Mrs. George Woods, Belfast.... M rs. Geo.
Phurcii next Sunday morning. His -ul.ject will be,
Mayo and daugiiter Florence, from Philadelphia, “The
Ls*ential«s or Main Lines of the Pnitarian
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wa-' <|uitc severely injured last week by the exnoon at two o'clock.
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Boston, vv here t hey have been for some lime.... M isFlora Burgess, of thiscity, who has been teaching
-.•'.tool near Bangor, has returned home.... Mrs.
G. It- Lancaster, of B.ang- r, i- visiting friends !u
thi- city and next vv eek w ill go to Koekland... M r.
Frank IF sleeper, wile and daughter, of < hieago,
arrived last we. k and are at Mr. sleeper's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. >'.-, r!umm sleeper. Mr. Frank 11.
.Mr.
sleeper has been absent for eighteen y ears
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''••ar.-mont; James I.. Kmiwlton, Fiee-I no
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I-arrow, civil engineer, of P.elmoiit. went over and
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they not only dc-tro the ti-h after getting
Into tin* weirs, but by play ng about the weirs
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Mr. Crowley, the station agent of th1srlt>. haheen untitled tint Wallace A Co.'- circus will come

men, as

become

notified that he was in
on the look-out for him.

neighborhood and was
They -a oiuvd the woods in the vicinity and linally
captured him on William (iregory’s Held. When
closely pursued he was ordered to surrender but
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at

Piper, of thi- *• 11\. In- mir thank 1
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$800 wortliof goods from Brooks, and n.her freight
from stations along the branch.
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Waylaid Know lion, of thi- city, i- exp*-.lug a man t«* (one* here and t:iktr charge of bide
hop, and in t lit- meantime Ir* i- n tin rsidling goods f«ir other parti*

addressed bv Frank A. Cllne-iv.
1 ni\ er-lty at Watervill*

who

A special ear left llclfa-t on Thursday for the
itli its contents, at
Democratic rally at Portland
Free ticket.-wen’
Maine Central agent in tills city, has ;
Crowley,
sent, 1ml the faithtul did not rally. When the ear
been notified to ascertain tin* value ol the commoleft Helfast it contained I*. F. Pmiton. >. A Par
dities that the company may pay the bills. The
Charles T. Kiehanls, .lame- >. Harrim:
a
Belfast freight included $1,non worth of made vests ker,
and two or three ladies. V• recruits wen*
shipped by (.eo. A.IJuimby; $.>00 worth of frames stranger
on the hranch.
from Mathews Bros, factory: ij.'sHi worth of cloth- gathered
There is a movement among our -alnion ti-hcr
ing from W A. lark, and a ijuunlity of household
i». Allen, Boston.
There was also men to petition the next legislature for a bounty
goods for l

ed last
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floor.
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it this
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l.idlding a
foundation wall around the rrmnindn ■»!' l i- lot *.11
High street, and sa\s he -hill m.-et 1. 11:1 * 111»- 11

celebrate, and who
took the afternoon train for home, wu.- not only
full himself but had a quart bottle of liquor in his
pocket. While on the ear he hit Ids bottle against
a seat breaking it and -pilling the liquor on the

A

gage of .< 1.')!».(iim Ini'I bei n refunded with the exception of .<-J,oi:o. Mr. (Juimby knows where the $2,000
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arm.

Mr. 1*'. A.

'1 itrner, Cuard. The ceremonies of
mustering out
and installation were performed in a
very satisfactory and impressive manner by Mrs. Hattie
Simmons, P. P., of Almond Ciushce R. C., of

The
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was

signs

of bunting and in the evening rockets were seen
going skyward from all directions.
Mr. tieorge U. Hickey, of Brooks, section-hand
<>!*. the railroad, came to Belfast to celebrate tluFourih, and was thrown from a team and broke

Corps, viz: Sarah Meserycy, Presillall, Vice President; Kittle Bateman, Treas.; Al»l>ie. Moody, See.; Hattie Hamilton, Chap.: M aril la Carpenter, Conductor; Nellie
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ater turned on before the

many

J.

ol

Another

skating, hall playiugand dancing, returning home
midnight. A Bangor excursion to the same
place brought a number of drunken men, who
made some trouble, but they left for home at t

People Irom islcsboro came over on Monday and
dragged the bottom in the vicinity of the accident,

can

steam.

alter

island.

•

the

The Sons of Veterans and others to the number
of 300 made an excursion from Belfast t-> Kvdcr’s
( ove, Islesboro, on steamer Kleeta and
packet I*.
M. Bonnie. The
company enjoyed the dav in

Saturday evening and picked up the boat. It was
toned well out in the hay below the Camp (Hound,
end
was
righted towed ashore and hauled
up in t.’i” cove ju-t below the Camp (.round. It
was four o'clock Sunday morning when the men
got aslmre. The boat is owned bv David Ladd, of
lslesboro, and was uninjured. The whillle-tree

but

was

awning

named Dunton started

man

iv>>-

a lire started near the foot of
An alarm of lire was started and a

other mischief done.

A. Fear and

of

front of A. I>. Chase’s store

parties started to
put «dl' from

boat

I.imeburr.er, Walter M. Coombs, William

Frank

of.July in 111 iei tv

than the usual noise.

shut

carriage got out.
a hydrant and w

glass,

Mayo's.

across

more

hose was taken from the reel, somewhat
damaging
the carriage. In justice to the liremen it should be
stated that the earriage was not under the control
Of the ollieers. The front of the saloon of
(dluiore
A. Know ltou, on High street, both wood w ork and

gentleman who was
watching the boat said she rolled terribly and be
remarked only a moment before the accident that
she would roll

by

led to

machine made the

was

ng tlm.-c to whom he feels indebted-i. llarvev Young, the well known portrait

gathered and

were

not

hers

heavy and was accompanied by large
hail stones. No damage was done In this vicinity.

Times,

Notes.

July

in of the fourth

could

Main street.

the result of
wind

of

crowd visited the Unitarian church to ring the bell,
and finding the bell-rope had been triced
up, they
mounted the belfry, broke the lock to the door ami
the bell was made to wake the
midnight echoes.
1 he tow n clock was stopped. Boxes and barrels

story. Mr. Rich-

children, but bis wife's father and mother were
living with him and were dependent upon him.
The boat drifted down tbe bay.
People who saw the accident from tbe shore
think the sail did

ushering

attended

watchman

years old, and was
men married sisters
Mr. Wargent had no

farm.

coun-

ing the weight from the safty valve set the gong to
screeching. It was several minutes before the

Mr.

ards said that Wargent w as
ids brother-in-law. The two

of Waldo

I'le expect and can overlook a good deal of noisy
patriotism, but there is no excuse for the w ilfui
destruction of property, things of young people
l>araded the streets making the night hideous with
impromptu hands, and many were serenaded.
Fxti a policemen were put on, hut a regiment could
not have suppressed the noise,
one gang visited
Mathews Bros, sash and blind factory and remov-

gent shouting, but when be reached the boat could
not see him, but saw bis hat
drifting to leeward.
Wargent could not swim. Richards shouted so
lo.udly that he was heard from the shore. Mr. Jas.
(
Mayo, who live.- just below the city, saw the accident, and procured help. Mr. William A. Lear
and Frederick

Democracy

ty would be about as reasonable as looking t',«r apples on an elm tree. To give our he- to the third
party would simply aid our opponent-: and. to the
extent it aided them sta ll a course would injure
us. The Republican
party, state and National,
stands pledged to give equal protection unto all as
ncarh as may be possil.de. “The
greatest good. <d
the greatest number” should he the motto of all
loyal citizens. The prohibitory laws of Maine
were framed at the demand of the
people; we
have a right to ask that the
people's wi.-hes he n>
spected, and that our next hoard of e untv oilicers
shall lie composed of men who are in ac'tir> *i/m
pit thy with our cause. We do not propose to take
upon ourselves the warfare of politics furthermore than its connection with
temperance warrants our doing.
To the Dood Templars of W aldo
county—yea, even the whole country—we would
say, he a Republican if you can, a* Democrat ii
you must, but a third party disciple m.\ kk. <b..»d
Templarism means prohibition when the temperance principles of the
people are enough develop
ed to demand it; Republicanism means
prohibition
when the principle* of'the people do demand it.
Monroe, Me.
{•;. <
Dow.

the

The rain

It is natural

knai.

know would till the ditl'erent olliees with
credit to themselves and to tin* satisfaction of the

Mr. Trim bad business in
not return with his com-

which with other

and lived

Oi’KMMi atNoktii Shokk. While we are hearing glowing reports of this and that summer resort on our Maine coast, some of our more quiet
spots should not he left out. Among these we
lind a little settlement known as “The North
shore,” Northport. This comprises some seven or
eight cottages, extending from the Camp Crouud
limits along the shore toward Belfast. The land
rises quite abruptly from a smooth and sandy
beach, and the hank is profusely ornamented with
trees and shrubs, the white stems of numerous
birches shining very prettily through the green
foliage. Having ascended'the hank the land
stretches out a green expanse, neat ly level, to the
main road. Here some of tire business men of
Belfast have located their summer homes, where
they may escape the heat and dust of the city and
lind a cool and pleasant beginning and end to tinday. Saturday, following the present fashion,
was “opening day.”
Notw ithstanding tin- intense
heal it seemed a success. N-arest the
Camp
(■round we lind the cottage of Mr. Crawford.
Voices and signs of activity are everywhere apparand
the
treble
of
the
voices signify that the
ent,
ladies are there and something will be done. ILretreat is cool and shady, affording a line view of
ilea curve of the shore in each direction. Next in
order, after having descended and ascended tinbanks of a ravine, stands the roomy and attractive
cottage of Mr. Asa A. Howes. High and of generous proportions, everything Is
suggestive of
freshness and summer comfort from the tastefully
painted outside to the trim and well kept surroundings. At a late hour .Saturday evening the lights
blinked out from the windows with knowing
glances, and a chorus of voices executed a medley
that w as both cheering and entertaining while the
owners arrived and disposed of their belongings.
A little distance farther on w e lind Dr. Lombard's
domicile. Large and commodious, situated on
high land and surrounded by an extensive “law n,”
it is quite a feature in the landscape. In the rear
is a line garden w here we lind the Doctor’s special
vegetable prodigies, “running cucumbers” and
“lightning peas.” All day were signs of bus-.- hr,*
and when at night “Jerry” described o le of his
scientific curves as he was driven to the door, the.
summereampaign was commenced. “Jerry” must
he mentioned as quite a character in the annals of
the settlement and is a proof of the old saying,
“The best stuft’is done up in the smallest bundles,”
while his master furnishes the strongest proof that
“Lverv rule has an exception.”
Next is the cottage of Mrs. Philo Chase. On
every hand we see the appropriate ornamentation
that suggests the owner and it is noticeable to all
for the co/.iness and trim order of the surroundings. Adjoining is a large tract of land recently
purchased by Dr. Brooks, w hich he is rapidly iin
proving and beautifying.
A little more removed from the shore stands
Col. Fogler’s new purchase. It has undergone ex
tensive repairs, and is shining with new paint.
The loads of “Penates” which Mr. Jack llarrimnu
—the presiding genius of such occasions—located
on Saturday, prepared us for tin- advent of th«well known proprietor a little later in the day.
The manner in which lie arrayed himself in
uniform and evolved order out of chaos show s Inis not a man of “one idea” and can enforce, law
and order on inanimate as well as animate matter.
Last, but not least of the collection, is the cottage of Mr. Pilsburv, the editor of the well-know n
Republican Journal. It is situated in a cosv nook,
surrounded by “greenery” with a beautiful grove
f‘>r a background. Having emigrated earlier in
the week we find them on Saturday, settled in quiet
ease and no doubt deep in the next issue of the

in

the east shore ot the

on

old steamboat landing.
the country and did

accordingly deferred until later in the season. In
the evening there was a grand display of lireworks
at

AcdiUnt

loop boat from lslesboro

tle Head

to

in

premises.

the

on

mill has

by the friends of the ditl'erent aspirants for
political honors of Waldo county. Some of

those

l-ay containing .Janus Richards, .Janu s Wargent
and Amurinh Trim. The parties lived below Tur-

lsss.
attendL 1, reYt«\

were

mill

a

in:

new

forth
the

the hill

near

of

more or less interest should he felt in
regard
the candidates for the local other- of the county.
We have watched with interest the claims -et

>atiuday afternoon a sad downing accident octired in licliast Harbor whereby Mr. .James Wargem, of lslesboro, lost bis life. Saturday noon a

;

The

Master

spring

chimney

to

coii-

old Katahdiu to the north.

as

and

The

from the ranks of the

I

Winhsok (.'asm.::,
Sorry that family raros jirevent me from
ing your celebration. My oldest boy, A!.
quire- a good deal of looking alter.

well

seen a>

Drowning

now

( AHIj:.

and

new

room

advantage of this place for an odd Fellows cast ids vote where he knows it will be trampled
Home is that no outlay will be needed for many upon is more than we can understand. A full disyears, while the place will he self-supporting, j cussion of the reasons why we object to the third
Seventy tom., of bay are now cut, but with a little ! party would be foreign to the purpose- of the
* 'but the
yield can be raised to one hundred tons. present article, hence we forbear. The great deThe place is near enough to populated centres, sideratum in the several candidates is a man
who
ai.d
only half a mile from the ltelfast A Moose- will not barter principle for policy. We can not
lead Lake railroad.
be satisfied with a temperate man; we
require,
The(hand Lodge of Maine want a home. This and have a right to demand, a tempi mure man.
We demand men who will
magnilicent farm has been tendered, and we do
impartially execute
not see how the fraternity can refuse it.
We sin- all hue*. We hold it to he a fact that the ollieer
cerely hope the oiler will be accepted and the place who refuses, or neglects to perform his whole
become the a-yhim of an order which now num- duty in regard to our
prohibitory law, is a much
bers 18,MM) members in Maine,and nearly tiuu.ooO In a criminal as the man who
directly violates those
laws. To look for an impartial hoard of oilicers
! the world.

speaker, and it was also unanimously resolv ed
that “Jerry” is a good horse. At tbe close of tin*
oration the following letters were read by tbe
rotary :
Winn: Hurst-:, .July 2, l>ss.

| HY

Mr. K. t‘.

gov to buy lumber for his new
which will be erected this fall.

K. S.

class in

a

ventive

The boiler

that

The

The

the

Ni:w Y<»kk, July 2, isss.
Dear Sir: I should like awfully to he with you
on the day we celebrate and swap a few lies* on
what we do not know about farming but fear I
should be missed b\ the World, on which I am a
special artist. 1 draw a handsome salary even
week. Remember me to tin* hoys.
liver of Thee,
Wn.ut.M Mr:.

A

rooms.

streams hetore mentioned water the farm
>ide and all'ord excellent fishing.

tin*

Dear Dor: Y ou no doula remember that l Mice
remarked, **A public olliee is a jmhlie trust.” Ju.-t
the work of vetoing willows pension hills is
pressing and 1 must remain here to attend to it,
and can only he with you in spirit on the 4th.
cimvii:.
Yours,

fields, tillage, Ac.

are

two

There is also

ae

extended

J

painting.
CiarccIon, of Troy,
oil

various articles.

About

supplies an abundance of w ater.
A pipe leads to the house, which,
with the stable, is plumbed, furnishing water
equivalent to the ln-st water supply in the cities.

manuscript, transforming it to ashes and the duster
into

are

beautiful

carelessly drop

of Ids duster

Belfast jail is now vacant anil has been without
prisoner since Saturday.

No.

McDonald, of this city, has

drawing and

and from thence distributed to the various factories where it enters into the manufacture of

To

m ar the house, while across the
large barns, with several out luiildmgs, making quite a settlement. From a hill above
the house there is a magnificent view. On a clear
dn\ the White Mountains of New Hampshire can

j

tended to make the North shore celebration tills
year one of tbe grandest in tbe eon a try, but as tbe

re-

and contains sixteen

road,

in-

was

are

venient stable is

Brackett & Co., Belfast.

ox

There

town.

with

repairs.
capacity for double the machinery, which will
lie supplied when the demand calls for the outlay.
The Messrs. Sherman are practical, enterprising
men, have first class facilities, an excellent reputation abroad, and there is no reason why they
should not rank among our leading manufacturer.-.

slated, with dormar windows, and

mansard roof,

>

Tin; 4 T11

a

Mrs. II. K.

Vicinity.

to one hundred tons, thinks he will not have much
Merithew, of Stockton, was in Bel- I
over one-third that amount this year.
The crop iexplained an appathe shore range.
launching of a life poor along
One of the neatest little tenement house.- in thiboat from the life saving stations. The apparatus is
foreaiming the waters by the use of oil. A patent j city is owned by Mr. .J. I>. Tucker, ai d was made
lias been applied for. Mr. Merrithew lias an in j from the ell ot the Kx-Dow Crosby lion-c, ivinm ed

mill shut down for

kept

of woodland, and the

vat

a natural dam, and an outlay <<i £5'.iu
will make a dam with an eighteen fool fall that
would require £5,000 to build without the ledge.
In August the new dam will be built and the old

very elaborate and show a
lavish xpenditure of money. The house has been
modernized. Ii has two bay windows.in front, a

Breeze, the Penobscot Bay vacation I lie

publishers,

acres

divided into

buildings

farm

of the best in

one

place forty

mainder is

Sept. Tbe scope of tbe paper is to
enlarged so as to include new from all tbe
Penobscot Bay resorts. For particular.-, add re-.,

ried out.

the

on

huge

thirds of

name

he

a

where the board will be dried in. the winter season.
The company has one of the best water privileges
on the river.
A ledge above the mill form- two

acceptance of these terms 1 will give the Odd
Fellows a w arrantee deed of the place.”

continue until

the

always

engine is

tiie old paper mill are standing and this fall will
be repaired and a boiler put in. The boiler will
be used for beating the mill and the dry house

the

paper, is expected to blow in as usual this season.
Yol. 10 will probably begin the last of July, and
be

that it shall

This

to the machine.
The
cut into sheets about three feet square
and dried in the sun for six hours when it is packed
for shipment. The board is sold to Boston parties

too

that the Farwell

pounds.

board is

for benevolent purposes, and third, that the little
cemetery where lie the remains of my father and
mother and wife shall always be cared for. I'pon

hearse and the vehicle has been

new

second,

lows Home.

I

feet.

story from which it is fed

old to carry on the
1 have but one child, an in-

am

provisions: First,

The farm is

meeting Northport appropriated

Mr.
and

perpetuated. I ask that the place shall be
called the Farw ell Home, or the Farwell Odd Fel-

!

eighteen

board is made is old leather scraps, old netting,
After these scraps go through
rope, paper, A:e.
the ragpicker they arc placed in the engine, which

>hal! he

once.

At the last town

money fora
bought. As

these

to

Mrs.

as

The water wheel is one of
the best made and tin* principle upon which it
works is new. The material from which leather-

valid sen, and have all the money 1 want. I don’t
want th<' old place divided up and sold. 1 will donate the farm for benevolent
purposes and have
tendered it to the odd Fellows for a home, subject

iliil,

Whitney, of Camden, .-pent Sunday at
Birch wood, North shore. It is strongly suspected
that the glowing description of this locality contributed to the Camden Herald, and reproduced in
ibis column, is tbe work of Mrs. Whitney V- pen.

I

place, my wife is dead,

superintendent of the Camp
tiround, went to Bangor last week and bought
lumber for a building to be erected on tin* grounds
for a store, post oilier, etc. Work will begin on
the

fall is

place I rebuilt the old home and erected a
stable expending .•?♦'»,mu on the premises. I have

home.

same

twenty-one children.” Joseph Farwell belonged

native

tage this season. Two of the members are in
Europe and the others will spend their vacation

picker, two engines for

rag

holds UOO

sister, Mrs. II. A. Blethen. of Dexter, at their
cottage on the Northport Camp Cround.

Howe, of Boston, arrived last week,
but the family will not occupy Cautcrbrunncu cot.

a

required for making paper. The
waterwheel is a Rodney Hunt, thirty-three inches,
and is of 110 horse power capacity. The water

Twelve years ago Jewett wanted to sell the
old place, and rather than have the farm sold
out of the family I
bought it. On returning to my

Mr. Elias

It consists of

machinery at one side which reduces the material
to pulp. The engine grinds for twelve hours w lien
the pulp is ready for the paper machine. The
pulp is stored in a large tank in the basement

her

M. C.

the

ett.

Miss Minnie Turner, a compositor on the \ outh s
Companion, is rusticating for a few weeks with

Mr.

a

making pulp, and a machine for making board.
In fact the machinery for making leather-board is

went to Kockland w here I entered into business,
operating the marine railway and building vessels.
The lioiiu stead farm was given to my brother Jew-

and six from Boston.

Other places have summer boarders, and the Cove
is fast tilling up with strangers.

nearer

best.

:

Farwell said
at the

Sherman,

in the

to

opening.

Mrs.

the east side. Some years after Mr.
left the firm and four years ago Mr.

on

young man of experience,
became a partner with ItU uncle and the firm is
now known as Sherman & Co.
Their mill had a

family ever since. When a young man his
wife and youngest child died, leaving, however,
eight small children. My father married again and
had by his last wife twelve children, making in all

down river.

to the

News of Belfast and
Thomp-

began the manufacture of leather board at

Elmer A.

‘One liuml red years ago my father, Henry Farwell, came from Winslow to I’nity by the aid of
spotted trees and took up the farm, which lias been

Lewiston

Camp Ground the 4th,
and tin* Rockland landed there on her trips up and
from

Thompson

o'clock, but Mr. Farwcll was not up.
When be made his appearance lie apologized for
his tardiness on the plea of illness. Mr. Farwcll
was pleased with the call and at once unfolded his
plan. In alluding to the farm he said in sub-

gay appearance.

Mrs. G. P.

their mill

house at 8

tings

striped awnings pre-

new

son

the

ami

Industry.

li. IST'J Messrs. I. II. Gherman ami II. I*.

Mr. Farwcll. The farm is situated at the junction
of the Sandy and Half Moon streams, two and a
half miles from Unity village. We arrived at the

Capt. d. T. Conant gave a salmon dinner to a
guests at his Camp Ground
cottage on the 4th.
number of invited

The

Our Lfftlher-board

Home.

5J,
Knterpri&e Lodge,
recently
of the fraternity. A committee of the Oraml capacity of 1000 pounds of board daily.
The
in this city, has made arrangements to
Mr. Kbcn Fdwards, of this city, has taken liic
Lodge of Maine is now investigating the matter reputation of the company for good work soon organized
hold their meetings in the Knights of Pythias hall.
contract to repair the brick work on the foundaMr. S. T. Edgci'oiuh, of this city, has bought of
ami will report at the annual session in Portland became established and they were so overrun with
Tlie new street from North port avenue to the the Central School district the small out building tion of the new hotel.
next month. Several
places in the State have been orders that the mill was run night and day to keep
Mr. A. C. Sibley, of this city, has bought of Mi.
suggested as suitable for such a borne. A summer up with them. Last fall Sherman & Co. bought shore of the bay near Mr. Mayo’s residence, will on the common, and will remove it.
he laid out next Saturday afternoon by Mr. II. P.
hotel at West Auburn, erected a few
C. H. Thompson a handsome span of black coifs
A quantity of lumber for the new hot* ! arrived
years ago at the right of the Kussells, of Lawrence, in the
an expense of
that match well and now lias a tine turnout.
$20,000, can be bought for 85,000. water power on Goose river, and early in the year Farrow, surveyor.
last week, ami is being hauled to the ground.
The best, offer, however, comes from a benevolent
A competent dining room girl, laundress, chambegan the erection of a new mill on the site of the
Work will begin as soon as the material i- ready.
Mr. George Chaples, a workman in .Mathews
citizen of Waldo
county, lion. Joseph Farwcll, of old White paper mill. The new mill was started ber girl and bell boy are wanted at the Hay View
Hros. factory in this city, cut the end of his thumb
Nkw Itrn.i»iN«i. Mr. William A. Lear, of this
l nity, who otters to donate his
magnificent farm up last week and on Friday the first leather hoard House, Camden. See advertisement. Address,
city, has begun tin- erection of a dwelling house off Friday bv getting it across a circular saw
and buildings for such a home. The farm contains was made. The new mill has a
capacity of Ison with reference, the proprietor,.!. W.C. hitman, on the shore of the
Mr. John Stewart, to w hom was given tin- -ton.
bay, near the Mayo neighbor
225 acres of land and the finest set of farm build- pounds per
day, which, with the old mill, makes the Camden.
hood.
trough in Custom House Square, has removed it to
ings in the town, valued at 818,000.
dally product 3400 pounds. The new mill is 100-by
A severe squall of wind, rain and hail passed
A second delegation from the I'niversalist Sun- Temple Height, N.*rthp«*rt. where li will l-e
On Thursday last a
up
Journal representative 3- feet, two stories, and is built in a substantial over this
city Saturday afternoon. The wind was
to w ater horses.
was driven from
Unity village to the residence of manner. The machinery is all new and of the from the north and fora few moments blew hard. day school Iktngor, comprising some thirty mem

landed there last week.

was

Fellows*

ures

by.
Camp Ground wharf

Odd

The (jirainl Lodge of the Independent Order of
Odd Fellows, of Maine, lias under consideration

establishment of a home for homeless orphans
indigent tucmhers of the order. Five jurisdictions of the onler have such homes in the United
States, which'have been productive of great good
and reflect much credit upon the benevolent feat-

he passes

as

labor speedily followed.'* This condition of
ailairs lasted but a short time, when the people
rallied, and in 1*24 we had a protective tariff
far in advance of the former and which, like
the oasis of the doert. says one writer, marks

protective tariff, substituting very low duties,

the tariti agitation has so affected their itidu-tr} that iurther debt} i- fntiic. Some refuse to
sdl, while manufacturers are btmng only
small iots for immediate needs. "I have al-

my way

summer

the hands of the

Sheriff's sales were the order of the day and at
some of the sales when farmer were sold out
for non-payment of taxes oxen brought *10
each, cows
hogs *2 and sheep 50 cents.
Ruin stared every one in the face until 1*12
when tin whole country came to the relief and
restored the Whigs to power, who re-enacted
the high tarift' which soon brought about a return of prosperity. Again in 1*44 the Democrats carried the country, and true to their
free trade doctrines in 1*40 they repealed the

who have held back their diphoping for
advance in prices have come to believe that

ent!}' for

An

Lord, of Bangor, is occupying her
cottage at Northport.

regatta was a failure, as one of the new
yachts, the Majoric, was still on the stocks, and

green prosperous epoch in our history until
ls:»2, when all tariff laws were repealed. Then
came the financial crash of isffT.
No money,
wa> tin: cry. Farm products went for
nothing.

Many

an

Vicinity.

Mrs. A. M.

upon our markets in a perfect deluge. Our
manufactories went down like grass before the
mower ami our agriculture and the
wages of

a

going for the first time
tlie Republican ticket.
I have always
toyoti
1'iicM-vi in Democracy, anil wa- one of the
couM-ntion at Raitimoiv that nominated Horae, (,I'eclcy : but the altitude of
Cleveland and
hi- party on the tariff question has decided me
in taking up arms for llarrison. *
The
t."o;i who labor with hands am!
brain-, c.-pecia!ly those who have lied from foreign dimes
to belter their and their descendant-* condition
here, will, in my opinion, refuse to vote for
any party .platform or men who wii! manifest
a
di-position to reduce the social and material
condition of the American laborer to that of
tie- Southern -lave. What reasons ITcsjdeni
Cleveland lias for inaugurating that tariff issue
I know not. and mud) less care.
It wal’- iih r wise, politic or
just, and will lead to
hi- and the part}*.- defeat, which I trust will
boas overwhelming as deserved. The laborer
or arti san in this
country who would vote for
Cleveland and free irade'must be benighted indeed.
It i- a •\vill-o*-tlie-wisp,* and like i! will
lure the workingmen who follow it into the
pit of poverty and social degradation.
Anothei rias.-, and not an unimportant one
the farmer?—is in revolt. A special from Detroit. Michigan, reports the wool market there
in a very demoralized condition.
farmer-

re-

11 as much or more than it buys, or
mu>t
financial ruin is the result. At this dark period
history toils us that raw materials and manufactured articles were shipped to our shores
free of duty until our home industries were
crippled and our money exhausted. In 17*9,
when those who had fought and bled to establish a free country came to the rescue and pro-

'•

h-cling

overwhelming majority I

as an

found that it took 'ix years for our wise
forefathers to ascertain what the trouble was*
and after many and long deliberations they
reached the conclusion that a Nation like ours

of Vi.iT> w!jo have hitherto acted
«■'ij111■ o>i
with the Democratic party, hut who at the
coining national election intend t-- vote tile
ticket of the Republican party. Mr. Larkin,
ticciliary of tin Vnli-Free Trade League
<•»
>u!h lh)>lon >aid. in reply to a
quc-lion
from a Record reporter: “You a-k if tin's
!•- v.;

of

we

it in this country, am!
we’re not jeoinjr to base it."
Ma>-.tdmsetl- at-o Anti-Free
i'radc
I- :n*f- lornd; v. and the\ are
mainly
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acts

assured fact.
Tin; National ticket headed by Harrison A
Morton, although not the first choice ot the
Republicans of Maine, is undoubtedly the winning one. Conversation w ith men from several different States has confirmed the opinion
that vve could not have selected a better or
stronger ticket. They are names that will in< rea-e in
importance and worth until tiie election in November, when success is sure. Our
position on the tariff question is impregnable
and is the only safeguard for the industrial ami
business interests of the country. Most certainly history does not sustain the Democratic
Looking hack to the time of tin* treaty
policy
<»i I7*J», at the close of the
Revolutionary war,

In

is in favor of
tra i«*

and

ti round

Mr. II. X. Marriuer has done a good job In
concerning county nominations, published last
week, to refer to I>r. A. J. Billings, of Free- painting the Fogler cottage, North Shore.
An excursion party from up-river on a tug and
dom, and s. (J. Norton, of Palermo, as “bolters
landed at the Camp Ground Tuesday.
or mugwumps.”
Such, we are confident, was barge
not the intention of the writer, and we had reaCapt. Ingraham, of the Penobscot, gallantly re-
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before

Candidates.

We are surprised to find that some of our
readers have construed the coinniiinicatiou
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favorite New Orleans Minstrel.-* appear at the ltd
fast opera ilouse Tuesday evening .Inly 17th.
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lirst organized Ids Mastodons this company was
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stone for Washington
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tons of soft coal
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The i.ev. Lodge i- increasing.
\v< 11:• 11.
Mr. and Mr*. Royal Atwood, Mr. Frank Atwood,
to mention. Through the kindness of Capt. C. B.
.a mg tin* nii!:.b*r from I’ro.-pc'-t are I. F. Could
Mrs. T. A m ow and daughter, Miss Lottie Svvett’
Sanford we had a cannon to salute with, but when !
Ii i artridge and wife, »>. 15. Cray
; wife. (
Rlr. aid Mi -, silshy. Howard Wallace had an
eye
bring the Minsct gun tin* cannon hurst in pieces,
w il\-. Fu rman Cartridge, < hesley Ridley and
marly pul out and a little son of Mr. Ritchie at
flying in all directions, a large piece weighing Whin Corner had his
a l-.ri-s... The w« at her and rains are favorable for
eyes
injured
lire
badly
by
ll'a pounds striking in the middle ot Main street
la* crop-.
The hoed crops were planted on an
cracker*... .The < oiig. s. School had a very pleasJ. M. Ames and B. M. Bob *rt’s tores,
< rage
week later than last year hut are well in front of
ant picnic at Frederick'- Drove last week_Miss
and another weighing .V> pounds going over the
to la-i > * ar
r-iop at this time. 'I lie weather
Lottie L. Staples, of Belfast, closed h *r second
Town House. The 1» >ys thinking they had a hill to
•••H
nut; 'Oral !*• for rugs and the vines and
term of school in District No. I t on June*2-2d. It
do the right tiling sent A. M.
to
and
pay
wanting
tiiiu
i»i11
ar<Tliere
gf
have
been no
tough.
;
w as quite as successful as the
lirst, and on the last
Ames down to see Capt.Sanford and -etllothc hill.
.•'li, cii' linker, turnip or pumpkin bugs and
day sin- had a large number of visitors and a
Al, on making his business known, was answered
t,i :rw ton liner potato bugs, and many pieces of
Heat for the .-chokus v. iih h all enjoyed_Mrs. E.
i
.!
Hand a tout. high. < urn is pushing ahead, by the Captain in his jollv way. oh, sell her for t
Arey left for Waterville Saturday fora vi. it of
old iron and give it to me in pipes and tobacco.”
.of
basaii
•■ir
14
llo-writei
o.,rn
im-hc high tosome weeks.Miss Blanche
\rey is at home
To say the boys were pleased and surprised docs
t
.-t and mg by tin* sio'r of 11
road when* all
Irom Bangor.... Miss May
Mel>oiioiigh lias returnnot express it ...Mr. \V. G. Staples returned Jo
■•!
ran set* tin* growth of :>s days front
p
'd from Manchester, w here she has been at .school.
West boro last week_Mrs. A. S. Custigan and
planting. The hay < rop is light but the grain crop
Mr. John D. < hud wick of 11 on I ton was in town
Mr. Henry Overloek were in town last week. Mr.
last week-Mr. Everett Files and family left for
l-M-king spleieiid. Apple.- < fthe Harvey CreenOverlock is in the employ of the Fairbanks Scaie
their home at Fail field on
ing variety will be large in this town, and some
Monday.Among the
Co... Mrs. Telia Noyes is visiting her sister, Mrs.
other varieties, but baldwins andastra leans will be
many visitors and summer boarders in town we
John Ileagan
Mr. Ld ivnoeland arrived home
light.The w inter or something has killed the
note tli»‘ following late arrivals: Mrs. C. It. Cutter,
last week from Boston where he has been atwho has been employed in the Treasury Depart-•Illinois. Not one has lain uni this year yet.
tending a Commercial college.Captain Ford.
\ tow year.- since the writer saw in the fall the
ment at \\ -ishingtnn, D. C., for ‘20 years, guest of
Iferrinian and daughter, of Liverpool, England,
( apt. A. 1. Crocker; Mrs. H. Pendleton of Wal.-tripi d. n d and gray Mpiiiii Is at one time in the
of this place, were visiting Captain
formerly
i« nit y of the on hard and corn. At one time we
and Mrs.J. F. Hieliborn the past week_Mr. E. F. tham, Mass., at Mrs. E. B. Lord’s; Mrs. Simeon J.
L:i\*• seen a red squirrel come Into the barn ami
Staples and Miss Blanche Fi ve arrived from Bos. Treat and daughter of Rockport, visiting friends;
take an ear of corn out of the basket when husking
ton on Sunday’s boat. Miss Frye is to stay the j Mrs. Eaton and son and daughter, Miss Minnie
■'“d be oil.There is objection to the road maEaton of Newborn, N.C., and Miss Drace Harlow
summer and Mr. Staples to return as soon as lie
j
u,o i
om* v
ay. The machine Is draw n over the
gets the new machinery set up at me Stockton of Chicago, at Mrs. Moses Snow’s; Mrs. Lizzie
'ail- in town scraping in a little dirt and soils
Mineral Spring ...The summer school in District Walker, Miss Walker of Fitchburg and Miss Alhe
1
every year and not making them smooth and after No.
2, taught by Miss Elva M. Ueiulcll. Hosed last l.arralH'c of Lynn at Thomas Atwood’s; Mrs. and
ins the whole road Is muddy, while in
many I Friday, week. Master Sidney Berry was not late Miss Tarbell of Providence, R. I., at J. M. Snow’s;
piaecs the ditches arc changed and no grass grows or absent for the term and Miss Lizzie Berrv was Mrs. Albert Baker and son of
Bangor, guests of
late onlv one day on account of sickness.... Hcv.
to Hold the dirt in the ditches ami in
Mis. !.. Wiswell; Mrs. and Miss Colburn of Orono,
many places Fred L.
rayson.of Belfast, w ill preach at the I id guests of D. II. Smith; Mr. and Mrs. Loud and
tin- dirt to make the future roads is washed down
versa list church next Sunday, at 8.30 l*. m., local
son
No. Si, United Fellow ship, of Mass., at Mrs. A. K.
tin* hills. 1 he proper way Is to make a
Atwood’s-The Atkinson
piece time_Waldo Council
six months as follow s:
of road to stand a number of years and then make elected olllcers for the next
»V
Dramatic
Cook
Co.,
or
gave
“Zeppa; Beyond the
A. N. Kelley, Sentinel; C. ( Howe, Warden; J. L.
another to stand-Rev. 15. Jt. Merrill, of brewer, Thompson, Secretary ; I. F. Could, Collector; F. V. Rockies” at I'nion Hall on Monday
evening to a
Mrs. F. M. Davis, Instructor;
preached an Impressive sermon last Sunday from Davis, Treasurer; Vice
large and delighted audience. The play is full of
O. B. Grey, Di- I
C. II. I’artrlilge,
Director;
the 24th chapter of Mathew, Kith verse, to the
fun and every part was well taken. They will
rector; H. L. Mudgett, Fast Director; Mrs. It. L, [
largest crowd ever seen in and around the Rob- Mudgett, Guide; J. W. Staples, Installing Deputv play on Tuesday and Wednesday evenings_Mr.
-There is to lie a social dance in Dcuatow Hall, j
erts* school bouse. The Sunday school Is proDcorgc Cole was thrown from a wagon and broke
next .Saturday Evening. Muslc by Ilarrininn’s Orgressing lincly in this vicinity. Tliere are some chestra. Tickets to dance 2.V.. ...Those taking j his collar hone, last week. Mr. Anson Colson,
a former resident of this place, died at the homo of
good Christian workers In the cause as teachers part in the fantastic* wish to thank Mrs. W. <
Jackson for the lemonade she gave them on the I his son in
and workers. Messrs. Wentworth and Clements
Beverly, last week, at the advanced age
Fourth ...J.M. Treat and L. S.Grffllu of this place
are good workers and are sowing good seed lor
accompanied by Capt.. Wilfred Nichols, of Sears- of 7tf years. Ilis remains were brought here for
fid me protit among the young. After the sermon
port, have been down the bayou a seal hunt, and burial on Friday
Mr. J. C. Atwood had another
met with their usual success, bringing hack a mini- i
21 testimonies were given ami more raised their
ill-turn on Satan lay afternoon from which it is
j ber of seals and reporting a very pleasant trip, but I

a

was not

>

■

~
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Prince L. Colcord, James Davis and \mos Carr,
who have been employed at the
spool mill at I»ixHeld, are at home for a short stay.
•lames

Lrskiuc and

(

secured

situations,

...

expired.

Merithew have
Hotel Brewer at Bar
L.

Harry
in

one

Harbor and the other

steamer

on

City of Rich-

mond.
D. I).

M., R. (L

(..

Dyer, accompanied by A. (L
spencer. II. c. Clough and XV. < Tuttle, installed
the officers of Sears I.odge, I. O. O. F.,
Monday

I not

as

many seal*

as

in former

trips.

feared lie cannot

rally.

|

Sarsaparilla

i

peculiar to itself, tin?
blood-purifying and »tuuc.,itnuig remedies of the vegetable kingdom. You will find

Combines, in

a

manne-

best

this wonderful remedy effective where other
medicines have failed. Try it now. It will
purify your blood, regulate the digestion,
and give new life and vigor to the entire body.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla did me great good.
I was tired out from overwork, and it toned
me up.”
Mrs. G. E. Simmons, Cohoes. N. Y.
“Isuffered three years from blood poison.
I took Hood's Sarsaparilla and think I am
cured.”
Mrs. M. J. Davis. Broekport. N. Y.

Purifies

**WE WILE GIVE WITH EVERY<i

B-O-Y-S-’

!

^AN

So Como

We lave

j

Large numbers of

village folks

drinking
lrom the artesian well fin* its medicinal qual-

water

our

arc

ities and several claim to have been cured of rheumatism by its use.
*
W

presented last week with a mess of
potatoes raised in her garden by Mrs. E. C.
" oodman, who had
potatoes from the same garden
were

i'

now

lor dinner

July

3d.

The price of cod has been
tluetuating all the
week with the expectation of the arrival of Messrs.
(lordon, Curtis and Curtis, who arc down among
ll.e islands for a fall fare.

Repairs on schooner Lemuel II. Hopkins have
completed here, and she now goes to Belfast
logoon the Marine Railway, where Mr. A. Warren
been

with

will

complete the calking.
apt. Vv. V. Nichols with a party arrived from

<

a crew

sealing expedition this week. We have not been
Informed as to the catch, but knowing the abilities
of the marksmen on board have no
hesitancy in
ing that the boat

sa\

was

loaded.

Criunell still continues to import horses for this
Two lots have come by steamer the past

Boys.

Endless Variety of Sells in all Styles & Colors.
....

....

Light Homespuns

Sold by all druggists. $1 ; six for $5. Made
only by C. I. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.

&

to
to
to
to
to

$

We Made

.‘UKI
5.50
10.00

12.00

Suits e,aV"

Sawyer

Men’s Seersucker Flannel and

Urns

Castink. The glorious fourth was not eelebrnt ;
ed here, except by the early ringing of the hells |
by the boys, who managed to find access to -mne
of the belfries. There were several small picnic j
parties, and in the evening some tire-works. \ cry
little drunkenness was seen and no disorder could |
he observed.There seems to be fully as large
a number of summer boarders as were here thus |
early last year, and we have the prospect of a
complement this season.\ temperance move- j
ment has been started here by Mrs. Kstes, of Wa
terville. On Sunday evening a union temperance !
meeting was held in the Trin. church, and an address given by Mrs. Kstes. Subject, Light. >.*me
remarks were made by the Revs. Whilham, Locke
and Ives, and hv others in the audience. Probably
a Lodge of Good Templars will be organized here
as some of our citizens are interested in tin: move
ment. On Monday evening a second meeting was
held to effect further plans.

j
j

j

Squirrel Island Squid for 1SSS appears under
management, enlarged and improved, stackpole A Vaughn .are the new publishers, and the
Journal extends to them a hearty greeting. The

-—

Coats and Vests!

Alpaca

-SSEN’S WHITE AND FANCY SHIRTS !-

All the Movelties in

-1 CASE FRENCH SATTEENS!~

& Men’s Hats!

Boys

The Best Assortment of FAKTTS in the

Which

City.

You nmn>>t afford to buy a titular's worth of GLOT1IIXG or FUUNIS1IIXG GOODS unsto our stock and/wires, us we prove
erry article just us represented, and tire cornfit'!I•(! to yin-you the I HUY BEST VALUE, as the price is plainly marked on every
yurnt' at, so you are sure to yet the 1.0 WEST prices without bantering, at

The

tow

our
son

i< Hooded with the paper of the AtkinCo. and it is our opinion that there is

n

Cook

tv

Worth 62 l-2c., at

m»t a man. woman or

child in Searsporl who is not
the fact that the company plays
here this evening, and the Marble Heart to-

familiar

Zeppa

with

night.

morrow

l’«
son

Ward and wife left
who roides in Boston.

liim

a

y r

beautiful

a>h, inlaid

;m

mahogany

!i

w

Friday

to \isit their
Mr. Ward took with
for ids son, consisting of

present
ith black

walnut, chamber set. w ith
top. What adds to

table with marble

Lhe value of the

present i.~ that it is made throughby hand by the donor.

mil

Those insured in the Maine Benefit Association
have just been called on for the tenth assessment.
As this association was chartered March
r»t!i, |,sc>,
nearly three and a half years ago, this is some

thing unusual in insurance. Searsport’s member
-hip now numbers
and we are informed by Mr.
Black, the local agent here, that it i< rapidlv in
•reading.
Mr. \biier

I>oiiglas. whih* getting wood on tin*
Friday discovered the bodv
Willie Nickels, drowned Feb. ,r*;h. The remains

Waterhouse shore last
1

a» re

removed

the residence of his

to

grnndmothr, Mrs. II II. McUilvery, his father and
family
living absent at sea. The funeral took place in the
illernoon. Rev. R.ti. Ilarbutt
vices.

conducting

the

ser-

l*Vv. \. La Marsh

Lindsey

for l;i-

having seen rod Itev. Geo. I>.
lecture, "Ireland and the Irish,"

t!.«• M. !•:. church

a

Monday evening, duly Ibth,

only give- the lecture but throws in

i<*t

an enter-

:aininent

and ice cicam IV;r twenty-live cents.
Proceed.- for the hcnclit of the ••hurch
treasury.
A- the most of our people heard |{ev. Mr.

Lindsey

Memorial

Day it is superfluous for us to add that
iis abilities as a speaker are second to none we
listened

uive

to.

Lours of
be

line music

enjoyed the concert of
Club
«,f
Bangor, Wed lies

ArbneUenlan

lay evening, the 4th inst.

Some

of

the selce-

ions

were the finest cverghen here, and were re
‘I with much applause. A hundsoinctrihufe to
>be Adams brothers as musicians w as unconscious-

ly P'ii'1 by

a

vmtinued

t.,

holy, who remarked: "Had the boys
reside here they never could have

remlered that selection like
the old

to

paragement
ihoiit *r»o.

that”—meaning

town.

The

no

receipts

dis-

were

Iturk-porf, increasing their business each night,
i’heir fourth appearance Saturday night was greeted with one of the largest audiences ever seen in
Finery Hall. From the indications here we are
satisfied Searsport will give them as good a
recop
■ion. A plan of tin* hall at Clement A
Adams,
where reserved seats are sold, shows that
standing
room only is likely to be placarded the first
night.
'* be second mate of the ship
MeGilvcry, which
lies now at Colorado wharf,is W. M. Sullivan, an
dd and experienced officer. Mr. Sullivan had an
interesting adventure Friday last w ith a big shark,
'he largest ever seen in the bay. He
espied the
li-h and started out in a boat to secure it. When
lie came alonside of the shark he threw a
large
whaling harpoon successfully, and about twentylive fathom of rope was quickly reeled out. The
harpoon would not hold, and the monster headed
for the w harf with Sullivan in pursuit, lie succeeded in landing the harpoon in the monster's side
second time, but with no better result. Many
people on the wharf and the ferry boat witnessed
the novel chase. 'San Diego, Cal., I'nion, June
»Oth.
The
who

following
was

is

list of

a

absent

not

or

in district No. 1

pupils

tardy during

the term:

Prudie

Beads, Esther Beach, Edith Blanchard,
Bennie Chase, Charlie Chase, Abide Chase, Anita
liriflin, Marion Griffin, Kate McGilvery, Florence
Bark, Agues Bark, Lillian Partridge, Clarence
Pendleton Andrew Pendleton, Mamie Peterson,
Frank smith, Clarence Smith, Elmer Smith, Katie
Belle Towle.

Not absent

one

day:

half

Prudie

Criflin, Edna Gritlin, Mary E. Griffin, Frank Peterson, Ferd Peterson, Koydcn Peterson and Carrie
Cock ran.

number,
A

Whole number of sehoolars, 4S; average
40. Amanda K. Matthews, teacher.
Jokk. Mr. Charles II. Munroe, of
who has a h imorous vein, has been en-

Siiocu iN.;

Searsport,
joying some quiet fun « f late. He keeps a jewelry
store in Searsport. in the back part of his shop
mi
a bench he has a rolling machine that turns
with

a

crank.

with

a

lever.

necting with
Charles gets

Near by is a cutter which works
To these articles he has wires con-

a

galvanic battery in the attic.

When

a victim lie offers to wager that the
person cannot turn the crank w ith one hand and
work the up and down lever with the other, both
at the same time. The victim knows he can and
grasps the crank with his left hand and with the
other reaches out for the lever. This completes
the circuit and gives the party a smart electrical

shock. Mr. Mintroc has shocked half of
Searsport.
Charles worked the racket on Belfast parties Mon-

day

uing.

<:\i

ISrcK.si'oitT.

Quite a number of our citizens by
invitation of ( apt. A. A. Fengar of the lie venue
Cutter

Woodbury

were

entertained at Xarramisic
Dinnerinthc pavilion with

Cottage, Alamoosook.
songs and speeches and social chat and supper in
the evening constituted the order of exercises.

Woodbury

The

lias

lett

now

us

with its

genial

oHirers and their families. Their stay here will
be remembered by our people for many a long

day, and

shall look with pleasure for her requiet village....Last week while Mr.
li. Wiley A ivy was making alterations In John
Homer's store lie made a misstep and fell down a
stairway, bringing up against the end of a joist
some live feet below, striking on his side and
breaking two of his ribs and otherwise injuring
him. Mr. Arey is quite unfortunate.
Only a year
or two ago lie lost an eye by a piece ot steel
flying
into it wildcat work on the machinery at Blodgett’s
An alarm of lire at seven i*. m. o’clock
tannery
July :{ was caused by the store house on the Colby

turn to

we

our

—

wharf where tin*

cutter has been undertaken tire from india crack-

revenue

going repairs having
which lodged on the roof.

ers

by the ruttei's
quite

a

was

extinguished

minutes there was
stir in that part of the town.
For

new.

blaze and

a

It

a

few

Woodbury sailed on Tuesday the 10th for
Bath where she will have her machinery repaired
ami he recaulked. She will then return to this
The

place and have her new set of sails bent that arc
now being made here by E. 1*. Emerson....Smith,
our photo artist, has taken some very beautiful
pictures of the Woodbury’s officers ami their
families while
In

connection

photos
son

&

on

picnics

with

such

at Lake Alamoosook.
romantic

the

scenery
arc exquisite art mementoes... .The AtkinCook Dramatic Company played at Emery

Hall four

nights

of last week to full

houses, giving
except the last evening.
Why will a reputable company, like the above,
exhibit such bad taste and judgment as to present
to an intelligent audience such a play as Muldoon’s
satisfaction

excellent

Picnic?

One of the best features of their

even-

ing's entertainments was J. J. Kennedy’s announce
nicnts.

Due has to hold on to his sides or lose Ills
buttons....Mrs. Uichard P. Buck and her family
have arrived and will open the summer at tiic old
homestead.The Buck sport electric light plant

July Fourth, running 04 incandescent
lights. A hundred and fifty will be running by the
last of this week, and there arc o<Hl engaged.
started

There is

dynamo
capacity supply
by an Aruiiiigtoii A Sims engine of

one

with

a

to

250
50

lights,
power. The maiiager is C. S. Ilomer, who
run

horse

is also manager of the Cenn block mill

near

by.

Satteens !

PORT OK UKLFAST.

Paiats, Oils, Varnislies,

ARRIVED.

Ms.y/-svwwo

!

Carriage
Haring

SAILED.

bought

July 4. Si*h. Navarino, Cole, Charleston.
July (i. Schs. M. L. Crockett,-, Winterport;
Warren, Colson, Poston; Fannie A. Gorham,
Wadlin, Prunswick.
July 7. Sch. Helen Merriman, Tainter, Pangor.
July!!, sells. Yankee Maid, Treat. Rockland;
Jachin, Hart, Pangor.
July 10. Seh. J. M. Carter, Faton, Pangor.

Headquarters

F. L.

AMKU1CAN

Only 17c., worth 37 l-2c.

WINDOW and PICTURE GLASS,
far

Flags, Banners,

Tentsjorches, Uniform, Names
of Candidates, Bandannas, Flag

l'OUTS.

Handkerchief and

Bunting.

Poston, July 2. Arrived sch. Fannie
Kditli,
Warren, Pelfa.-t; .'»th, arrived bark Fdw Cushing, I
I >ow, Philadelphia; schs. Addie Jordon, Harriman,
G. W. SIMMONS Ac CO.’s
Port Johnson; Stella M. Kenyon. Williams, do;
David Faust, Alley, Rondout"; Annie R. Lewis,
32 to 34 North Street, BOSTON.
Lewis, South Amboy; (ith, arrived .-ehs. Sadie I'On,
July 12. lSSS--l»ti'o\v28
West, South Amboy; Mark Gray, R indcll, New
York: Moses Fddy, Dorr, Pangor: Till, cleared
sch. Waldemar. Parker, Satiila River, Ga.
New York, July 2.
Arrived schs. Palatka. Ferguson, Satiila River; Paragon, Flwell, Pangor.
ONE NIGHT ONLY.
ath, sell. Dora M. French. Haskell, Sargentville;
7th, clean'd brig Nod White, Flwell. Rio Janeiro.
Arrived f*th. sell. Welaka. ( ottrcll, lYiuamiina.
Pangor, July 2. Cleared seh a Hannibal, Pendleton, Vineyard Haven for orders; Manama,
Lord, New Pedford; 7th, arrived .-eh. F. < Pendleton, Pendleton, Jersey City; cleared brig bi- i
delia, Plakc. Grenada.
Philadelphia, July 1. Arrived sch. Isaac <>berton, Trim, Pangor; .‘Id, arrived sobs. Tims. W,
Hyde, Sherman, Path; Charley Pucki i ieneh. j
Jacksonville; ♦». cleared bark Megunticook, Wall;
er, Poston; 7th, arrived sch. Helen. Whit.-, Pel
fast; cleared sell. Leimnes.-a, Paltershall, Wirk- j
ford.
Pailimoiv, July I. Arrived sch. Z n-heiis Sh.-rman. Coombs, Poston; .1th. arrived ;;. h. Ahbie C.
as i*in si;n ia, in mi:
Stubbs, Pendleton, New Haven, and cleared 7th
for Portsmouth; nth, arrived seh. Cvrus Hall.
N.
s.
Coombs, Windsor,
Arrive*! sell. A. \\ Fllis, Ry
Portland, Juiv
der, Rondout.
Mobile, July 2. Arrived seh. Florence Leland,
Ailams, Galveston, and elrared ntii !<•:• New York. Nightly Greeted nidi Ko.rs of Laughter and
Peaufort, S. C., July 2. Arrived seh. do—ie
K n t h u si as t Ir A pplause.
Lena, Rose, Charleston.
h. Nellie. Drink
Portsmouth, July i». Arrived
FKAJJJK A.. OWFTvT,
Manager.
water. Philadelphia; nth, arrive*l scii. Mark Pen
F. S. DAVENPORT,
dleton, Hatch, Port Johnson.
Conductor.
Charleston, July 2. Arrived sch. Prese-dt 11 a
eltine, Knccland, lielfasi; .Ith, *deared .-eh. Hattie |
r I'rirt-s—;>'/> unit ~,o ('cuts.
II. Harbour, Fletcher, Darien, Ga., 7ih, -ailed seh. 1
Prescott Ilazeltine. Fernand ilia.
!:■ 'i-r\;•'! Seats on s;i
at du* usual place.
Darien, Ga., July 2. Arrived seh. Mover \ Mai
ler, Patterson, New York.
Fernandina, July 2. Cleiire*! scb. Alme*la, Ws 1 1
ley, Copeland. Fall River.
Norfolk, July 7. sailed, sch. Carrie \. Lane.
Dyer, Portland.
Wood’s Hull, July 2. Sailed brig stoeklon, Al
leu, Paltimore.
Arrived
!i. too. >|iattm-k,
Salem, July 2.
Lorimer, Pangor.
OB’Jacksonville, July .*>. Arrive*! sell-. Nctlic Lang
don, Pagley, New London; st. Johns, Giiumre,
->
Pangor; passed Fort George .“>1, sell. Mil!. rd. II,tkell, Pelfast for st. Augustine; r»th, arrived sell, j
Florence & Lillian, Sinitii. New fork; (Ith, sailed. !
for Fort George, sell. Penobscot, Carter,
Apalachicola, July !». Arrived bark P*ad rice
Havener, Salvage, Key West.
a nr. a r onif.iy.iL
New London, July •>.
a
Arrived
Mary ! ivr
son, Robinson. Jaeksoiivilic.
Port Townsend, June 20. Arrive«l hip >!. Nielmlas. Carver, San Francisco.
Perth -Amboy, July
Arrived sch-. < hark s !
Heath, Pendleton, New York; Charlotte Pur;;, !
Pendleton, do, and sailed nth.
and OOr,l> UAM).
San Francisco, June do. tailed bark Fred !’.
Litchlield, Young, Vancouver;July s, arrive*! ship
JOSEPH HORTON,.Proprietor and Manager.
Frederick Hillings, Sherman, ami A burr Coburn.
Nichols, Seattle.
GKO. II. LEN\o\,.Associate Manager.
Fall River, July 7.
Arrived seh. King Philip
In a sin'’lit/ iirsl-cfo.*s /n‘i>‘/i,(tiu of Minimi
Coombs, Newport News.
Sailed Lark Pratrice Haven j
Key West, J illy
Mi nst'refs i/.
er, Havener, Apalachicola.
st. Augustine, Fla., July 4. Arrive*! sell. Mil j
l*Ii IC US—/>*/> a lid oO Cents,
ford, Haskell, Pelfast.
Plymouth, July .*». Arrived .-eh. tie.*. P. IVrgi
I>1M C, ST< UtlE.c*
xi. s.-a!s on -ale at ( l'l'i
son, Fergus«m, Rondout.

Opera

House, Belfast,

Friday Ev’ng July

13.

2

Woods & Irons, 4c.

the entire

Worth 12 l-2c., at

stork, fixtures, good wilt,

-tieof the fate firm of-

W. K. Morison &

Co.,

BUILDING,
Xo. 47 Main St.9 Belfast, Me.,
1

respectfulig invite alt customers and friends of
firm, to continue their patronage at the old
place. To mg old friends and customers l would
sag that / shall remove mg extensive stock to th<
Coliseum Huilding soon, where / am prepared to

French

gire them <;OOJ) fl A Ilf! A J \ S in all goods in mg
-line at the-

Lo\v<‘st

At

Surplus Stock,

I he Jollies! of Comic Operas.

Tuesday, July

17.

/ shall

of the

We Make

Grand

a

lieu,ly Mixed Paints,"

“Alius

Orient ill

The

ale

Powder

Price to

Close the Lot.

PARASOLS!

gire mg customers thi benefit of lowest prices.

/ sha/i continue the agency for the
-celebrated-

$1.30,

Jackets !

Great Reduction in

a

Silks!

sold

Ladies’

My

j
j

1-2C.

Faille

$1,33,

-A/fc

Pri(Mvs !

The consolidation of these {ten large stocks makes
one of the largest stocks of
goods in this State,

And in Order to fteduce

1

_

3*7

the old

Very

only 8c. per yard.

1

COLISEUM

j

|

'1 he Atkinson A Cook dramatic
company which
ippear here this (Thursday) evening and to mori*ow night has met with unprecedented success at

French

HARDWARE,

MirAA/e?

only 33 l-2c. per yard.

THE L1ROEST STOCKS OK

TWO OK

July J. Sells. Sadie Corey, Lowe, Poston; M. L.
Crockett,-, Poston.
July U. Sch. Helen Merriman, Tainter. N. V.
July 7. Seh. Yankee. Maid, Treat, N. V.
July !». Schs. Puritan. Sargent, Georgelown, D.
C\; J. M. Carter, Fatou, Poston; Geo. P. Ferguson, Ferguson. Plymouth.

7tll,-

Belfast, Me.

market.

week, and from the number of buyers on hand we
[•oneiude he w ill require another invoice
by Saturday night to supply the demand.

JUME

-THIS ASSORTMENT OF-

I Consolidation !

Squid will be published each Wednesday and Saturday during the six weeks vacation season of
July and A ugust. Price (» cents a copy ; 7d cents
for the season, postpaid.

Counters-

on our

—THURSDAY,

Clothing House.

Main Street,

_77

Accepted.

was

-We Shall Place

til if11u

Waterman's Waldo

Offer of $1,000 for

an

75 Pps. All Wool Press Roods

15.00

MEN’S SPRING OVERCOATS in all shades !

Dollar.

new

a

Dress TJ|> the

linys’ Sail.ir Suits, age -I to II, prices from.f 1.25
Hoys'Suits \riil> Knee Pants, age 1 to 14, prices ftom_ 1.50
“
“
:t(IO
Hoys’ Suits with Long Pants, age 10 to I!*,
“
Men’s Husiness Suits, all sizes,
5.00
“
Men's Kim 1 trees Suits,
;».oo

j

Hood's Sarsaparilla
IOO

an

in and

GOOD BALL!

;

to make me over.” .1. r. Thompson,
Register of Deeds, Lowell. Mass.
“Hood's Sarsaparilla beats all others, and
is worth its weight in gob!.” I. Barrington,
130 Bank Street, New Yol k City.

One

EXCELLENT^

HARD WOOD BAT AND A

seems

Doses

S-U-I-T-!

\

the Wood

Hood’s Sarsaparilla is characterized by
three peculiarities : 1st, the combination of
remedial agents; 2d, the proportion; 3d. llio
process of securing the active medicinal
qualities. The result is a medicine of unusual
strength, effecting cures hitherto unknown.
Send for book containing additional evidence.
“Hood’s Sarsaparilla tones up my system,
purifies my blood, sharpens my appetite, and

11 n u

n

evening.
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dll!, by .b.-epli Wall, North Vas.-alboro.
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vv iih their father,
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ehu.'Ctt.-on his annual vacation—Daniel Dordoii
arrived home from Portland laM week-Mrs. L.
Monroe of this place is visiting her mother in
I.ineolnville-ti. li. Ilieh spent the Fourth of
.The school in District No.
duly \\ ith his family
'> closed last Friday.
It has been under the in
struction «>f Mi.-s Webb, of I nity_Mrs. s. A.
< oilin i- visiting friends in Pittsfield.Mou/.o
( otliii has bought Alonzo Bradford’s bouse- near
tin IF >. Ilieh corner, and will move his lamih
there tin- week-Mrs. Mary Whitmy, of thi
phicc. died Sunday, duly 1-r. after a long and
severe illness,
''hi- wa< with her daughter, Mis.
N
\. (‘ales, of I’nity, in her last sicknes-. and all
her want- were supplied, and her last da> s made
as comfortable as the w
illing hands of a faithful
child could make them.

1

a

Salem, Mass., formerly of this place.

I'nity-Walter Say ward is at home from Massa

a few of Fairfield’s in
to mention Lorenzo How's
itainh < in of tin* Indus•I »m nti ui. In one da\ last week it
J to poind- *1 butter ami ’son dozen of
I' at: r. Id Journal.
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around the hotel nowadays.
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Seasport

Lively

tins S pratt,

B. Fletcher
John XV. Urant is visiting friends here.
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Lamson have
lately reThe valuable farm horse belonging to F. 's 11am
turned from New York and will
the sum
spend
mer here.
Prof. Lamson is engaged in teaching
ilton died Saturday night.
in New \ ork
Mrs. II. E. Foster and grand- i
City
Mr. Charles W. Cross and family of Lynn arc
son, .1. Foster Philhrook, will soon
go to New
Hampshire for a visit ...Bev. Mr. Sheldon has guests of l)r. I\ 1*. Nichols.
been engaged to
supply the pulpit recently vacated i
by Bev. Ira Emery, at the Baptist house.... ReMiss Lillias Carver, who has been visiting at
pairs arc being made on the M. E. parsonage staLas: Corinth, returned last week.
ble....Bev. i:. Wixon has
had
a
bonanza in
lately
the shape «*t a
pension for £12 per month and arCL A. Mitchell, who is employed at Alden’s drug
rears of
2.'iso.
store. Bangor, was in town for a short visit this
M0x1:01.. Mrs. Sanborn, of Albion, is
visiting week.
bei parents.The
many friends of our former
Miss Banker, daughter of Lditor Bunker of
High School teacher, Mr. (ieorge 1. Bowden, will
Watorville,is visiting L. A. Dow’s family at Sears
regret to learn that he docs not intend to teaeli this
Island.
fall. Mr. Bowden is
taking a course at the State
Fred Kendall and wife of Waltham, Mass., who
college, hence the reason for his not teaching.
have been visiting their old home here, left
Mi "..jerry Bowen, who has been
by
very sick for a !
long tinu
ii-port*.d as on the mending hand.... I boat Monday.
Mi"" Mabel Webber is
o„r nciglil >ors at Bueksport have introduced the
employed in Belfast. Miss
".will be misled from her position as V.T.of
li'ctvic light, hut
fails to
the kero

about two-thirds of the usual crop will be
year-Mr. P. W. Whitney, «*l
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begin baying in earnest this week. tirass is re
ported light in old Helds. The general opinion i-

(apt. I»«d Wording and wife, of
tiled on tin in July :;d, the fiftieth annltneir marriage, and left tokens of their
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Bangor, and the daughter of
Alpena, Mich., are visiting with A.

°1

town.
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urday.
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(-Hina. The 4tu was celebrated
by numerous pienir parties, each after its own fashion... Miss. E. M.
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-CHEAP !-
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Gunpowder,
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*2“Do not miss these BARGAINS.
early and avoid the rush.
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goods.—

SEE
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Gail

COLISEUM BUILDING, 47 MAIN ST„
BELFAST,

A.

C.

MAINE.

C. W. BURKETT,

BURGESS.

M:iy :JI, lsss.—lyrJJ
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THE “ELECTRIC LIGHTS”

871 & B3 Main

Block

St., Belfast.

■

j
|

Refined

■

Minstrelsy !<-

|

Cdr O 3FL TOWS

t

■

BRAZILIAN
Oough Syrup

THE

HATS, SAPS,

POUTS.

Manila, May 10. In port ship .John R. K« lley,
SPECIAL NOTICES.
Gibbons, for Sail Francisco, with 2-1 on ton- sugar.
Hong Kong. Arrived previous to Juno Jo. .-hip
Sachem, Bartlett, Cardiff.
Shanghai, June 1. In port, ship Wandering Jew,
Nichols, from New York (arrived May 21) for New
York via. I long Kong.
Cardill', July 2. Arrived ship Frank IVudlctmi, !
Nichols, Liverpool.
Tuskar. Passed by June JO, ship Kli/ahcth,
lias been found the most >|*eedy ami certain Cure.
Colcord, Liverpool for San !• raucisco.
Nassau, Juno 27. Arrived sch. Lucia Porter, of Cnnphs of any preparation in use, <nrinp
G ritulle, Bangor.
Couphs am! Cohfs in a few hours. A Is*» speedily
Montevideo, May Jo. Arrived ship Joseph. Br) relieving Hoarseness, Sore ness of tin Throat amt
/ int/s, 1’iiiu atul Tiphf.nss ar.ross the Chest, the
June
Cardiff:
sailed
il.inualt
I,
Nichols,
barque
MeLoon, Averill, l’avsandu.
Comjh in I’l' n risi/, a ml l nf animat ion of the Limps,
Hmnehitis. Believing Asthma ami ('atarrh, Whoop,
Port Darwin, April 2, Sailed ship S. F. Her.--v,
Bennett. Newcastle.
inp Couph, Croup, ami aideil by “Dr. I>. I’. <>rdMatan/.as, June JO. Arrived bark J. W. Dresser.
way’? < Vlebrated Ham.made I’ia-ders” wiP eure
many of the advanced ases of Consumption
Parker, Phil.
Campeche, in port June J, brig llattic, <'oombs,
for Boston, ready.
Try it. Price* Large Bottle, 25 Cts.
Port Spain, Junes, in porr brig Abbl" < iifford,
VI
Storer, from Barbadoes, arrived June 28th, for
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So come and
•or

the next

Straw Hats, Tennis

thirty days.

Striped Caps,

—

Wm. 0. Poor & Son’s and E. H.

United States.
Anjier. Passed by, July 5, ship Mary L. stone,
Carver, from New York for Shanghai, M days’ passage.

Tuspan, Mexico, June IS. In port, sell. Vv’yer
Sargent, for New York, loading on the

G. Sargent,
coast.

m a urri m i: mi sc ell a n v

Bark Samuel D Carlton, 84J tons, built at Rockport, Me., in ISOS, now in New York, ha- been sold
for local account, on private terms.
Sell Phebe Ann, Hurd, from Bangor for Gloucester, was towed into Rock port, Mass, nth, full of
water, having sprung a leak on the passage.
Sell July Fourth, coal laden, from Philadelphia
for Portland, which has been asliorc atCuttyhuuk,
has been got off and lias conic t<» New Bedford.
She is leaking badly, and part of her cargo was
throw n overboard.
Advices received at (Queenstown report that the
wreck of a large wooden vessel, believed to be the
American ship Farragut, of Boston, was passed recently 1,."»00 miles from Calcutta. The Farragut
left Calcutta Jan 20th for New York.
The brig Harry
Qricii Ocean Passack.
Stewart of Bangor, Captain Blake, left Portland
A.
From
on the 15th of March for st. Louis, \\ <
there she came to Turk’s island and loaded salt
for New York, and arrived at the latter place mi
June 24, making the round trip in ltd days. She
made the passage out in 20 days, the quickest ever
made by a sailing vessel between st Louis and any
port in the United States, and the voyage across
the ocean anil return is tin* quickest that she ever
made in her 21 years of service.
Fukkjiits.
The Freight Circular of Snow &
Burgess, New York, reports for the week ending
July Till: There is some inquiry for Deal and
Timber ships to load in the Provinces and at the
South at about quotations previously current. A
brisk demand prevails for vessels adapted to the
River Plate and the West India trades, other than
Cuba, at full previous rates, but business continues
to be somewhat restricted by a scarcity of handy
tonnage. Coastwise Lumber freights remain very
quiet but steady, while the Coal ami other coastwise trades are about steady and only moderately
active. At the close the prospect for over sea and
short foreign business seems to be, on the whole, a
trifle better than it has been in the recent past,
owing to tin* paucity of available and near-by tonnage and a quickened demand. For the River
Plate and Rio Janeiro, Sits per M is obtainable
from the Southern Atlantic ports, and $ 15.50it;
from the Gulf ports. Local charters sell Maggie
Mulvey, from Perth Ambov to Beverly, Coal 85
cents and discharge. Sell V. II Herriman, from
Port Johnson to Boston, Coal, so cents and discharge. Bark John M Clerk, from Manila to New
York, general cargo, private terms. Bark Henry
A Litehiield, Portland to Rosario, lumber, £11.50.
Brig Ned White, New York to Rio, general cargo,
$4,500. Sell Addie Jordan, Hoboken to Boston,
coal, SO cents; sell Geo K Hatch, the same.
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Moody’s.

j
|

“Square Dealing and
Low Prices!”

MARRIED.

j

in

.Searsport, July
by Bev. N. La Marsh, Mr.
Kugone F. Ames of Portland, Me., to Miss Kill.*
IF Davis, of Searsport.
In Sandy Point, July :J, by F. It. Daggett, Ksq.,
Fben Stubbs, of Buck.sport, ami .Mrs. Fliza A.
Weseott, of Bluehill.
In lloekport, Warren P. Wason, of Boston, and
Nellie F. Farcy, of lloekport.
In iloekland, July .‘>, Frank 1
Berry, of Port
land, and Sara F. Wilson, of Itoeklaml.
In Itoeklaml, June .‘Hi, Arthur F. Sargent and
Mary F. DeVoe, both of llocklan I.
In I nion, June ;{0, Frank L. Wellman ami Fllen 1
IF Winchenbach, both of Wanvn.
In Washington, June US, Joel .s. Hart an 1 Mrs.
Julia C- Kimball, both of Appleton.
In Castine, June US, Fred F. Smith, of Waldoboio, and Lizzie D. Wheeler, of ('aStine.
In Taunton, Mass., June *2.’l, Hubert Long, of
Taunton, ami Fmma s. Burnham, of Itoeklaml.
In Itoeklaml, June *21, Judson Winslow and Annie Arlioi n, both of Itoeklaml.
In Waldo'ooro, June Ul, A. S. Tolman, of Fnion,
and Mira s. Turner, of Lynn, Mass.
In Tlmmaston, June *20, Win. B. Hallowed and
Alice P. F >nia, both of Thomaston.

pie: 13.
In this city, July 7, Samuel A. lilodgett, aged 80
years, 8 months aiid 28 days.
In Rrownville, June2-2, Mrs. Matilda Hutchings,
widow of the late Wfcra Atwood, aged 70 years.
In Fnity, July M, Mrs. Mary Whitney, aged 7"»
years.
In Montana, June 2.:, Nathan Farwell, aged JO
years.
In Camden, June IS, Mrs. I,. N. Davis, aged fd
years and is days.
In North Appleton, June 21, Susan 1*., wife of
James A. Wentworth, aged about .77 years.
In Lincolnville, July 1, Harriet N. Frohock, aged
88 years and 7 mouths.
In Lineolnvilie, June 21), Joel I*. Mahoney, aged
8.1 years, 2 months and l.I days.
In Deer Isle, July 2, lMiincas Ranks, aged 17 yrs.
In Deer Isle, June 28, Abigail, widow of Thomas
T. Lowe, aged si years, II months and 20 days.

Is Our Motto.

Hoys'

J. (\

IT WANS’T THAT KIND.
“Mertiula, is you in lull with me?”
“(•’ way, Sam dohnsing, cose I isn’t.”
•‘Sho’ ’Tilda, don’t say dat, for my heart burns"—
“Hold on Mister .lobusing, ef you has tin- heartburn, jest yo go and git a box er tliem

WOODBURY’S DYSPEPSIA KILLERS;
your heartburn immcjiatcly at once,
and ef you sutler from water-brash, Sam, they will
cue that too.”
“But, ’Tilda, it aint that kind.”
“Never you mind, Sam; it must he indigestion
tin’ll what makes you look so glum, and the
cure

sing.—Hood day.

Pure Paris Green,
Sure

death to Potato Units, selling low hi

Market.

Boston, July 10. The butter market ruled quiet
and steady on Monday. Western extra creamery
sold at ‘20 to ‘21 cents and second quality at 17 to 10
cents V Vi. Most of the Northern receipts were put
into cold storage. Very little offering under *2*2 cts.
Cheese was steadier, owing to the more favorable reports from the country, and best stock was
held at9'.|'jjOli cents, but very little sold. Sales in
the country are OgOV* cents.
Eggs were llrm at 17tf 17*i cents for Provincial
and Western, and 17^918 cents for Eastern.
Potatoes quiet at $2q$3 y barrel, as to quality.
Beans dull and easy.
Choice prime bav, $10; some fancy, $20; fair to
good at $ltfg$18; Eastern tine, $14gir>; poor to ordlnary, $133$l.r>; East swale, $10&$l I. Bye straw,
choice, at $24 9 $20; oat straw, $10911.

Co.

Abaolutely Pore.

linwdcr

never varies.
A marvel of purity,
and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of the low test, short
weight, alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
mns.
Royal Raking I'owpku Co., 106 Wall St.,
New York.
48tl0

This

strength

.1 HA l untl HA I. L
unfit the Eonrih

PluEilix

eft? Co.

PRICE

CURRENT.

Price Paul Producers.

Beef, corne<I, ¥ lb,
7§S
Butter Salt, ¥ box,
IS
Corn ¥ bush.,
71
Cracked Corn ¥ bush., 71
Corn Meal ¥ bush.,
71
Cheese ¥ tb.
1*2 §14
Cotton Seed Vcwt., 1.85
Codfish, dry, ¥ lb,
5g7
Cranberries ¥ «(t., ogoo
Clover Seed ¥ lb,
log 14
Flour ¥ bbl.,
5.00§6.25
II. G. Seed ¥ bu.,3.15*3.25
Lard ¥ lb.
10*13

Hetail Market.

Lime# bid.,
#lb,
Onions# lb,
Oat Meal

Polloek # ft,
Pork # ft,
Plaster # bbl.,
Rye Meal # ft,
Shorts #ewt.,

ANDREWS,

How,

HoliaNt,

ATTENTION. $10.00
——

(Successors

Lamp
Msa 3113 Cnt Store,

to Vernald liras.)

given am tv vr the

Uemrmhrr any one buy Ins 0\K DOLLAR'S
worth of good* or more at any one time ha* a
-chance.—
—

HAXl FAfTi nKUS AND DKALKKK IN ALL KINDS OF

CEMETERY WORK!

I

keep constantly

on

hand the

largest line of

Crockery, C-lass, Tin,
Granite Iran & Wooden Ware,

MONUMENTS OF TABLETS,
Cutiit, Marie

■

Granite,

er

Should call and see our line show of work on
hand at our yard. Here \on will lind all ereeted, the I1KST COi.I.EXTK >N of

Monuments, Tabiets & Headstones
shown in Kasteru Maine. We are the only
llrm in tins seetion that does (inmite and Marble work and do

Croquet Sets,
Bird

Cages,

Ice Cream Freezers, Carts,
Lunch
Baskets, Vases,

Toys, Hanging Lamps, &c., &c.,
TO la

TOT N I, IN Tin:

ITT

Mr.. It, A. SIcvtiit, of Slockton. gul Hudrum, Alii) :ilst. Mho gels Ihls onr ?

G

II.
20

l:am|»

C OF E X. AM),
HIGH STREET.

Millinery!
NOW OfEN ALL THE

ever

Steam Power!

Polishing by

Which enables ns to sell our work for LK>s
prices than can be afforded elsew here. It is no
trouble for us to show our work.

Estimates and
furnished

on

Latest and

Leading Styles in

MILLINERY!
Our slock Is the
store

arc

largest In the city. Stork and
known lor furlhrr details.

too well

1‘lrasrd lo

see

all who arr In warn of

Designs! Hats, Bonnets and

short noliee.

Trimmings!

Mrs. II. F. WELLS.

PLEASE GIVE US A CALL.

3»a g4
0§10
I.oogl.io
3‘*

J. F. FERNALD.

1.30

3I«*.

>Slai!(i

to in:

—

West

Sugur#1b,
0>a§8
45
Salt, T. I.,# bush.,
Sweet Potatoes # lb, 0go
Wheat Meal # ft, 3*; g4

eery

ANOTHER

l.OOgl.05
4‘aa5
5 go

Oil,kerosene,#gal.,loa~12

yiren uiruy with <
of duly free of ehnrye.

AX It EX AMI.XE HOODS A X D PEICES.

Headstones,

large lot ami selling cheap by

Retail Market.

POWDER

II

PHILLIP & CANARD

ogoi Hay# ton,
S.OOgla.OO
5§7 limes# lb,
4)4 £5
Beans,pen,'¥ Ini, *j.75g:i.Oo Lainb# ft,
log 12
medium,
*2.*25g*2.5o Lamb Skins,
35g50
yellow -eves,*2.35*3.50 Mutton# lb
0.§7
Butter ¥ lb,
Nnls Oats # bush, 32 lb 45g4S
Beef ¥ It.,
r»'i §75i Potatoes,
40345
70§75 Round Hog # fc»,
Barley ¥ Inisli,
OgO
Cheese ¥ lb,
sgm Straw# ton,
0.00§7.00
Chicken ¥ It.,
ogo
l«g*20| Turkey# lb,
Calf Skins#'lb,
sglo Veal # 1b,
0g7
Duck #' lb,
ogu Wool, washed# lb, 2S320
If. Wool, unwashed, 2lg22
Etftfs ¥ d<>4.,
Fowl#'lb,
1031*2 Wood, hard,
I.OOgo.U)
Geese ¥ lb,
ogo Wood, soft,
3.0043.50

SOLD UNIVERSALLY.
Produce

dto

Howos

Produce. Market.
Apples V lui 'li
dried ■tf’ Bb,

RESTORES the Life.

Boston

ben roost, Mister .Jolin-

Doolittle & smith, 21 and 2<‘» Tromont st., Boston,
will semi a box of Dr. Mark It. Woodbury’s Dyspepsia Killers by mail, to any part of the \'. S.,*on
receipt of 50 cents, or a trial box for 25 cents.

A

RELIEVES the Liver;
-7tf

Indigestion quicker and
a

Howes

Kidneys;

note

D. K.’S
will cure Dyspepsia and
cleaner tliaii von can rob

BELFAST

RELIEVES the

from

MARK

:5i> MAIN STREET.
Belfast, May IT, lssS.—;hn20

they will

Suit

PLEASE CALL

Thompson & Son,

SARDXXTES!

HUNT’S REMEDY

To be closed out CJIE. IP.

End

of

Shoe

Factory,

I‘lea mint St,, lielfa&t, Me.

A. L. MUDGETT.

FOR A GOOD TKAiU
—GO TO THE—

Revere

House

Livery Stable !

WANTED !
1 Girl for liining Room.
1 Competent- Laundress.

1 Chamber Girl.

Also Hell Roy, about IX years of
age.
Address with references, &c.
J. W. C. GILMAN,
is
Prop. Buy View House, Camden, ■«.

| For the Journal. j
it hat

Lies

carried to Ilong Kong. From Hong Kong our
author makes his way to Sbangbae, where,
by a lucky chance, be gets a position in the
custom house, and
remains there several
months. Losing his position by the death of
his patron he once more returns to sea life, has
an adventure with Chinese pirates, and on one
occasion, on a vessel loaded with coolies, takes
part in a desperate tight between the ship’s
crew and the dangerous passengers. The book
is brim full of adventure, and is evidently
written by one thoroughly conversant with the
life he depicts and the places he describes. It
i> well illustrated.
L>. Lothrop Co., Boston.
Price 5=1.25.

Hryond.

What lie* beyond the changing light
That pale* and quivers in the bright
An«l lanibient air which softly play*,
When the Snu
sheds his parting
What lies beyond?

rays?

What lies beyond the lifted cloud,
That rises like a snowy shroud.
And gather- radiant tints and lutes
Front purpling hills and sparkling dew
What lies beyond?

SPRING STYLES.

What He.- beyond the sunset shades.
The glow Ing’light that pales and fades.
A ml die- in darkening splendor there.
Along- the tender evening air?
What lies beyond?

All the Latest Shapes & Colors

The publishing house of Lee & Shepard lias
in press and ready for issue, a new volume of travels through our sister republic, entitled “Mexico, Picturesque, Political, Progressive. the j oint work of Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Blake, of Boston, and Mrs. Margaret F.
Sullivan, of Chicago. Both ladies have attained a high position in American literature, and
each has a distinct individuality of her own.
Their observations during their journey were
routined to no one thing, lnit were close, thought- I
fill and universal. Mexico, we are told, is “a
country picturesque beyond description and
beautiful beyond belief, with traditions of the
j
past to interest the antiquarian, and problems
of the future to occupy the professionist, with
the fascinations of a’ strange tongue and a
strange people, and with that indefinable charm
which those indolent lotos-eating lands exercise always over the sterner and colder nature
of the Northman.” The keen analysis of the
habits and characteristics of the people, the
story of how they live, the description of their
hou-cs and of the manner in which they conduet »hcir domestic allairs, are exceedingly interesting. 'I'lse authors also treat of the man- I
m«t of dress and personal appearance of the !
1
people, of the soeial condition of the women,
of the industries of the country, methods of !
business, railroads, agriculture, form of gov- J
eminent, courts of law, eminent men, literature: in fact, everything which goes to make
up tin* history—domestic, governmental, literary. political and economic—of a people who
have more than once shaken off the yoke of
their oppressors, and taken new departures on
tin* highway of progress and civilization.
now

What lies beyond tin* gleaming star.
That trembles trom its heights afar,
And .-ecins to tell in voiceless tone
>f other worlds than thi.-. our ow n,
What lies be\olid?

-IN

STIFF &SOFT HATS,

What lie- beyond our vi>i"ii blurred,—
What voices himmur, yet unheard,—
What inlllienee comes through vapor dense
Tufelt by our unconscious ears
Yet vaguely know n.

SILK HATS!

What solace to our souls shall e me.
When c\ e- are ringed, and lip* are dumb.
When outlined form and pulseles- hrea-t
An cold am! -till in Indy rest.
What solace then.
What lie- !■■■; ond the wearing fret
of earth, with all its vain regret—
W hat lie- beyond thi- clamor loud.
Except the eofliu alid the shroud.What lies hex ond ?
lie -til!, in) i• •I»tii g. -kepiie limit.
I.ive w II. act well, thy little part,
I.ill up the earth) -rai-c the Hod
Ti rough nature up to nature'- <o*d.
To that hex olid.
N. P \«
111:1.1
>

The

V

a|

Batih*

k \;:i*.

Protection.

(rv,

For \1norie.1 and free-h in we take the liHd again,
>h->uting the haft le on i’rotoejion !
And rail) roiiml out i-anner. a lio-t of hu-> m- ti
-homing the battle rry, IToteeiii.n
<11* MM

ri- a l1 >. \\ n with
While we
\im

1.

*

Hurrah, box -. l.urrali!
i'amlanna a.ml up with the -tar.
1

the

rally roumi tin* tlag, boy-, rail)
again.
>1.••tiling im battled). Protection'

First-Class Goods !-Low Prices !

Five

trade

ami Fngli-h wages

w e

net

once

endure,

erc;;:i

'-houtiiig the battle cry. Protection

laud i- fi*r Atm riean*. a like for nHi ami poor.
>!:.-i:ti:ig the battle cry. Pr-’t< -•lion !

«»11 r

Ihrigiit !\ I’iiIhim,
It EE FA ST,
\|.ril W. Ikslyi-ir.

Mt IXI'.

(

horns

America,

lot

ei<*.

ver

II trri-on at -1 M-r: t. well rail; roumi the tlag,
>i.outing tlit oattle erx 1 r-,teetion!
Ami ililv. the foe 1-etore u- with their red ban j
danna rag.
Mkoutiur the battle erx. Protection!

F*

ln.ru\tm-rim l*.lexer!
uioii.
*i ringtiol'l
<

Literary
Hen. I.

xv

N^ws and

Walla.-

(ieneral I i ini-oil.

i- writ:• 1 u

etc.

Notes.
a

biograpliv

of

(■olden
brings it< i>ual quota of
sk* t«-!ie-.
and mi*eeib’.iiy. with the • ver
attractive -<-rial.-, in* of tin* l»< -t featur*** of jj
tiii- very popular nuigazitu* for boy* and girl-,
1
•hunt Klver-on, jntbli-b*
Philadelphia.
i Fix
stories

!

Mr. !•!.<'. .vi 11 it. of Angu-ta. iia- the live- of
< ie \elaini and Tiiiirm-ti! \v< '•! tmderwax and
will i--m* the work -liortly. lie will al-o ban* !
lie a biographical work on tin* live* of the lb

pub!iiv.u eandi lab -. Mr. Aliei:** life
with an immen-e -ah*.

<>t

Blaine

in I'M met

TTicJh'x ntiinber of tin* l’aii-y tuibli-bed by
l.-.tli! *| 1 -onj.any. Bo-ton, w ill be
1) Wt le-niifl b) !lie )*.'.ll»_ people. It i* finely !
iilu-trat--I. printed m eb-ar. eoar-*- t)pe and
filled with a large variety of interesting articles 1

eonlial-j
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_r!.t for -i\t\
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can
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»ne <>I

by

whose reputation- tor ability t*>
and in-tnn t thi- Has* of 1«-ider*. wen*
e-labli-be-i. A’*l the young people
get the Pail-y. ('i;ly ten relit- a cop).

author*

pi.-a-e
long
-houbi

j

The Story of Ohio, by Alexander Black, is
the second volume of the new series, the “Story
of the States.” edited by KI bridge S. Brooks,
ami published by the J>. Lothlop t o., Boston.
The Story of Ohio necessarily pictures the beginnings of the Croat Northwest—of that
splendid group of States lying at the heart of
tiie Republic. The story has thus a special
and peculiar interest at* a time when these
younger children, as it were, of the great
American Confederation are drawing towards
them the eyes of the continent and of the
world. Ohio's animated record is so far from
being trite that we may welcome a volume
which neither struggles to tell everything nor
considers any feature too homely to be worthy
of consideration. The farm and the
factory
receive, as much attention, and are found as
<ntciraining as battles and legislatures; while
dome-tic and social life are shown to contribute a> much to the dignity and attractiveness
• *f
history as cither the rush of war or the
scullies ot polities. Mr. Black’s book sketches
the early history of the Ohio Valiev, touching
brief!v upon tin* romantic Indian struggles anil
tradition*: di-cribes succinctly the movement*
that planted civilization in the Northwest, and
brings the State history down to the present
\car. with
it< centennial observances, thus
covering the full century of Ohio's life. The
author dedan s that in the matter of great men
a writer upon Ohio sutlers from an embarrassment of riche*. The 1 i-t of these men i-, indeed. a remarkable one. With (iranf, Sherman. >heridan, Oarlield.
Ilayes. McClellan and
• list* r
among her soldiers and statesmen; with
Howells among her literary and Kdison among
ber M’ientitic children: with Beecher among
h* r theological graduates, and Bowers, Ward
and the B* ard brothers among ber sculptors
and painters, the State certainly
enjoys a peculiar distinction in diverse fertility. ’Yet the
writer has been able to do little* more than
••sample” the list of Ohio celebrities. The
story of the people has been his >tudy. and the
-i'«-at men have taken their natural place under
the exigencies of the narrative, one volume.
Mo, fully illustrated, sI

tuning for did) contain* article-on Tricycling in in-land. Fi-hing in < an-tda. Amateur!
Phot >grapbx. Summer spa Life at iJirlilieU.
t 'auo.-ing Fiidi r D fih uitie-. The
L.irly History I
of P»a-e Ball, tie N*-w Scoring Buie- for Cola
lege Ba-e Balh Cycle Training, the Angling
T* urnaim nt.and artieb on a dozen other timeHy sonic unaccountable misapprehension of
ly topic-. Be-ides tiji- ri.-h treat the July Outing contains -i-voral Well written -torn and ex- la !
then* is a large class of people in the
It
ilent poem-.
tin- bc-t summer magazine in
world w ho think that it costs little or nothing
the market.
to run a newspaper, and if they
buy a copy
“.Meth ■!- and Aid* in Teaching Heographx ."
( from the
newsboy, when too far from the ofis t-n tit!•- o! a mw educational work b\ < ha-.
ihv to com,.- and beg one. they are regular patF. King. A. M.. ilead-ma-t<*r <*f the Dearie n
school, and former)) Sub-n.n-ter of tin* la*\vi* ron- and entitled to unlimited favors. Men
(irammar S.-beol. in Boston.to be published by
• ail
e\cry day at new-paper offices to get a
Me—r*. Let A Sin pard. '1 'hi.* book i- de*igne«l
to help t< aeher- and normal pupil- in piv-eut•*<>py of tie* daily paper, just from the press,
ug thi- stmly interestingly and profitably: to
for nothing, who would newer dream of beggix e tench-; rs needed inlormal ion. or to indicate
a pocket handen bief from a
dry goods
where it may he gained: and also to illustrate ging
tin* teaching of an experienced tutor in tin* -tore, or a piece of andy from a confectioner,
even upon the plea of old
work
of
the
*ehoo!-room.
practical
acquaintance, having
bought something once before. One paper is
Tin* July number of ••Tin Forum ha- the fol- not much, tmt a hundred a
day amounts to
lowing table of content-: Tin* Polite al Situa- •omething in the course of time. Hut this is a
tion. Senator ticorgv F. Ldmund*: How ( an •mall drain compared with the free
advertising
Wag.-- In* Increased? I-Mward Atkin-on: < >ur t m w -paper is expected to do. Some men who
southern Master*. Senator William K. Chanaav» paid two dollars at an
of life
early
period
d!e*r: Engli-h and American Manm r-. T. W. for an advertisement worth four or live,
apHiggin-on: The Mutl that Dream* ar*. Made- of. pear to think they are stockholders in the esDr. M. < lynn-r: Moral Pritieipb* in Public Affor eternity. They demand the
tablishment
fair*. W. I.. Tivtdiolm: Komanisiu and the lb.
publication of all marriage and funeral notices,
public. Muiisigi'.-.r Leon B inland: Tin* Nev, obituaries, and family episodes, for the next
Battle* f tin* Books, Heorge Pelicw: What forty years, gratis.
Speak of pay and they
Shall tin- Public >.*hool Teach? Prof. L. II. grow indignant.
“Doift 1 patronize your
Ward: Tin Bugbear of Trusts, Henry Wood. payer?” “Yes, but
you receive the worth of
Forum Publishing ( j.. New York.
your money for what you pay.*’ ••Hut.” says
A \<T) ti
fill a*>i*tant tomotin-rs in the care I the patron, “it will not cost you anything to
t
infant- and Noting children i- t!se magazine. 1 put this in.” which is just as ridiculous as to
a>k a man to grind your axe on his grindstone,
Bah) hood, published at Beck mail *f rei I. New and
graciously tell him it won't cost him a
York. The* late.-i scientific metiiod* in feed- |
ing. clothing, and prescribing for ehildreii are j cent, it takes money to run a newspaper as
de-erihed in plainly written, sensible artieb-: well a* any other business: no paper will suej '•» d tinancially that carries a dead-head sysand 1 he experiences of niotli. r- are cited to illu-t rate di lit-rent t henries, in an intern -ting man- j t in. Any mention of the people's afl'airs that
uer.
No young mother should he without tin- 1 they are anxious to set; in print is worth paymagazine. The leading ariieh- of the .ltd) : ing for. and w hen printed is generally worth
a
much a- any other investment of t he same
number are the ‘•sterilization of Milk,” the j
“Dietetic Treatment of Diunho-a.” ar.d “No*c- | amount. The newspaper business i< very exacting on ail connected with it. and the pity is
Bleed.” euntllhnt: d by im-dica! writer*.
comparatively small; the proprietors risk more
Tieknor*- Pa pi r s.-rie- begin* ,luiy with a money for smaller urotit-, and the editors and
dainty novel by Il.*h*n Dawes Brown, entitle.] j reporters and printers work harder and cheap“I wo Cuii'-ge <iirl-.” a sort, of ••Torn Brown er than the -nine number of men in any other
a! < > \ford,” Willi V Oim-g hub:
as the collegians,
profession requiring the given amount of intelfull "f prank- and adxenture'. |i j> a viva- iigenee. training and drudgery. The life lias
eion- ami big lily amusing picture of t !i« -c pn*t- || its charms and pleasant associations, scarcely
5) and Ja- inating -eni*>rs and -ophomores, the known to the outside world; hut it has its
< i,e
being laid at run- of tin* great F i-fern earnest work and anxieties and hours of exeollegi for woim n (-wme*ay at \ assar). it haustion, which also are not known to those
i- rieli iii beautiful pas-.ige- of lender pat ho*.
who think tl»e business all fun. The idea that
't r n:g. simph* and \ ivid. and full "f
sustaining newspaperdom is a charmed circle, where the
intiie-t. Nothing ha- been published since favored members live a life of ease and free
“Little Woim n” that will -o strike the public from care, and go to the Springs on a free pass
ta-b
The action takes place in one of the
in the summer, is an idea which we desire to
h.-a-liiig American e..ih*ge* for women, and al- explode practically and theoretically. Husincss
i- business, and the journal that succeeds is the
though im deliniti
caliTes an* mentioned, the
scene will beca>ii\ recognized.
me that is run on a
square business footing,
the same as banking or building bridges, keepNoah Brook* has written a biography of
ing a hotel or running a livery stable. [Press
Abraham Lincoln for young people. It is on!)
and Printer.
in title what is called a “juvenile” hook. ho\\exer.
Mr. Brook* had the advantage of a per“No Sirrah!"
sona! aequaintanee with Lincoln, and while
drawing freely upon the more detailed live* !im*
A I >• moiTutic newspaper, which has been
been able to eolitribute a good deal of fre-li
matter from bis own iveollectioii*. The picture
examining Harrison’s name to see if it is loadof Lincoln which la- draws is
sympathetic, ed. tind> that Harrison spelled backward makes
natural and lifelike. The limits < f tin* volume
e,,mpei lue\iiy. l»iif ihi- doe* m»t detract from *'N«> Sirrah.” Si* it does, so it does, and Keho
the interest, and Mr. Brook* let*
portion- govern* herself accordingly.
J 'd
hi- available space w ith skill and
In November next are the Bemocrats
judgment.
going
I he lib- o! Lincoln is one of those which can t-> he able to beat Harrison? Keho answers,
liardl) be dc-crihed too often, and thi-mode-t “No Sirrah.”
little biography i- certainly not among tin* least
I- any free Trader
calculating to support
meritoriou- of it* kind.
P. Putnam’s Son-. Harrison? Keho distinctly replies, “No Sirrah.”
New York.
W ill any man who believes in the
protection
o! American
industry cast his vote against
The Popular Science M nit Id) for
duly con- Harrison? Keho rears on her hind legs and retain- : Safely in House-Drainage. By William
sponds, “No sirrah.”
F. Hoyt. S. B. < Illustrated.) Hourds and Bot1 hose whose emblem is Thurman's snufltles.
By (•rant Allen. Darwinism ami the stuiued bandanna, will
Harrison? Keho
< iuistian Faith, ill. (roneiuded.) The
Teach- exclaims, “No Sirrah.” they go
ing of Psychology. By 31. Paul Janet. CusI lie Americans that
round the Star
rally
tom* and Art* of the Kwakiool.
Bv (ieorge
>pangleu Banner, can they he swerved from
M. Daw-011. D. S., F. <i. S. Lines of'Progress their
to Harrison? Keho vociferates,
allegiance
j in Agriculture. B\ Dr. Manly .Mile*. Fal- “No Sirrah.”
in the Trades-Fnioii* Argument. Bv .!.
Is any Southern Bourbon who believes in
j laeies
B. Mann. Botany as it may he Taught. Bv
keeping the South solid by putting up jobs on
Prof. Bxroii D. Halstead. s<*'. D. Arctic Alas- | the
ballot-box advocating the election of Harka.
By \\ L. Howard. Manual or Industrial rison? Keho thunders, “No Sirrah.”
Training. By Prof. (i. Yon T’auhe. Sketch of
Has any veteran who fought
against the I'nPaul Brrt. (With Portrait.) Correspondence: ion enlisted in
this campaign for Harrison?
Industrial Adjustment*.—Fog-Signals. Fqual- I.i In* formulates
the unconditional assertion,
ity or Protection. Editor’s T'ahle: The state j “No Sirrah.”
and Social Organization.—A Philistine ChamAre the hoys in blue who upheld, not the
pion. Literary Notices. Popular 3Ii*cellanv. old bandanna, but the
old Hag, intending to folNotes.
low any other leader than Harrison? Keho
The American 3Ligazinc for Julv lias the i roars out, "No Sirrah.”
W ill the Free-Trade
following attractive table of contents: The j
newspapers of England
Walters Collection. Wilfred Patterson: 31 or- j condone the candidacy of Harrison? Keho emgaii's Spring (Poem) Cha*. Mellvaine; T’other phatically observes, “No Sirrah.”
U ill any person who
Mi-- Norie. 31 a rah Fllis; T’o a Ciiihl, (poem)
enjoys seeing John
Be-sie Chandler; Bov Life on tin* Prairie, \ .— Bud “slap I nch* Sam in the face with a eodMeadow Memories, Hamlin Garland; Ecuador iMi come out for Harrison? Keho gives the
and Her Cities, (second paper) William Eleroy prompt assurance, “No Sirrah.”
Curtis; Early New England Choirs and Sing- < W hat's the matter with Harrison’s name?
Mi, it’s all right.
ing Schools. Frederick <i. Mather: Two Cor*’•
Cleveland's name spelled backward is
onets,
Chapter. VII. (continued) VIII, IN, 1 Mialevele.
Our Welsh is a little
Mary Agile- Thicker; Spiritualism and Like we
rusty, hut
*eem to remember that “IMialevele” is a
Dr.
Allan
3IeLane Hamilton; Mv
j Delusions,
Kindred (poem) James B. Kenyon; A Night’s compound noun, whose equivalent in our language is “Free Trade.”
[New York Tribune.
Adventure, Madeleine Vinton
Dahigreu;
Housekeeping by the t inted States (iovernAt a meeting of importers at the London
nieiit, Charlotte Peeve Conover; *Jneeii Pose
and Her Court. Trehor old: Tin* Luck Penny. < hamber of Commerce Monday, the proposal
E. A. Pdoodgood; The Perversion of a Pleas- of Atlantic ship owners to increase the charges
at London on hills of lading for merchandise
ant Game,” Joel Benton; Our Cabinet. The
American Magazine, TT'.i Broaiivvav, New from America was condemned as inimical to a
York.
healthy competition.

Running

Bargains ! CITY BAKERY!
—IN-

SUMMER SHOES

74 Main

I

St.

of

Men’s Canvas Lace Boots,
Men’s Rubber Sole Tennis
Shoes.
Boys’ Rubber Sole Tennis

.75

Men’s Genuine Calf Low

||5
| Q[)

Ladies’ Garnet Oxford Ties
Ladies’ Kid Oxfords, Pat-

pers,

Fancy Bow,

Ladies’

Kid House

lirlfa-t,

June 1.!. IsSS. -_»i

I

AND-

-uuxt-

Ladies’ $2.00 & $2 BO Kid Boots, HAT BAKES! I
can't be beat either

for stjlc

.£**? «(• $!$

Men's

Caff* Congress.

who.

Men’s Good Wearing Gait Boots,

WOOD (.EAR

COLBURN,

the bi -t i:i the market. These implements can
be se* n at Mr. 11a icy’s old stand under the
doiimal oilb-e. and at his st-we in Fast l\m»\.
Farmers about to purchase should first see
-Iheso machines.-

14, isss.—Cm l!»

E. H. HANEY,

Trunk

rlly.
IlisIH Irmn Insidr.

B. F.
IT

Main

nnr

up

room

WELLS,

no

WM. O

2111*25*

Direct

For sale in Hel-

Sen-

&

t"! tinurn1

LOW PRICE tiny

lo

I.’Kru-I'l

my

*

arc

la

-oi I for.

in-

>!2 Y if you want

!<*-ce a

FINK stock:

It is Full from Top to Bottom!
I can *rive you M“IiK >TYLF.
short, M“ 1 {Ii ( AKIM Ai.K ti.an
-1 lie same

I

-ellin-

man

compete with

t\v or

before

von

a

tim

e

>.

if./.en

f..r

:•

at once.

.-..mam--. can

I have sol-1 the last

me.

in

money.--

beyomi comp. iilion,

am

No

I.AIL amt

W
n.

two

years

Summer Cot-

FOUR HUNDRED AND SEVENTY!
-ami

can

sell for

w

hat other 'butlers l>u\ for.-

LA ill. !•; -T“( K

A

&

Whips, Mats,

<

»F

Searsport July :id. and will
-give-

Having purchased tin: iuiere.-t

Vocal, I'ianotV Organ / nut met ion

Croj>

INTIL SKl'TKMKbit

—in

1st.

and

COAL

^car-port, .lune-ys. |s<s.—Mw_‘*;

Dusters,

Low,

HANSON.

I: h

May I.’,, 1—.—2ti

Great bargains continue to
be

at

given

Hervey’s Jewelry
Store. Mr. H. is constantly reducing his large stock af these
wonderfully low prices. Now
is your opportunity to qei firstclass, warranted goods, at
prices seldom offered. If you
are
looking for WATCHES,
CLOCKS, SILVER WARE or
JEWELRY, don’t feii to call.
ItelfaM, June ! I.

-•

|?»s>.

j!t!-

She Tried and Knows
A leading chcniFt of V w York
No plasters of such merit as
says:
the Atli-lo-plio-ros 1*1:
have ever
before been produced.'’ They are
a novelty because they are not made
simply to sell eluap, they are the
best that science, s', ill and money
can produce, and will do what is
claimed for them.
For sprains,
aches, weakness, lameness, etc.,

they

are

unequalcd.

40-1 Fulton

St..Sandusky,O Xov. 21.’°7.
act-<1 liko
Athloplior.

1 lie

>

> I ever trad ati
muiric. It is the
I
have us. d many kinds. < >ur drain: ist.
raid ‘•plastersar.-al! aU-uf tie-same” l.u:
I don’t think
m.v*.
1 -plained my arm
and shuiild.
in duly, and it has ln-en
painful ssii.-.-, lmt it does pot pain meat
allnow.
Mr-. AVm.u* Mauij.;_
JSc Send (’■ cents for the beaut ife: colored picMoorish Mai 1. n."
ture,
?•«.

THE ATHLOPHCROS CU. 112 Wall St tl. Y
y riu

T O OTHACH2
IS “THE HELL O' ALL DISEASES.”
I In r us.

Thru why not have your Aching
Truth piilinl or lilldl, i*n:»trn«l of #0
i'l^r arouu-l with unlaiyru.l .buck anil
hairiranl look, a i-crkvi iM.ifoimiVihaj's you do not know that

nn>cry.

c.

ir. .n:\xrs, Dentist,
recently Ineaterlin lielt'ast. win (|n

Wh-i lias
iu-i
the work >.111 lleeil ilnlie in a Fntsi
1.1-s ni-uiner
at very Ukasi inaiii.k I’ltlcKs. .I11-1 read the
pmi.r
The III sr AltTlI l( I II. TKKTII set in a nice 111 l:
mat 1*1,ATK fur only *12.00 a
single -et. nr a lull
set far only *20.00. Teeth reset far
*.V00 a plate.
ALL WORK WARRANTED FOR FIVE TEARS!
Times are
law. Please

satisfaction.

hard, therefore I make mv prices
give me a trial anil I will guarantee
2att

Office iu Knoir/tou JtlorJ:, UUjh .Stm t. Ilif.ist, ,\fe.

THE CELEBRATED GOLD DUST

WASHING

POWDER!

The cheapest anil best in the market.
—4

J

POUNDS

FOR

25

CENTS!Try It and be eanvineed.

Howes

dfc

Co.

Parasols!
Xow opening one of the most, extensive, lines of Parasols ever offered
in the eittj, which, we trill sell
CHEAP. Also

Parasols

for

Children !

-AT-

B. F.

Wells’.

CLOTHES WRINGERS,
PICNIC BASKETS,
CLOTHES PINS,

BROOMS, PAILS,
THUS, <DC*? <(V‘.,
--SELLING CHEAP!-

-HOWES & CO.-

Northport Camp Ground
NOTICE.
The Superintendency of the Camp <, round at
Northport, I have been compelled by ill health t<»
resign. M. C. KILL, Esq., of Northport, will act
a* Superintendent of the grounds this Reason, and
will attend to all matters which pertain to the offlee.

II IK AM KI’CCLKs.

Ilangor, June 22,1888.—2G

Quaker

White

Mills

Oats!

We bar blreet of tbe BMufMlureni aib
Mil tbea UM ibu ibejr cm be bengbt
elwwbere.

eaa

Howes dis

co.

Your House on Fire.
The Art Amateur for July contains a pleasNot the house of wood, or brick, or
ing colored study of “Fern>.” a very line one
stone, in
of “Poppies” in black and white, a portrait which you live, hut your bodily tenement may he
in terrible danger from smouldering lire which* you
study l»y Ellen Welbv, a striking decorative make
no effort
quench. The great danger from
figure (“Hebe”), numerous design* for wood impure blood istothat
it debilitates the system, and
carving, china painting and embroidery, and a the digestive organs grow weak and
inactive.
page of monogram* in *‘S.” The summer stu- j Hood’s Sarsaparilla combines the best kidnev and
dent of art will find especially valuable the arti- liver invigorators, with the best alteratives and
eles on “The Science of Landscape—Pocks, ! tonics, all from the vegetable kingdom, carefully
(■round and Trees,” “Landscape Painting in ami imderstandingly prepared in a concentrated
Water Colors” and “Sketching from Nature.” tm m. it purifies, vitalizes, and enriches the blood,
and tones up the system,
giving the whole body
Other topics practically treated are portrait
vitality, and effectually guarding it against the atpo*ing. china painting, wood carving, decora- tacks of disease.
tion of table linen, summer embroidery and
•V\ hv,” said the young wife of a
lectern bangings. Home decoration receives
physician, who
was given to
boasting of her husband’s profesas usual special attention, and for connoisseurs
sional skill, “he cured a patient of convalescence
there is, beside* the always vivacious “Note in less than
twenty-four hours.”
Book,” a very interesting “talk” with DurandPuel on the different period* of Corot, Millet
Personal.
and Rousseau, together with some account of
A young lady of seventeen summers,
highly
the Bavarian artist Gaugengigl and a notice of | educated, refined, and of a prepossessing appearthe Yandcll Summer Exhibition.
Price Iii ance, desires to form the acquaintance of some nice
cents. Montague Marks, Publisher, 23 I’nion young man, whom she would advise, if troubled
with dyspepsia, to use that great blood purifier
Square. N. V.
Sulphur Hitters.
2w*27
An Ocean Tramp, by Phiiip I). Hey wood i*
not a story in the geiieral acceptance of the
term, but a plain matter-of-fact narrative of
the experiences of a country boy of seventeen,
who ran away from home to go to sea, and
who after an adventurous life of a dozen years
came back to find his parents dead, the remainder of the family scattered, and the old
homestead in ruius. One cannot help feeling
that it is a record of genuine experience, so
naturally do the incidents follow one another,
and so skilfully are they wrought together.
The Gladiator, on hoard which the young adventurer ships for his first voyage, sail* from
New York for China, under a" captain who has
very decided ideas of discipline, and after a
stormy voyage round (’ape Horn i* shipwrecked on an island in Carsliine group. Both captain and mate and some of the crew were lost,
and the remainder after a stay of several
weeks are taken off l»y a Herman steamer and

tun/

n

hand

BiJf.lnh
full stock

a

WAREHOUSE,
F.

WATER

YASLE

U5ING

FOR

1*1*10 K
IVr Parrel 40 Gallons.

THE

I.FS rr
50

.$7.00

Quart

Ac

brought,

Stockton

!

N.

the—-

at

with

E.

-will be t• • ti 1111

A:

office

am!

at

LEVI

the (ii<l

invaluable, and superior to ad
other artificial food for bub:, s.
Mas. A. J. I.KNFIEI.D,
llosb’ll. Mass,
15 Indiana Place.

IdIiih*,

BELFAST,
tHIEe Oyer
Henry's

LATHS!

(containing forty infants)
i
your Laetuted IV od, and lind
s-ry

r-

r.."j
«'V»t

;.!i

v

llii

I

mportant Advanta-vs
r.-paivd l'u< ds.

BABIES CRY FOR IT,
INVALIDS REUS'D IT.
Perfectly Nourishes
or

a

25c.

50c.

£! .00.

A valuable pamphlet on “The Nutrition
i' Infants and Invalids,” free.

May

:ro

;

BEFORE

be

THE

which

lyidnrm

I

:
#£. H li \ A XT, Ixno.c.ami
J
/:. M, CUXXIXHHAM. Hctfust. ;

FAR INTERNAL

DEEIII.X; MOWKKM for sale by
June2S, lsss.—;>w 2»l

The

-AND--

h.

On

names,

an

Illus-

.ever

after

thank
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THE

Bryant.

\

TWO
MONTHS there will hr ti.OOO or

|

0,000

cold world

FAMILY REMEDY

i

!y4>

/
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..

,-rms

of

...

Dyspepsia.

DR. P, E. LUCE.

Cw2S

Belfast,

Box 30tl.

DR. F. S. HUTCHINSON & COMPANY,
FAFF. YKICtVOXT, Y.S.A.
—--1-__F^OSRl lKdl

Send
cents fora copy of “no Emergencies and How tiv
Treat Them, or \Yh::t to Do Before You (ietthc Doctor.” Neatlv 1 >i;in 1 a.id profn lv illustrated. A “Treatise on ■Apoplexy”’
*
v
iVcc t„ :.ny tldress.

«

...

....

J!i;il!j

lyr32

Baby

When she

sick,

gave her

Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria,
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria,
When ghe hail Children, she gave them Cost or In.
was a

Purifier,

•to the entire

L.

system.

F.”

Atwood's

Buy only

llio

Shingling Made

a

Bitters.

It will make new, rich

h

blood, uiul add vigor

I

jflj

L. F.”

F. L. Carxkv & Co., Newcastle, write. April 5, 18SR:
No Bitters ever gave as good satisfaction; we have sold them for many years,
—

lySB

e. .i:mn •!)

"I
nut

E3

City.

x

Carriage

[I

milK subscriber lias
second
1 hand TOP CAKKIACK. For further particulars enquire of F. M. Lancaster, at his store, Main
Street, or of J. L. Sleeper, with If. II. Coombs &
son. Main Street.

Belfast, May 15,1S8S.—20tl
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In nil colors. The Art Shades arc Decorated
and Transparent. All Minetto Shades. Plant
or
Decorated, arc unsurpassed in Beauty,
Durability and Finish. Mounted on firstclass Sprimj Relief ready to hang

1-Tom iis combination of valuable lucdU-im-s, is super.<>r
to t!u c-senco of (.Huger in the cure of Cramps, Colie,
l>yspep: ia ami Howel disorders, and is invaluable for all
Throat and Lung troubles. I'se it without delay if you
have Cough, Hroue'nitis, Asthma, Weak Lungs. eOc. A $1.
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Portland Latin School
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Itest facilities for instruction in Academic >!mlics,
Theo. F. Leighton
with Military l»riH. Fneidu
(Yale). Joshua F.. t rain* (lirown Head Master.-;
C(has. K. Cushing Oalc), Fdimiml A lutiarnio
SINDAV, JIWR 24tb, the coach ; (llainilton), Masters; I’rof. It. F. Klenner, Taetielan and Instruetor in the .Modern Languages.
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IT STRENGTHENS FIBS AND INVIGORATES.

You can’t estimate the cost of a woman’s dress
ov the size of her bustle any more than
you can
tell how mueli a hotel clerk knows by the height of
Ids collar.

Maine.

A Private Seaside Retreat for tin* treatment of
;
! diseases of women and children. Patients admitted
at any time from July 1st to Oct. I.
j
TermsHoard from $5 to $10 per week, according to room. Medical treatment, according to
; the nature and requirements of the case,
For further pcrticulurs call at my ollice on I
j! Pluenix
How, between the hours m 10 a. in. and *2
in., over Ilervey’s Jewelry store, or address

Symptoms Hint iixlirntc (lie n«ic of AXTI-AFO—Di/.zim-ss or Pressure in the I lead, Spots In-fort
Kyes, Pain Around or Palpitation of the Heart, Pain in Kegioi
af Heart with feeling of Suffocation, Kinging Sound in Kars.
Numbness and l*riekIv Sensation of Limbs, especially the Arm,
Pain between Shoulders and in Side, Drv C’ougli, 1‘latulcnce,
Sour Stomach, or il sufering from (ieneial Debility with Loss,
of Appetite, Short Krcath or Wheezy Ureathing.
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Invalids’ Retreat,
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Pamphlet
their lucky stars.
All who buy or order direct from us, and request it, shall receive a certificate that the
money shall
bo refunded if not abundantly satisfied. Retail price. 35 cts.; G bottles,
$2.00. Express propaid tcany part of the United States or Canada. I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. P. O. Box 2118, Boston. Mass.
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Cures Diphtheria., Croup. Asthma, Bronchitis. Neuralgia, P-.v.-.-.vu.i.-*,: heumatism. Bleeding at tin*
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“When my child was born,
the doctor ordered one of th<
other Foods. She ate that until she nearly died. I had tim e4
doctors, who said the trouble
was Indigestion, and ordered
the food eliUllf.'Vd to Lariated
F«x»d. It saved my child’s life,
and I owe you many thanks
for it. I reyard your Food as
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Charcoa1. Kindlings

Madder,
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flammation of the Matlilsr. Kidney Complaints of all kinds. Ilhenmalism, (lout. Dyspepsia, Flatulence, Kc~enta, Xerrous Com,Ve.
plaints, Salt Jlheum, 1 mpurities of the Flood,
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KANSAS AND SOUTH!
and beyond.
Entire passe-•
celebrated Pullnu.u n .phunci-s and modem iinprovc-m*

The Famous Albert Lea Routs

Hrooks Villa.
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Will. C. MAliSIIAM,.
Belfast, March 22, b>>.-12
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Kansas <*. NobrasM;. i?'y
“Great Rock Islo

for jour interest to eall and see him at his new
repository, where a good variety ot stock In his

The (lain of Kaiser was by Dictator -ire oi -Jay
Kyc See 2.10, lMiallas 2.1:>V,. etc.; ; 2d dam b\ \’
mont: :id dam by Zenith, son of American F.clipsc
other dams for live generations thoroughbred
This colt is of the very highc.-t breeding and a
ry
genuine Wilkes. That he will be a trotter
horseman predicts. A long price < oubl have been
obtained from an chin breeder recently. m in- ;t.ceded here. Book full.

*

CO.

oj

LOWELL,

...

Chicago,

generally.-

SHAW STOCK INC GC..

D» ecu.

STOCKTON
cure

And iIk* trade

c
colt, foaled in 1 ssc,, by Kaiser, b
,rgc
Wilkes, conceded to be The < ireatest Trotting "iv ;
dam Mary Withers (who took a premium :n Ban
gor as a
years old by Den. Wither-: 2 l dam,

Brow

-1 shall

For the

VADKFAVS.

31 VKK

n'ILKESMOXT !
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Staples

POOR & SON.

from China,

HOWES

I'iiii- l.oration

!

BENJ. CARVER,
T> Srhermerliorn Street, Itrookljn, X. V.

Qbb ton of M 30s. TEA,

Newspaper.

SALE

uniting"

1

The subscriber has a farm of 140
on the roail between Belfast
ami Sear-port. The lami is high,
ami well watercil, having three
springs of excellent water, cool
:• i*•
clear Hi*.* \ear around. I wo o! the spring* are
r.‘,.r i!n bmidinjrs and the other about half way
t. a' the r*ia<l t.» tin* shore.
The farm would be
'vi-il adu.po d for summer cottages and the owner
to sell It <.• tl" in lots,
would lil
lie would advise
those w ahtdej,' further information to visit the farm,
as it can be easilv seen from the road.

Belfast.

puff, but frozen fact.
las! by

FOK

SIDNKV KAMSII,
i>. i\

bay, l.v, hands, l'oaled in is-:.,!.; .Judgt !
Advocate,"(sire of Thornberry J.*21
!»y M.n
Duroe
ger
(sire of lilteeu 2..‘lo trotter-. I>\ ilain
blctonian.
!
r
Dam, bay marc Kathleen l>y ilan.l.!.-: .mu (
(sire of Deorge <>., 2.24lt),' by Middletown !•;
Ilambletonian; 2d dam Doeen.
.Judge Advocate was lived at st*.ny Ford Stock
Farm, N. V., where the great California -tal'.e
Kleetioneer was raised, llis dam is the dam of
Admiral, (sire of >istor 2.21V,. IInntre-< 2.2" and
was by Cassius M. < lay, whose son i< the sire <d
Klcctionecr's dam.
This young stallion is an inbr« d !iamlili-toni.-in.
tin
tiie IlamhletonKn and clay b!o. d
blood of (ieo. Wilkes and F.lcrtminor in bis .-:i< ;
with the Ilambletonian and Mar blood kthe Mood
of Dexter, Dictator, &r.. D his dam.
This colt in form and structure unite- line iini-li
Aif.
carw ith great power.
Though lie w ill not be
old until next September, he can now -bow a
| has lor sale some nice
open Wagons, Carriages,
minute gait.
an:! Skeletons, which he will sell at as good barTerms—15.
gains as can he obtained in Waldo Count), it Is

acres

The licst tO ('eat fig fir in tin
Market.
This is

for
tages.

.1

Street,

Bolfant, Maine.

Farm for Sale!

AIA,

The I arse si stork In (hr

the

1

WAii'lEiv A. WOOD NEW HAY HAKE,

McClintoek Mock. Hitjh St.

OF

MOWER,-

ha- a full stock on hand, to which he calls the at
tention ot the farmers. This machine took iirst
pri/.e iast year in the French government trial.
-Also agent for the-
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Dark

Mr. E. H. HANEY,

Hutton Hoots.
I> HATHA (ftM)I) VALUES.
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soft
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be tender.
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so dyed as

The SNOWBLACK
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the best black Half-Hose in

are

and

glossy,
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35,

Slip-

and

Prescott is by Harold, sire of Maud s. record
2.08*4), and his dam was by Alexander's Abdallah,
(sire of Goldsmith Maid,’ 2.11 as i< the dam ol
Princess, sire of Twinket 2.14, and of more 2 3u ;
trotters than any other stallion ai his age ha--how n.
Haroldson is’ 15.2*2 hands high,, rhurry hay, b-* ;
1
nice mane and tail, a faultless form and pi rlei-t
trotting action, lie trotted, la-t ca-on for ti*• cdt
stakes at Fairfield and at the State lairs and at
Monroe—4 races in all—and warn every heat a -i 1 y
He also won the 3 vears old stallion cup at Lewi-- ;
ton—no other colt daring to compete,
lie wa dr
•dared to be the best trotting.1! year old N. i-.o e\. !
was
or
in
tin- '•tat. j
ever bred
trotted
cepted—that
That it is within his capacity t<> trot in 2
li
season is very evident.
Terms—$35. ApplinUion, to make Mire, should
he made at once as Ills hook is lining last and his
number limited.

F. R. JOBTS33 & Go.

Slip-

the market.

above.)

Respectfully,

90

ent Leather Tips,
Ladies’ Kid Opera

The SNOWBLACK

best-fitting and

(3 years old record, 2 30’..)
Foaled in lss|, by Prescott—dam Quocn

VS.

AM) SEE

( A LI,

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC IT

1

HAROLDSON!

we

Button

Style

Boots,

as

the

$125

Men’s Good

line

any in (own. Try them. Thanking
people for ihe liberal patronage the past year,
hope by the continuance of the same and strict
attention to business to Improve the Baking bust*
dess in this city (he next year as much as we hate
-the past.—
are a*

Shoes,

tail and extraordinary hone and muscles. He has
taken premiums at the State fairs at Lewiston and
Bangor in competition with the best stallion- of hinge ever exhibited in the State. His colt- take
after him and are all as good as can be found any
where. One of them received lirst premium at the
last County fair.
He lias always shown great
natural speed. Though not trained last season he
showed quarters in 40s.
Terms—$20 to insure.

&C.,'

BROWN BREAD&BEANS,

,75

Shoes,

MADE!

Cookies, Pics, (Jakes,

75

llamblctonian.

ltysdyk’s

Dam black mare Queen (record 2.12—time in race
2.38), by a son of Black Diamond, (sire of Clara
J., 2.28 and others, and of Nigger Baby sire of Bay
Fanny 2.28, Sciota Belle 2.2s). Imp.'French Canadian; 2d dam Morgan.
l'rince Withers is a very handsome horse, p;
hands high, weighs 1100 lbs.*, bright bay in color, of
tine form, style and carriage, has heavy mane and ;

give you six kinds of Bread If you wish,
hul the HOME HADE Is the BOSS. Our
ran

NTR ■ Will
.V-.PCFT'T

i\-

WITHERS !
(3 years old record 3.02.)
Foaled in 1883, by Gen. Withers, son of Almont,
(sire of Westmont, pace, 2.13**, Fanny Wither
spoon, 2.1«'4 and 32 other 2.30 performers, and of 27
sons sires of 57 performers,) the greatest grandson

-AT-

We

A

PRINCE

ir you want (he FINEST BREAD ever
cooked In Waldo County, call for

W. I. QoiBUBNS. HOME

UNACQUAINTED WITH THE GE
OBTAIN V ,'H INEOaVAT' u FP

j

I

LEAD PIPE and SHEET LEAD.
Our manufactures arc fully warranted, and are
lyrti
unsurpassed by any in tho market.
Lowest market prices for goods of equal quality,

SALEM LEAD COMPANY,
V. A. Hkmwn Treas.

salem, mass

